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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

A categorial, computational theory of idioms

van Erik-Jan van der Linden

1. De definitie van idiomen als niet-compositionele uitdrukkingen, enook
die van idiomen als compositionele uitdrukkingen, verraadt een onjuist
taalkundig wereldbeeld waarin compositionaliteit eigenlijk het enige
principe is waarmee de relatie tussen vorm en betekenis beschreven
kan worden (Hoofdstuk 2).

2. Ret is heel goed mogelijk een definitie te geven van idiomen die niet
direct gerelateerd is aan een specifieke formele theorie (Hoofdstuk 2).

3. In tegenstelling tot de vaak ongeschreven assumptie in veel idiomen-
onderzoek, wijken idiomen niet of nauwelijks af van hun niet-idioma-
tische tegenhangers waar dit hun syntactische en prosodische gedrag
betreft (Hoofdstuk 3).

4. De inherente compositionaliteit van Categoriale Logica laat zich uit-
breiden naar niet-compositionele gevallen, zonder dat daarmee de ge-
restringeerde methodologie ronddit formalisms in het gedrang komt
(Hoofdstuk 5).

5. Categoriale Logica in het voorbeeld par excellence van een computer-
linguistische theorie van berekening en representatie (Hoofdstuk 6).

6. Hoewel in taalpsychologisch onderzoek is aangetoond dat contextuele
kennis een rol speelt bij de verwerking van natuurlijke taal, is dit nog
geen evidentie dat deze kennis altijd en overal gebruikt wordt: voor de
disambiguering van mogelijk idiomatische expressies is specificiteit een
uitstekende lecicale heuristiek .(Hoofdstuk 6). .

7. Het gegiechel en gegnuif dat idiomen-onderzoek omringt, doet afbreuk
aan de fundamentele inzichten in de relatie tussen vorm en betekenis die
de studie van idiomen voortbrengt, maar wordt helaas versterkt door
idiomen-onderzoekers zelf door de titels die zij kiezen bij de rapportage
over hun onderzoek (zie de bibliografie).
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8. Idiomen-onderzoek wordt belemmerd door uiteenlopende intuities over
betekenis en fiexibiliteit van idiomen.

9. Idiomen-onderzoek wordt gestimuleerd door uiteenlopende intuities over
betekenis en fiexibiliteit van idiomen.

10. Schriftelijke voorlichting aan abiturienten zoals die wordt gegeven door
universiteiten dient feitelijk en niet-persuasief te zijn.

11. In tegenstelling tot wat de veronderstelling van de vorige stelling lijkt
te zijn, draagt studievoorlichting nauwelijks bij aan de studiekeuze van
abi turienten.

12. Het eten van appels in werkcoupe's in treinen dient verboden te worden,
daar het de aanwezige promovendus stoort.
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Preface

Research is hardly an individual enterprise. A lot of people contributed to the
research presented in this thesis.

First and for all my gratitude goes out to Michael Moortgat and Harry Bunt.
During the past four years I have had the opportunity to work closely with
Michael Moortgat. I had the pleasure of sharing Michael's knowledge on Cate-
gorial Grammar, his creativity, and his ability to point out hidden flaws in the
proposals we discussed. The many hours we spent on the content of this thesis
were filled with intellectually most stimulating discussions about the high-speed
developments in Categorial Logic.
Harry Bunt gave me the opportunity to pursue my interests in the three themes
that are intertwined in this thesis: idioms, categorial grammar and the com-
putational lexicon. He contributed significantly to this thesis with his broad
knowledge of computational linguistics and his editorial insights.

My first interest in the computational study of idiomatic expressions was raised
in 1983 by Jan van Bakel while I was a student at Nijmegen University. In
Nijmegen I also worked for several years as a student and research assistant at
the Max-Planck-Institut fiir Psycholinguistik (Nijmegen) with Wietske Vonk.
Without Wietske I would not have done research at all. The enthousiasm for
this occupation in general and the interest for the study of human language pro-
cessing she brought about in me can still be found in this thesis. While working
at the Nijmegen Institute for Cognitive Research and Information Technology
(NICI) Gerard Kempen taught me that computationally and psychologically
interesting approaches can be combined, and moreover, he raised my interest
in the computational lexicon. During one and a half year with the Institute
for Applied Computer Science of the Dutch Organization for Applied Scientific
Research (ITI-TNO, Delft), I first got in touch with Categorial Grammar.· My
colleagues at that time, Brigitte van Berkel and Adriaan van Paassen, were as
enthousiastic as I was, and we worked closely together in pursuit of technological
employment for the Lambek calculus.



Because I hadn't made up my mind at the time about the precise topic of my
thesis or about supervision, I found a temporary coach in Domien Kusters. I
am much indebted to him for the time he spent on my research knowing that
these two sentences would be his only credit.
The Institute for Language Technology and Artificial Intelligence (ITK) of Til-
burg. University has provided a good environment for my research during the
four years I worked there. I wish to thank my colleagues at ITK with whom
I cooperated, Guido Minnen, Wessel Kraaij and Stephan Raaijmakers. Special
thanks are due to Walter Daelemans. Sharing an office with him resulted in
many discussions on theory and practice of computational linguistics that have
greatly influenced my thinking.
I wish to thank the Insitute for Logic, Language and Computation (ILLC, Am-
sterdam), and its director, Johan van Benthem, for giving me the possibility to
complete this thesis.

The community of researchers in the area of computational and formallinguis-
tics in the Netherlands is alive and kicking. I owe a lot to various members of it,
notably Bart Geurts, Ton van der Wouden, Gosse Bouma, Herman Hendriks,
Paul Dekker, Yde Venema, Koenraad De Smedt, Henk Zeevat, Joan Baart,
Linda Verstraten, and Henriette de Swart. My 'brothers-in-idiomatic-arms' in
this community are Martin Everaert and Andre Schenk to whom I owe a lot of
my insights in our joint research topic. Martin has a vast knowledge of theore-
tical linguistics and idioms that exceeds particular theories and formalisms. I
hope Andre and I will be able to prolong our disagreement on virtually every
aspect of idioms. Together with Rob Schreuder, Martin and Andre I had that
pleasure of doing something that I suggest to everyone working on a Ph.D.-
thesis: assemble scientists in the area of your interest, organize an International
Conference, and edit a book of the proceedings.
In the international community I have had feedback on my research or was
influenced otherwise through longer or shorter personal encounters with Guy
Barry, Martin Pickering, Ewan Klein, Mark Steedman, Dick Oehrle, Kent Wit-
tenburg, Ed Keenan, Glyn Morrill, Carl Vogel, Gregor Erbach, Steven Bird,
Esther Konig, Anne Abeille, Jo Calder, Ivan Sag, and Dirk Geeraerts.
On the practical side, I wish to thank Bart Geurts and Wietske Sijtsma for
helping me turn my Internationalish into something that looks more like Eng-
lish; Mark Hepple and Andre Schenk for providing ~TEYCmacro's,Harry Bego
for creating the index of this thesis with his TExtract indexing programme,
and Arthur van Horck for answering all my questions about ~TEX.Michael
Moortgat provided a copy of his 1988 Categorial Theorem Prover, on which the
implementation in the appendix is based.



Last but not least I wish to thank the people that were there when I needed
them, whereas I was away when I should have been with them: my wife, family
and friends.
My parents taught me self-development, and have always supported me, whe-
ther I planned to be an actor, a scientist, or the manager of a research institute.
Anita endured five years in which I lived in some far-away land occupied by
logic, weird sentences, and Prolog-code. I hope to be able to return the under-
standing, support and love she gave me.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Aim of this thesis
Expressions such as to kick the bucket, meaning to die, and spill the beans, inter-
preted as to reveal a secret, form part of every speaker's linguistic competence,
and occur very frequently in natural language (Zgusta 1971:144). If it should
ever be possible to equip computers with the capability of understanding these
idioms, they should have formalized linguistic knowledge of these expressions,
as well as formalized knowledge about how these expressions may be processed
efficiently.
Linguistic knowledge and its formal representation is the subject of theoretical
linguistics. Theoretical linguistics aims at a correct, fully explicit, and general
description of the correspondence between form and meaning in natural lan-
guage. A generative grammar provides such a description: it generates all and
only the expressions of a language and their structural descriptions, and descri-
bes and explains all relevant facts about the expressions. Thus the eventual
goal of theoretical linguistics may be described as

"( ..) the construction of fully explicit descriptions of particular lan-
guages and a formalized general framework for defining the space
within which to locate such descriptions" (Gazdar et al. 1985:1).

Processing of language is the subject of computer science, psycholinguistics and
artificial intelligence. Knowledge of natural language processing should consist
of a representation of the computation which is performed by some nat,ural
language processor. This so-called parser relates evidence from several cognitive
systems such as perceptual or conceptual systems or the lexicon in order to find
grammatical descriptions that most reduce the evidential information (Ristad
1990).
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The discipline which studies knowledge of representation and processing of lan-
guage taken together is Computational Linguistics. Computational Linguistics
makes use of insights that may derive from any of the disciplines mentioned
above.
The aim of this thesis is to provide a theory of idioms in Computational Lin-
guistics, thus taking into account both types of knowledge.

The theory which serves as the formal basis for this study is a variety of Ce-
tegorial Grammar which is known as Categorial Logic. Categorial Grammar
is a family of linguistic theories. In Categorial Logic, grammar is approached
from the point of view of type theory and proof theory: expressions in natural
language are assigned types; analysing or producing an expression is similar
to proving that the combination of the types of its subexpressions belongs to
the set of expressions generated by the grammar. Therefore, Categorial Logic
serves as the formal basis for the study of the processing and the linguistic re-
presentation of natural language.

One of the basic principles underlying Categorial Grammar (and other formal
syntactic-semantic theories) is the principle of compositionality, which holds
that the meaning of complex expressions is a function of the meaning of its
constituent parts and the way these are syntactically combined. This principle
does not apply to the meaning of idioms: the meaning to die cannot be derived
from the meanings of kick, the and bucket. Maybe just because idiomatic ex-
pressions do not comply with the compositionality principle, they have received
little attention in Categorial Grammar. If, however, Categorial Grammar is
to qualify as a generative theory of grammar, it should include an account of
idiomatic expressions.

To conclude, there are several justifications for a thesis-sized study of a computa-
tional, categorial theory of idioms. First, such a study contributes to theoretical
linguistics and in particular to Categorial Grammar. Secondly, it contributes
to the state of affairs in Computational Linguistics by providing a computa-
tional theory of idiom processing, and by investigating the possibilities of the
logical and proof theoretic approach in this respect. Thirdly, the application of
these theoretical results makes it possible to equip computers with the ability
to efficiently process idiomatic expressions. To show that the theory presented
here can be implemented, the appendix provides the code of its PROLOG im-
plementation.
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1.2 Content of this thesis

The current section gives an overview of the content of the thesis.

1.2.1 Idioms: relation between form and meaning

The property which distinguishes idioms from other classes of expressions is the
relation between form and meaning. This relation should be the central topic
in a linguistic theory of idioms, and it will be discussed in chapter 2. There it is
shown that the meaning of idioms cannot be accounted for under the principle
of compositionality. The meaning of an idiom is subject to idiomaticity which is
to say that the meaning of an idiom is exclusively a property of that expression.
Idiomaticityand compositionaJity are both regarded as properties of meanings
of complex expressions.
Idiomaticity does not imply that the meaning of idioms is arbitrary: idioms
may have metaphorical properties. These properties and their relation to idi-
omaticity is discussed for idioms as well as for other types of expressions such
as metaphors and collocations. This discussion will also demarcate the class of
linguistic expressions that is central in this thesis.

Scope

Not all possible issues concerning the relation between form and meaning are
discussed in this thesis: a number of limitations apply.

Referential meaning Various aspects of the meaning of an expression can
be subject to idiomatization. Geeraerts (1989) mentions referential, emotional,
stylistic, discursive (or pragmatic"; Westheide 1989), and poetic aspects. In this
thesis only referential meaning is discussed.

Functional aspects A functional explanation for idioms is not among the
topics of this thesis, although it features in some work on idioms in the literature,
where one may find the following claims:
_ Idioms function as expressions used to capture more or less complex (Koller
1977; Strassler 1982) or abstract situations (Claudi and Heine 1986; Lakoff and
Johnson 1980) in simple expressions with more or less complex meanings ..
_ Idioms give the partners in communication means to be able to cope with
situations that occur every day with respect to language and content (Koller
1977:6).

lSee Coulmas (1979) for routine formulae.
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Diachronical and etymological aspects Since many idioms are frozen me-
taphorical expressions, the meaning of idioms can often be explained diachro-
nically in terms of their etymological evolution. Although these metaphorical
properties will be discussed, etymology is not the subject of this dissertation.

What type of expressions can be idiomatic Especially in GB (see for
instance, Everaert (1989)), attention is paid to the question which syntactic
constructions mayor may not be idioms. For instance, it is claimed that there
are no subject idioms. In this thesis little is said about this matter: the formal
theory to be presented here makes no predictions about what expressions can be
subject to idiomaticity. However, the same holds for other types of expressions.
For instance, little is known about what may of may not be a compositional
expression.

1.2.2 Flexibility
The crucial property that distinguishes idioms from other expressions lies in the
relation between form and meaning. Besides this, there are other differences -
some alleged, as we will see - between idiomatic and nonidiomatic expressions:
idioms are syntactically not as flexible as their nonidiomatic counterparts, and
their prosodic behaviour is different too (chapter 4).
Idioms seem to deviate from other expressions, at least from their nonidiomatic
counterparts, with respect to the syntactic constructions they may occur in. For
instance, (1.1) cannot be assigned an idiomatic interpretation, but (1.2) can be
passivized without losing its idiomatic interpretation (in this thesis, # indicates
that no idiomatic interpretation is available).

(1.1) # De benen werden genomen door Jan.
The legs were being taken by John.
John ran away.

(1.2) Het paard werd achter de wagen gespannen.
The horse was behind the cart put.
The cart was set before the horse.

Much research has been devoted to this latter issue without first assessing whe-
ther idioms differ from nonidiomatic expressions. The aim of the study of the
syntactic behaviour of idioms, which is the topic of chapter 3, is therefore two-
fold. Firstly, it is necessary to assess whether idiomatic expressions deviate
from nonidiomatic expressions. Secondly, an explanation should be given for
the fact that idioms do not occur in various constructions in which comparable
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expressions may occur. The main conclusion of chapter 3 will be that in gene-
ral idiomatic expressions do not or at least not drastically deviate from other
expressions: the explanation of why a certain expression occurs in some envi-
ronments but not in others is the same for idioms and nonidioms. For instance,
nominal constituents of idioms cannot in general be topicalized because they are
nonreferential. However, this explanation equally applies to other nonreferential
expressions such as expletive pronouns. Among the constructions we discuss are
raising, control, passive, topicalization, wh-extraction, and focussing.

1.2.3 Categorial Grammar
A computational theory of any set of expressions requires a formalism to express
knowledge about language and language processing. In chapter 4 the formal
theory that serves as the vehicle for the present study, Categorial Grammar, is
introduced, and more in particular Categorial Type Logic (Lambek 1958; van
Benthem 1986; Moortgat 1988).
The study of Categorial Grammar as a type logic has resulted in the use of a
variety of logics for the representation of natural language. The properties that
distinguish these logics, associativity, permutation etc. should be used selecti-
vely for the representation of natural language. We discuss the full landscape of
logics, and make a selection for our own purposes. The main contribution to Ca-
tegorial Logic in this chapter lies in the formalization of the notion Dependency
Constituency.

1.2.4 Formal representation of idioms
In chapter 5 we introduce a variant of Categorial Type Logic, Categorial Sign
Logic, which enables a natural formalization of idioms. Formal counterparts to
the informal definition of idiomaticity of chapter 2 are presented.
Subsequently, the structure of the lexicon is discussed. Idiomatic expressions
consist of other lexical items. For instance, de, pijp, aan, Maarten. and geven in
de pijp aan Maarlen geven (the pipe to Maarlen to give, to die) are all lexical
elements that may occur in other contexts in which the idiom is not present.
To avoid lexical redundancy, these elements should be related to one another
in the lexicon. The relation between the lexical representation of an idiom and
the items it is composed of can be represented within a hierarchical lexicon
structure. In particular, it is argued that the idiomatic expression inherits
properties from the element that functions as its head.



1.2.5 Incrementalprocessing
In chapter 6 a formal theory of the processing of idioms is presented. An
introduction to aspects of language processing in general and to the processing
of idioms in particular is given in the categorial framework. It is argued that
human language processing has a number of properties that can be fruitfully
incorporated in computational models: incrementality and immediacy add to
the efficiency of natural language processing. It is shown that the M-calculus
(Moortgat 1988, 1990b) with dependency constituency added, entails the desired
interpretations of incrementality and immediacy as opposed to other categorial
grammars.
Most idioms may be interpreted both nonidiomatically and idiomatically. A
computational theory should describe how the ambiguity between the idiomatic
reading and the nonidiomatic reading should be resolved in an efficient way.
In chapter 6 a model is presented in which lexical information is used for a
simple heuristic for resolving this ambiguity: prefer idiomatic over nonidiomatic
interpretations. The hierarchical structure of the lexicon helps to implement
such a strategy. The calculus is extended to allowthe natural language processor
to reason about the structure of the lexicon. It then becomes possible to express
preferences in the interpretation process, and thus to account for the fact that, in
the presence of an ambiguity, idiomatic interpretations are generally preferred.

1.3 Additional results
Apart from the fact that a computational, categorial theory of idioms is of
interest in itself, it may contribute to the study of certain general principles that
underlie many current theories of the description and processing of language.

1.3.1 The scope of lexicalism
A trend in monostratal linguistic theories is to represent more and more lin-
guistic knowledge in the lexicon, and less in rules that describe how lexical
items should be combined. This trend is often referred to as lexicalism, and
the underlying principle as the lexicalist principle. A question that arises in
this context is precisely which information should be in the lexicon and which
information should not or cannot be represented lexically. Since an adequate
account of idiomatic expressions includes various kinds of linguistic information
(at least syntactic, semantic and prosodic information), the study of idioms
makes clear the scope of the lexicalist principle. It is shown in this thesis that
the syntax-semantics interface is subject to the lexicalist principle.
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1.3.2 The lexicon
We saw that in modern linguistic theory, the lexicon has become the most
important store for linguistic knowledge. It supplies all necessary linguistic in-
formation and is no longer the "junkyard of linguistics" (Hoeksema 1984:2), the
place where all irregularities are stored as is the view of e.g. Di Sciullo and
Williams (1987).
To begin with, the lexicon is informally defined as that part of the NLP system
which takes care of the vocabulary. Whereas in the early days of NLP theory
lexical matters were not considered to be of vital importance, more recently the
lexicon has become the object of extensive and detailed study. This is due to
the growing interest in the lexicon in computational linguistics and theoretical
linguistics, and to the fact that in computers large amounts of complex lexical
knowledge can be represented in computers, which is a prerequisite for realistic
applications in the field of language technology?
In general, the study of idioms can help clarify three important issues that con-
cern the lexicon:
(a) the content of the lexicon. This issue relates to the role of lexicon in gram-
matical theory in general as it was mentioned in the context of lexicalism above;
(b) the structure of the lexicon. The theory of the lexicon presented here views
the lexicon as a hierarchically structured entity;
(c) the role of the lexicon as a knowledge source for the actual processing of
natural language. Lexical information is shown to be of importance. First, the
hierarchical structure of the lexicon may help to choose between rival analyses,
which, in turn, contributes to the resolution of ambiguities at the lexical level:
other knowledge sources are not necessary for resolving ambiguities."

1.3.3 Relation between form and meaning
The study of idioms sheds light on the relation between form and meaning in
general. In Categorial Grammar, but also in other syntactic-semantic theories,
compositionality is the main principle which governs the relation between form
and meaning. In this thesis the view is advanced that compositionality is just
one of the possible properties of the meaning of complex expressions. Further-
more, it is argued that the relation between form and meaning is a property of
lexical elements and the combination of these elements, and not, for instance,
of syntactic-semantic rules.

2See van der Linden and van der Wouden (1990) for an introduction to the computational
lexicon, and references.

3In terms of traditional lexicography, we could refer to these aspects as follows:
content refers to linguistic information as part of the microstructure. structure refers to an
aspect of the macrostructure: the principle by which the lexicon is ordered. There is no exact
lexicographical equivalent for the role of the lexicon during processing: matters of processing
are of no concern in traditional lexicography.



1.3.4 Incremental and immediate processing
A natural language processor should operate in an efficient way. The study of
the processing of idioms may contribute to our knowledge of parsing in general.
The position with respect to the efficiency of models of natural language pro-
cessing held here is that, in order to achieve speed and efficiency, they should
be psychologically plausible or realistic. Plausibility is interpreted here as con-
sistency with the available psycholinguistic evidence.
A crucial property of the human language processor is that it must operate from
'left-to-right' because its input is ordered sequentially. Left-to-right, incremen-
tal processing contributes to the efficiency of the parsing process because parts
of the input can be processed as soon they are encountered and not after the
input has been completed. Besides, because processing is incremental it is pos-
sible to give an interpretation of a partial sentence at any moment during the
parsing process. A topic of on-going research is to what extent words, and the
information they reveal, are processed immediately, that is, at the moment they
are encountered in the input. Idioms shed light on this issue because there are
clear results from psycholinguistics that indicate when an idiomatic expression
is recognized and interpreted as such.

1.4 Conclusion
The study of idiomatic expressions contributes to theoretical as well as com-
putational linguistics. The properties of idioms that are focussed on in this
thesis are the relation between form and meaning, the formal representation of
idioms, including lexical representation, their flexibility, incremental processing
and ambiguity resolution. Apart from its intrinsic interest, it may contribute
to a better understanding of issues such as lexicalism, content and structure
of the lexicon, the relation between form and meaning, and incremental and
immediate processing.



Chapter 2

Idioms: relation between
form and meaning

2.1 Introduction
The property that distinguishes idioms most clearly from other classes of ex-
pressions is the relation between form and meaning. It should be the central
topic of a linguistic theory of idioms. The current chapter deals with this to-
pic. We show that the meaning of idioms cannot be accounted for under the
principle of compositionality (2.2.1) but is subject to idiomaticity, the semantic
property that the meaning of an idiom is exclusively a property of that ex-
pression. Idiomaticityand compositionality are both regarded as properties of
complex expressions (2.2.3).
Idiomaticity does not imply that the meaning of idioms is arbitrary: idioms
may have metaphorical properties. We discuss these properties and their rela-
tion to idiomaticity (2.3). Furthermore, a comparison is made with other types
of expression such as metaphors and collocations (2.4). We thus demarcate the
class of linguistic expressions studied in this thesis.

2.2 Idioms and compositionality

Although intuitively idioms are noncompositional, there have been attempts to
describe idioms as compositional expressions. In this section two such attempts
are discussed and criticized, and it is concluded that the meaning of idioms is
not compositional. This is important for a proper classification of idioms.
In the first subsection compositionality is introduced. Then, the two attempts
are discussed and finally, a definition of idioms is provided.
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2.2.1 Compositionality
The description of the relation between the form of the expressions of a language
and their meanings is a central goal of linguistic theory. The compositionality
principle (CP) is one of the principles that describe this relation. In its most
general form it goes as follows:

"The meaning of an expression is a function of the meanings of
its parts and of the way in which they are syntactically combined"
(Partee 1984:281)

The compositionality principle accounts for the ability of the language user to
understand the meanings of sentences not encountered before. It

"( ...) is required to explain how a finitely representable language
can contain infinitely many nonsynonymous expressions" (Fodor and
Pylyshyn 1988:43)

Sometimes, the compositionality principle is put on a one-dimensional scale
opposed to the strong version of the so-called principle of contextual interpre-
tation, which holds that words only have a meaning in relation to the context
they occur in. This would imply that all meanings of sentences are "primitive
in a sense" (Hoeksema 1984:35). A system in which every concept could be ex-
pressed by any sound, however, "...would amount to no communication system
at all ..." (Makkai 1978:405): at least some aspects of word meanings should
be invariant across contexts. Therefore some version of the compositionality
principle should be part of a grammatical theory. 1

2.2.2 Compositionality and the meaning of idioms
Although intuitively the meaning of an idiom is not a function of the meaning
of its parts, attempts have been made to account for the meaning of idioms on
the basis of the principle of compositionality. A trivial argument against such
attempts is provided by cases where parts of idioms do not have meaning outside
the idiom. Examples are queer the pitch and spic and span. The meaning of
these idioms cannot be a function of the meanings of their parts because (some
of) these parts do not have a meaning (Wasow et al. 1983).2 Secondly, some
idioms have an idiosyncratic syntactic structure. Since semantic principles are
formulated to combine the meanings of syntactically well-formed expressions,
they don't apply in these cases (Wasow et al. 1983). Examples are by and large

1Hoeksema mentions idioms and indexical expressions as 'exceptions' to CP (see also Partee
(1984».

2Because of the existence of these idioms Boatner et al. (1975) are wrong in describing
idioms as ''the assigning of a new meaning to a group of words which already have their
meaning" (Boatner et al. 1975:iv).
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or trip the light fantastic.3
Idioms with a regular syntactic structure all of whose parts are meaningful may
be reconciled with CP in either of two ways.

One part carries the whole idiomatic meaning It might be that the
meaning of an idiom is a property of one of the parts, and that the other parts
have no meaning (Ruhl, cited in Wood 1986; Partee 1984). In the case of kick
the bucket the meaning die is assigned to kick and no meaning is assigned to
the other part. The fact that in slang kick means to die contributes to the
initial plausibility of this claim. However, since the bucket has no meaning, it
raises the question why one cannot say Pat rested the bucket to mean Pat rested'
(Wasow et al. 1983). Also, the origin of kick the bucket has little to do with
the meaning of kick in slang. Therefore, this approach does not appear to be
feasible.

Both parts carry part of the idiomatic meaning If the parts of an idiom
can be assigned part of its idiomatic meaning, compositional combination of
these meanings results in an idiomatic meaning for the whole expression (Gazdar
et al. 1985). Indeed, in some idioms the relation between form and meaning
is not arbitrary: in these there is a systematic relation between the meanings
of the parts and the whole.t This suggests that parts of idioms are semantic
units." Evidence for this claim, on the assumption that the nouns in these
constructions are meaningful, is provided by idiomatic sentences with modifiers
(2.1) or quantifiers (2.2), or sentences from which parts have been elided (2.3)
(Wasowet al. 1983).6

(2.1) He left no legal stone unturned.

(2.2) He pulled a string or two.

(2.3) My goose is cooked, but yours isn't.

The fact that these idioms are syntactically regular and are made up of mea-
ningful units, has led Gazdar et al. (1985) to include a compositional treatment
of these expressions in GPSG. According to this theory, the parts of an idiom

3As Wasow et al, remark this is not the whole story for idioms like long time no see which
appear to be semantically composed.

4Sag has shown that there is a long tradition in linguistics around this idea (reference
note: I Sag, "The semantic composition of phrasal idioms". Lecture at IDIOMS, Tilburg, the
Netherlands, 2-4 September 1992).

5see also Makkai (1978); this line of reasoning can also be found in the work of Gibbs and
his co-workers (Oibbs 1980; Gibbs and Gonzales 1985; Gibbs 1986; Gibbs and Nayak 1989;
Gibbs, Nayak and Cutting 1989; Gibbs, Nayak, Bolton and Keppel 1989. These publications
are referred to in this thesis as (Gibbs various»

6The acceptability of the sentences under consideration is discussed by Schenk (1992).
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are not just semantic units, moreover, they also occur independently from the
idiom. For instance, "the verb spill might be assigned two meanings" (ibid:
238) spill', the nonidiomatic sense and spill", the idiomatic sense meaning
divulge. Beans also has two senses, one of which is roughly synonymous with in-
formation. ITthe parts of the idiom occur independently, there should be some
mechanism to block erroneous combinations. Therefore, spill", is a partial
function that only delivers a value for the (beans)". The compositional seman-
tic principles in GPSG combine these two and produce the idiomatic meaning
of the phrase.
There are some problems with this compositional analysis. One problem that
Gazdar et al, ignore, is that it has to be prevented that other functors than
spill" combine with theCbeans)". This could be accomplished in two ways.
One way out is based on an assumption that for all functors in the lexicon it
should be stated which arguments they do not combine with. This would, howe-
ver, imply the stipulation of a large number of negative facts about all functors
that are related to items in the lexicon: for instance, spill', take' etc. do not
take the (beans)" as an argument. This kind of linguistic description, namely
massively stating 'negative' facts, is not common in linguistics, and clearly is
something that should be avoided. Note that case restrictions could be a so-
lution in some but not in all cases: it could be argued that spill' only takes
liquids as arguments, and the (beans)" is not a liquid, but this does not hold
for take'. Another way out would be to invent a notion of partial argument,
that is, an argument that only combines with a certain functor, and to describe
the (beans)" as such. However, whereas the mathematical notion of functor
allows for partiality, this is not the case for arguments."

This second compositional account thus fails as well. Even if some mechanism
was found to solve the technical problems, it is questionable whether idioms
should be accounted for under CPo First, intuitively idioms do differ from ex-
pressions that are considered as compositional. Secondly, compositionality is
a principle which explains how novel meanings may be computed by language
users whereas idioms are expressions with a conventional meaning. Extending
the scope of compositionality in order to account for idiomatic meaning may
render the principle vacuous (compare Manaster-Ramer and Zadrozny 1992).
Moreover, the fact that parts of idioms seem to carry meaning may be accounted
for without granting these parts an independent status (in the lexicon) (section
(2.3)).

The conclusion of the present section is that no adequate compositional ac-
count for the meaning of idioms is as yet available. Note that contextuality

7Vergnaud (1985) hypothesizes that nouns that occur in idioms can only be inserted in
their so-called canonical context. This is a general rule and not a property of the idiomatic
noun, and therefore, such a notion is not equal to Borneinvented notion of partial argument.
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cannot give an account either: the meanings of idioms do not differ from the
meanings of other lexical elements with respect to their invariance across con-
texts. Apparently, a different principle is needed.

2.2.3 Definition
In the present section a principle is introduced, idiomaticity, which describes
the discrepancy between the form and meaning of idioms. Given this principle,
it becomes possible to present a definition of idioms.
According to Gazdar et al. (1985:327) "Traditional wisdom dictates that an
idiom is by definition a constituent or series of constituents where interpreta-
tion is not a compositional function of the interpretation of its parts." Similar
definitions may be found in Hockett (1958), Fraser (1970), Katz (1973), Herin-
ger (1976), Chomsky (1980), Wood (1986)8,9, Di Sciullo and Williams (1987)
10, Abeille and Schabes (1989), Schenk (1992), Erbach (1991).11 Three aspects
of these definitions are of particular interest. (a) should idioms always be mul-
tilexemic expressions? (b) does this definition demarcate idioms from other
expressions? (c) should idioms be defined as a class of expressions, or should
idiomaticity be defined as a property of expressions?

Idioms are multilexemic expressions Defining an idiom as any grammati-
cal form the meaning of which is not deducible from its structure (Hockett 1958,
cited in Wood 1986), entails that all morphemes are idioms (Fraser 1970:22)).
The important difference between morphemes and idioms according to Hockett's
definition is that for morphemes there exists no structure that enables deduction
of meaning, whereas in the case of idioms, such a structure does exist, but is
in a sense irrelevant (modulo metaphorical properties, see below). So, although
this may seem trivial, it has to be stated explicitly that in this thesis the notion
of idiomaticity is restricted to complex expressions that are made up of more
than one lezetne.

Demarcation from other classes Most definitions in the literature do not
provide characteristic properties that distinguish idioms from other types of
expressions. They apply equally well to nonidiomatic expressions such as me-
taphors, speech acts etc. Moreover, they describe what idioms are not, that is,
compositionality does not apply, but do not indicate which principles do apply
(contextuality, meaning postulates, etc.). In fact, these definitions are based on
a view of the linguistic reality in which there is only one principle that accounts

8An idiom is "wholJy noncompositional in meaning".
9Wood (1986) also gives a nice overview of the literature on idioms up to 1980.

lOListemes do "not have the form or interpretation specified by the recursive definitions of
the objects of the language".

11Also various papers in Everaert and van der Linden (1989) and Everaert et al, (1992).
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for the meaning of complex expressions: compositionality. A positive defini-
tion of idioms that says what the meaning of an idiom is, would be preferable
because it makes a stronger claim.P

Idioms or idiomaticity Idiomatic expressions do not form a homogeneous
class: It is not the case that the meaning of an expression is completely com-
positional or completely noncompositional. Expressions that are not idioms
proper may be partly idiomatic. A first example is collocations, which are idio-
matic with respect to generation but not with respect to analysis (Fillmore et
al. 1988). If a language user merely knows the meanings of the words school
and whales, he might come up with the correct interpretation of school of whales
without previous knowledge of the collocation. Generation of such an expres-
sion without this knowledge, however, does not seem to be possible. It is more
likely that the language user will generate an expression like group of whales.
Note that this asymmetry does not apply to other expressions. A language user
who does not know the meaning of the word bank will neither be able to analyse
the word, nor to generate it; a language user who knows the word, can do both.
A second example is a construction like it is raining cats and dogs in which it
is raining may be assigned a compositional interpretation, although the expres-
sion as a whole is idiomatic (as will be argued below). Compositionality thus
seems to apply to some aspects of meaning in a construction, whereas other
principles apply to other aspects. Therefore it is useful to define a notion of
idiomsiicity as a property and to apply this notion to parts of the meanings
of expressions, rather than to claim that a certain class of elements should be
described as idioms with an all-or-none property of noncompositionality that
distinguishes them from all other expressions (Wood 1986; Schenk 1992). Like
compositionality and contextuality, idiomaticity is a property that may apply
to parts of the meanings of expressions (Wood 1986; Napoli 1988:331).

Taking these considerations into account, the definitions of idiosaeiicity and
idiomatic expression may run as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Idiomaticity) Idiomaticity is a property of aspects of the me-
aning of complex (multilexemic) expressions. Idiomaticity means that these as-
pects belong exclusively to the meaning of the expression as a whole.

Definition 2.2 (Idiomatic expression) An idiomatic expression is an ex-
pression some aspect(s) of the meaning of which is (are) subject to idiomaticity.

12Compare Wasow et a\. 1983, who assert that for some idioms at least "the idiomatic
meaning is assigned to the whole phrase" (Wasow et al, 1983:110). See also Fillmore et
al. 1988:501. See also Wilensky and Arens (1980): u... these constructs are phrasal in that
the language user must know the meaning of the construct as a whole to use it correctly"
(Wilensky and Arens 1980:117).
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With these definitions, it becomes possible to define what an idiom is.

Definition 2.3 (Idioms) Idioms are expressions all aspects of the meaning of
which are subject to idiomaticity.

Note that the definitions provide us with a positive statement concerning idio-
matic expressions: meaning is exclusively a property of expression as a whole,
and is thus not computed on the basis of other "sources" such as the meaning of
the parts, contextual constraints, meaning postulates etc. etc. This effectively
demarcates these expressions from other expressions.
From the definition it follows that expressions in which one of the parts has its
nonidiomatic meaning will not be considered as idioms but idiomatic expres-
sions. Dutch examplesl" are op de kleintjes letten (on the little.ones to_take_care,
to be careful with one's money) (Everaert 1989) and het regent pijpestelen (it
rains pipe_stems, ?'t's raining cats and dogs), which are not idioms, but idiomatic
expressions in which letten op (to be careful with), and het regent (it's raining)
retain their nonidiomatic interpretation. Pijpestelen is not itself an idiom since
its meaning is not a property of pijpestelen itself, but of the expression het re-
gent pijpestelen as a whole. The same line of reasoning applies to expressions
such as aanstalten maken (get ready) and in aantocht zijn (be on one's way):
aanstalten and aantocht can only occur in these expressions, so the expressions
must be idiomatic since this aspect of the meaning is an exclusive property of
the expression as a whole. They are, however, not idioms, since the verbs in
these expressions retain there nonidiomatic meanings.
With the definition of idiomaticity, idiomatic expression and idiom a more pre-
cise classification of expressions in which meaning is a property of the whole
expression can be given.

2.3 Metaphorical properties of idioms

Idiomaticity does not imply arbitrariness of meaning. In this section metapho-
rical properties of idioms, which are important in this connection, are discussed.
Two notions, motivation and isomorphism, are introduced. Also, some attention
is paid to the relation between metaphorical properties and compositionality,
since metaphorical properties have mistakenly been taken as an argument in
favour of the compositionality of the meaning of idioms.

13Examples of Dutch idioms are presented with a word-by-word translation (if there is one)
and a weJl-formed translation in English (if there is one) in which a comparable English idiom
is used (if there is one). This does not imply, however, that the analysis of the Dutch idiom
applies to that of the English idiom.
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2.3.1 Metaphors
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that metaphors should not be considered as
merely figures of speech with a poetic or rhetorical function, but that they are
of great importance in ordinary language as well. Metaphors are general prin-
ciples that link a domain to a target. Concepts in the domain are structured
and understood in terms of the target. An example is ANGER IS THE HEAT OF
A FLUID IN A CONTAINER. ANGER is the concept in the domain and THE HEAT
OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER is the target.
Lakoff and Johnson provide a lot of examples "to give some indication of just
how extensive a role metaphor plays in our experience, and the way we speak."
(Lakoff and Johnson 1980:115). Moreover, they point at the systematic charac-
ter of metaphors. If there were no systematic metaphors in a language, then it
could include such expressions as I'm feeling up, meaning I'm happy and at the
same time My spirits rose, meaning I got sadder.
Lakoff and Johnson argue that metaphors are generally grounded in human ex-
perience and they give an experiential account for the role of metaphors. They
argue that the conceptual system in terms of which people think and act is
fundamentally metaphorical in nature. This will not be of concern in this the-
sis, however. The most important issue here is the fact that metaphors are an
important mechanism in natural language.
A metaphor like ANGER IS THE HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER may un-
derlie a diversity of metaphorical expressions some of which are presented in
(2.4, taken from Lakoff (1987:380-381)). Metaphors may underlie basic (2.4c)
and complex expressions (2.4a;b) .

(2.4) a.
b.

You make my blood boil.
He's just letting off steam.
He exploded.c.

2.3.2 Motivation and isomorphism
Most idioms are frozen metaphorical expressions. For some idioms, like kick
the bucket, the underlying metaphor is no longer visible. For other idioms, the
metaphor is visible for language users and determines the appropriateness of
the idiom in certain contexts and constructions. In cognitive linguistics (Lakoff
1987) and psycholinguistics (Gibbs various), the latter claim has been provided
with a number of arguments. First, there is considerable agreement between
speakers about the metaphors and images that underlie idioms. If no conventio-
nal images or metaphors would underlie idioms, such agreement would not be
expected. Secondly, the syntactic behaviour of idioms can be partly explained in
terms of metaphorical properties.l" Napoli (1988) presents an extension test to

14Although it is argued in chapter 4 that some doubt can be cast upon psycholinguistic
experiments by Gibbs (various) that support this claim.
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see whether idioms can be analysed. An example of an extension is, for instance,
The cat got out of the bag and wreaked havoc. Napoli claims that "Extendability
can call for building up a story around the idiom which is plausible at the me-
taphoricallevel." (Napoli 1988:330). Although one could argue that Napoli's
extensions are wordplay, and therefore do not provide evidence on which we
can build a linguistic theory (Schenk 1992), the agreement speakers have about
extendability demonstrates the importance of underlying metaphors. Thirdly,
Nayak and Gibbs (1990) showed that contexts that have a certain underlying
metaphor will affect the appropriateness of idioms, in that idioms with the same
underlying metaphor are more acceptable in this context.

There is a variety of terms in the literature to refer to the metaphorical pro-
perties of idioms. Here, the notions motivation and isomorphism are used
(Geeraerts 1992). In this section, motivation and isomorphism are introduced,
and compared to other notions proposed in the literature. Then, we proceed to
discuss the relation between metaphorical properties of idioms on the one hand
and compositionality on the other.

Motivation The conventional image underlying an idiom, or part of it, may
result in the possibility of establishing a relation, a motivating link, between
the idiomatic interpretation of the idiom and its nonidiomatic interpretation
(Lakoff 1987). For instance to blow a fuse offers an image for loss of temper;
to spill the beans offers an image for making secret information public; to saw
logs, meaning to be sound asleep, can also be interpreted on the basis of a
conventional image. The relationship between the two is motivated just in
case there are independently existing elements of the conceptual system that
link the idiomatic and nonidiomatic meaning (Lakoff 1987:451-452). This link
may be metaphorical or may be a conventional image. Note that this does not
imply that meaning or form of the idiom are predictable. Motivating links help
speakers make sense of idiomatic expressions and therefore make them easier
to understand, learn, remember and use than random pairings of form and
meaning.

Isomorphism Not only may there be a relation between the nonidiomatic
interpretation as a whole and the idiomatic interpretation as a whole, it may
also be the case that parts of the idiomatic and nonidiomatic interpretations are
related: there may exist what Geeraerts (1992) calls an isomorphism between
the parts of the idiomatic and the nonidiomatic interpretation. In, for instance,
blow the fuse it is possible to find a part-to-part-correlation. A fuse refers to
strained patience and blow, "colloquially, makes sense (thus also blow one's
top/lid/cool/gasket)" (Wood 1986:36). The beans in spill the beans may refer to
the information that is supposed to be kept secret. Spill refers to making that
information public (Lakoff 1987:451).
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Figure 1.1 (taken from Geeraerts 1992) displays motivation and isomorphism
graphically.

Wordly motivation For some idioms the meaning of some of the parts is not
(quite) particular to that idioms. In other words, there is "a wordly motivation
for parts of the idiom. Geeraerts mentions parels voor de zwijnen gooien (pearls
for the swines throw; cast pearls before swine). Here parel can be interpreted as
something with a special value independently of the expression: it is even listed
as such in the lexicon. Zwijn can be interpreted as an extension of its lexical
meaning unworthy person. However, the expression as a whole is idiomatic
because parts of the meaning are exclusively a property of the expression as a
whole.

1. Meaning of the idiom
213. Parts of the idiomatic

meaning
4. Nonidiomatic meaning
5/6. Parts of the non idiomatic

Meaning

Figure 1.1. Isomorphism and Motivation
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Examples

Motivated and isomorphic

(2.5) a. het paard achter de wagen spannen.
the horse behind the cart to...set.
set the cart before the horse.

b. de koe bij de horens grijpen.
the cow by the horns to.take.
to take the bull by the horns.

Nonmotivated and isomorphic

(2.6) a. de lakens uitdelen.
the sheets to.hand.out
to play first fiddle.

b. een hak zetten.
a cut to...set.
to play a nasty trick.

Motivated and nonisomorphic

(2.7) a. geen lange draad meer spinnen.
no long thread more to...spin.
to die soon.

b. de geest geven.
the ghost to.give.
to give up the ghost.

Nonmotivated and nonisomorphic

(2.8) a. de kat uit de boom kijken.
the cat out.of the tree toJook.
to wait to see which way the wind blows.

b. de kat de bel aanbinden.
the cat to.bell.
to bell the cat.

Terminology

To avoid terminological confusion and to show that the account presented here
subsumes those in the literature, table (2.1) contains an overview ofterminology.
The table shows how terms used in the literature relate to the terms used in
this thesis. If the term is indifferent with respect to a certain factor, this is
denoted as indi/ ..
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Table 2.1: Terminology

term author(s) motiv. isom. wordly mot.
analyzable Gazdar et al. (1985) indif· ye6 indif.

Napoli (1988) indif· ye6 indif·
unanalyzable Gazdar et al. (1985) indif· no indif.

Napoli (1988) indif· no indif·
normally Gibbs and Nayak (1989) indif· yeo! yeo!
decomposable Nunberg (1978)
abnormally Gibbs and Nayak (1989) yeo! yeo! indif.
decomposable Nunberg (1978)
nondecomposable Gibbs and Nayak (1989) indif. no indif.

Nunberg (1978)
opaque Gibbs and Nayak (1989) no indif· indif·
transparent Gibbs and Nayak (1989) yeo! indif· indif·
imageable Lakoff (1987) yeo! indif· indif·
metaphorical referents Lakoff (1987) indif· ye6 indif·
explanation Zernik (1987) yeo! indif· yeo!

• analyzable: "analyzable into lexical subparts" (Napoli 1988:329)

• unanalyzable: "syntactically complex lexical items with a single unde-
composable semantic interpretation" (Gazdar et al. 1985:244)

• (normally) decomposable: "each of the components refers in some
way to the components of their idiomatic referents" (Gibbs and Nayak
1989:105); "(...) an idiomatic transitive VP is DECOMPOSABLE just in
case it is used to refer to a state or activity such that it would normally
be believed that that activity could be identified as an open relation Rxb,
such that the object NP of the idiom refers to b, and the verb to R"
(Nunberg 1978:124)

• abnormally decomposable: "the object NP (...) does not itselJrefer to
some component of the idiomatic referent, but only to some metaphorical
relation between the component and the referent (...)" (Gibbs and Nayak
1989:106)

• nondecomposable: "idioms whose individual components did not make
a contribution to the overall figurative meaning" (ibid.:l08)

• imageable: "(...) idioms that have associated conventional images" (La-
koff 1987:447)

• explanation an association between a pattern and a concept (Zernik
1987:106)
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Motivation, isomorphism and compositionality

Because of the fact that parts of idioms may have metaphorical referents it
has been claimed that the meaning of these idiomatic expressions is control-
led by the principle of compositionality (Gazdar et al. 1985; Gibbs and Nayak
1989). In section (2.2.1) this compositional approach has already been argued
against. Although Gibbs and Nayak (1989) are right in claiming that parts of
decomposable idioms have identifiable meanings, this does not imply that they
have these meanings outside the context of the idiom, and that the meaning of
the idiom is compositional. Looking at dictionaries one observes the same: an
idiom is usually listed in the entry of one (or more) of its content words. The
dictionary user is not expected to compute the meaning of an idiom on the basis
of the 'idiomatic meanings' of its parts. The relations between the meanings
of parts of the idiom and the meaning of the idiom itself should therefore be
stipulated with the representation of the idiom within the lexicon.
Thus, although this might seem paradoxical at first sight, it is possible to distri-
bute meaning and at the same time adhere to the definition of idiomaticity. The
crucial point is that the distribution should be a property of the idiom as a whole:
it is an idiomatic property of the expression as a whole that the parts can be
assigned metaphorical referents (and that the idiomatic expression as a whole is
motivated), and not a property of the individual parts. Geeraerts (1992) argues
that the principle of compositionality could be extended to capture this: a sta-
tic interpretation could be added to the usual dynamic interpretation. If some
relation exists between the meaning of the constituent parts of an expression
and the meaning of the expression as a whole, then a static notion of composi-
tionality applies. In this thesis the compositionality principle will not be given
a dynamic extension. This would make it look as if compositionality is the only
design principle for natural language, whereas the existence of other principles
must. evidently be assumed. Moreover, as was stated before, extension of its
scope may render it vacuous. A similar line of reasoning holds for attempts to
regard idiomatic meanings as literal meanings (Dascal's (1987) 'moderate litera-
lism'). Note that Dascal's notion ofliterallanguage would necessitate stretching
the usual conception of literal language: to literally kick the bucket means to hit
some designated pail with the foot, and not to die.

2.3.3 Referentiality
Some parts of idioms, that are wordly motivated, do not rely their reference on
the context of the idiom. Other idiom parts can only refer within the idiom.' For
instance, poets in een poets bakken (a trick to.bake; play a trick) refers to trick,
but can only do so within the idiom: it does not occur in contexts where the
verb bakken does not occur. Since the meanings of all parts of it are properties
of the expression as a whole, de poets bakken is an idiom. If the expression was
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non-idiomatic, it should be able to use bakken in a play interpretation outside
the idiom, which is not the case. Poets can be modified, specified and quantified
and its denotation changes accordingly. Parts of idioms that have a denotation
that is restricted to the idiom are called referential parts of the expression.
Idiomaticity and referentiality are thus not exclusive properties.

2.4 Comparison to other classes of expressions
In this section, idioms are compared to some other classes of expressions: non-
literal expressions, metaphorical expressions and collocations.

2.4.1 Nonliterallanguage in general
Using the definition of idiomaticity presented here, we can say that idioms
differ from other kinds of nonliteral language such as "indirect" speech acts,
implicature, metonymy, irony, simile and sarcasm. In the case of idioms, nonli-
teral meaning is a property of the expression as a whole that is represented as
such, whereas in the case of other nonliteral expressions meaning is derived on
the basis of other information sources (like metaphorical principles (Lakoff and
Johnson 1980; Martin 1989), Grice's maxims, etc.).

2.4.2 Idiomatic and metaphorical expressions compared
Motivated idioms are conventionalized metaphorical phrases that are still to
some extent transparent, i.e. the underlying metaphor is recognizable. The line
between such complex metaphorical expressions and idioms is rather thin; the
main difference is that in a complex metaphorical expression the meaning of
the whole expression is a function of the metaphorical parts. One can thus also
observe that in a complex metaphorical expression all parts have their own me-
taphorical meaning, whereas for an idiom this possibly metaphorical meaning
cannot exist outside the idiom.
If the expression take the bull by the horns is classified as a metaphor (Schenk
1992), take' would mean deal with; the bull would mean a problematic matter;
and by the horns would mean at the most important part of the matter. No-
tice, however, that none of the subexpressions can occur outside the expression
carrying this meaning (2.9, 2.10).

(2.9) # The bull bothered me.

(2.10) # He decided that he would take the bull by the lead.

Metaphorical reference is thus a property of the whole expression, and not of
the individual parts: it is distributed by the expression to the parts. Therefore
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Table 2.2: Dimensions of expressions

novel

words sleep
compositionali ty John sleeps
metaphor (I) exploded
metaphor (He) detonated (me)
routine formulae Good God!
idiomaticity kick the bucket
metaphor John is a rat
sarcasm You're smart
speech acts It's cold here

nonliteral

simple
complex
simple

conv.
novel
conv.
novel
conv.

literal

complex

these expressions' are considered to be idiomatic as well: their meaning is a
property of the expression as a whole.

2.4.3 Collocations
A category related to idioms is that of collocations. Collocations consist of a
head-argument combination (een moord begaan, commit murder), or a head-
adjunct combination (een school vissen, a school of fish). Distinguishing the
property idiomaticity from classes of expressions turns out to be useful for the
definition of collocations, as was stated before. Idiomaticity applies to encoding
for collocations, but not to decoding (Fillmore et al. 1988). This means that with
respect to analysis, decoding, a collocation can be interpreted compositionally
on the basis of the literal meaning or a metaphorical extension of its parts.
With respect to generation, encoding, however, a speaker who does not know
the expression does not know what head-argument combination to use when
he wants to express something about the argument. For example, from the
meaning of begaan (commit) and the meaning of moord (murder) it is possible
to compositionally form the meaning of een moord begaan (commit murder).
However, without knowledge of this expression, using the verb begaan (commit)
is in principle equally likely as using some other verb with a comparable meaning
(execute a murder, carry out a murder, do a murder, perform a murder).

2.4.4 Concluding remarks
To summarize the current and the previous section, the space in which idioms
lie has at least three dimensions: literal vs. nonliteral, simple vs. complex, and
novel vs. conventional.
Viewing idioms as simple expressions does not do justice to their internal struc-
ture, and therefore they should be regarded as complex expressions. Although
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idioms have metaphorical properties, metaphorical aspects of an idiom are con-
ventional, idiomatic properties of the expression as a whole, so idioms are not
novel but conventional expressions. To give one more example to support this
claim, one cannot say John wanted the beans to mean John wanted the infor-
mation. Finally, we argued that idioms are nonliteral.
Idioms are thus complex, nonliteral expressions, with a conventional meaning.
The table 2.2 gives an overview, and also functions as a graphical means to show
why idiomaticity cannot be defined in terms of noncompositionality: a positive
definition is required, which demarcates idiomatic expression from other ex-
pressions. Moreover, the table shows that compositionality is just one of the
principles for the interpretation of expressions in natural language: other prin-
ciples are just as important.

2.5 Conclusion
The main aim of this chapter has been to provide an introduction to the linguis-
tic theme of this thesis, and to give clear, though not yet formal, definitions of
the expressions under consideration. Idioms were defined as expressions, all of
whose semantic aspects are subject to idiomaticity. Idiomaticity was defined as
the semantic property of a complex expression that some aspects of its meaning
are exclusively a part of the meaning of the whole expression. In comparison
with definitions in the literature, ours provide a better demarcation of the ex-
pressions under consideration, and are more generally applicable.

Furthermore, we have shown that idiomaticity, compositionality and other prin-
ciples for semantic interpretation all have a comparable status: it is not the case
that compositionality is the primary principle for the interpretation of natural
language with some exceptions: rather the principles underlying the interpre-
tation of these alleged exceptions are as important as compos~tionality.
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The Flexibility of Idioms

3.1 Introduction
Idioms seem to deviate from their literal counterparts with respect to the syn-
tactic constructions they may occur in. For instance, (3.1) cannot be assigned
an idiomatic interpretation.

(3.1) # The bucket was kicked by John.

Besides this general observation, it should be noted that different idiomatic
expressions differ with respect to the constructions they may occur in. Whereas
(3.1) cannot be passivized, (3.2) can be passivized without losing its idiomatic
interpretation.

(3.2) The law was laid down by Mary's father.

One assumption in most research on the flexibility of idioms has been that
idioms do indeed differ with respect to their flexibility from non-idiomatic ex-
pressions, without accurately assessing whether this is in fact the case. Another
assumption is that flexibility should be accounted for in terms of properties
related to idiomaticity. The aim of the study of the syntactic behaviour of idi-
oms, which is the topic of this chapter, should therefore be twofold. The aim
is to assess whether idiomatic expressions differ in flexibility from nonidiomatic
expressions, and whether idiomaticity accounts for this. The most important
conclusion from the investigations in this chapter is that idioms hardly deviate
from nonidiomatic expressions in these respects, and that restrictions on the
syntactic flexibility of idioms should partly be explained on the basis of factors
that are not restricted to idiomatic expressions, e.g. referentiality, and partly
on the basis of properties that are typical, but can be related to more general
properties. An example of the latter is the possibility for some idioms to passi-
vize, which is due to the more general lack of transitivity, which in the case of
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idioms relates to the simultaneous absence of motivation and isomorphism.

A number of general issues about flexibility should be mentioned in this in-
troduction. First, speakers are never taught explicitly in which syntactic con-
structions idioms occur (Gibbs and Nayak 1989:102; Zernik 1987). Also, res-
trictions on the syntactic flexibility of idiomatic expressions cannot be found in
most dictionaries. Secondly, there is a great deal of variation between speakers'
judgement as to which idioms may occur in which constructions (Gibbs and
Nayak 1989; Schenk 1992). Thirdly, it is important to note that idioms can be
subject to word play, which is outside the scope of the theory of idioms in this
thesis (cf. Schenk 1992). Fourthly, it is hardly the case that idioms can occur
in syntactic constructions (passive, raising...) that their nonidiomatic counter-
parts cannot occur in. Compared to their nonidiomatic counterparts, idioms
are more restricted. This should not be confused with the occurrence of some
idioms in idiosyncratic syntactic structures. An example is een broertje dood
hebben aan iets (a little.brother dead have on something; to hate something), in
which the adjective dood follows the noun broertje.

The overview below lists the syntactic constructions in which idioms allegedly
differ from nonidiomatic expressions, along with some key references.

• passive: Abeille 1990;Bach 1980;Chafe 1968;Fraser 1970; Gibbs various;
Gazdar et al. 1985; Lakoff 1987; Lebeaux 1989; Nunberg 1978; Wasow et
al. 1983; Zernik 1987.

• relativization: Schenk 1992; Vergnaud 1985; Chomsky 1972; Lebeaux
1989; Nicolas 1992.

• modification and quantification of nominal parts: Abeille 1990; Fraser
1970; Gibbs various; Gazdar et al. 1985; Nicolas 1992; Nunberg 1978;
Schenk 1992; Wasow et al. 1983.

• cJefting: Abeille 1990; Schenk 1992.

• pseudo-clefting: Schenk 1992.

• topicalization: Abeille 1990; Gazdar et al. 1985; Schenk 1992.

• present participle: Fraser 1970; Gibbs various.

• action nominalization: Fraser 1970; Gibbs various.

• raising: Schenk 1992; Gazdar et al. 1985

• control: Schenk 1992; Gazdar et al. 1985

• vp-eUipsis: Gazdar et al. 1985.
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• pronominal reference to parts of idioms: Di Napoli 1988; Gazdar et al.
1985.

• wh-extraction: Abeille 1990; Schenk 1992;Wasow et al. 1983.

In this chapter, the first section presents accounts for the flexibility of idioms
that have been proposed in the literature. The second section discusses con-
structions in which idioms do not deviate from nonidiomatic expressions. Subse-
quently, passive, raising and control are discussed, next a group of constructions
for which referentiality is the determining factor, and finally the prosodic flexi-
bility of idioms.

3.2 Approaches to flexibility
In the literature, there are various approaches to the flexibility of idioms. They
fallout into two groups. In the first group, which we will term the syntactic
approach, flexibility is considered from a syntactic point of view: the possibility
to occur in a certain construction, such as topicalization, is encoded as such in
the representation of the idiom. In the second group, which we will refer to as
the semantic approach, meaning or the relation between form and meaning is
taken to be the property that explains the (non)occurrence of idioms in certain
constructions. Below, both approaches are described.

3.2.1 The syntactic approach
On the syntactic account, the flexibility of idioms is described with the assign-
ment of features to the idiom in the lexicon that state directly whether the
idiom may occur in a certain syntactic construction. For instance, to the idiom
kick the bucket a feature like [passive -] is assigned, which stipulates that the
idiom does not occur in a passive construction. Examples of this approach are
Weinreich (1969), Fraser (1970) and Abeille (1990).
Abeille (1990) presents the following approach. First, Abeille states that she
can give no explanation for the fact that for English idioms like break the ice,
and similar French idioms, passivization is allowed, whereas wh-extraction and
cleft extraction are not possible (ibid.:294). She notes that it is difficult to find
a semantic principle at work and concludes that

"One should distinguish as many different types of flexibility as
there are possible combinations of [lexical,category shifting] rules."
(ibid.:294).

Therefore, Abeille proposes a purely descriptive solution for TAG in which lexi-
cal items (partial syntactic trees) are directly specified for the constructions
they can occur in.
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As will be argued below, it is however, possible to find principles at work. The-
refore it is possible to give an account that does not stipulate the syntactic
behaviour of idioms, but explains it in terms of other properties. In general,
since the syntactic approach is not explanatory, it should be rejected.

3.2.2 The semantic approach
Since the distinguishing property of idioms is the idiomatic relation between
form and meaning it could be argued that either the idiomatic meaning or the
relation between form and meaning is responsible for the syntactic flexibility of
idioms.

Nunberg (1978) argues against proposals that put the responsibility for the
nonoccurrence of idioms in some constructions on the meaning of the idiom as
a whole. The fact that kick the bucket does not passivize because its meaning die
does not allow for passivization can evidently not be explained by its meaning:
the idiom give up the ghost does passivize, although it has the same meaning
(modulo metaphorical properties: see below).
As will be argued below, however, it should not be concluded that aspects of
the meaning of the idiom play no role at all. For instance, certain nominaliza-
tions of verbs, so-called action nominalizations, only apply to expressions with
a stative meaning, whether they are idiomatic or not.

The approach taken by Schenk {1992} (and others, see Shaer (1992) for an
overview) is the following. Since an idiom is strictly noncompositional, none of
its parts have meaning, and are therefore nonreferential. Therefore, construc-
tions that require the elements they apply to to be referential do not apply to
idioms. In the case of raising, which is not sensitive to referentiality, applica-
tion to an idiom is possible (3.3). In the case of control, which is sensitive to
referentiality according to Schenk (but see the relevant section. in this chapter),
application to idiomatic expressions is blocked (3.4).

(3.3) a.
b.

John believes the beans to be spilled.
The beans tend to be spilled.

(3.4) a.
b.

* John instructs the beans to be spilled.
* The beans try to be spilled.

On this view, the reason why idioms differ from other expressions is explained
by the fact that parts of idioms are nonreferential; this property is believed to
explain all aspects of the syntactic behaviour of idioms.
As was argued in Chapter 2, idiomaticity and referentiality are not exclusive
properties: in some expressions that are definitely idiomatic parts may be re-
ferential. In general, noncompositionality does not imply nonreferentiality: for
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instance contextuality, a form of noncompositionality, does not imply nonrefe-
rentialityeither. This does not entail, however, that the explanation of flexibility
in terms of referentiality cannot hold for nonreferential idioms.

One way to account for the fact that idioms can appear in different construc-
tions at all, is to assign meanings to parts of idioms: if parts of idioms carry
'meaning', then there is no reason why idioms would not occur in syntactic con-
structions nonidiomatic expressions can occur in (Wasowet al. (1983); Gazdar
et al. (1985)). In section (2.2.1) the assignment of meaning to parts of the idiom
independent of the idiom has already been argued against. Since this account
of idioms is incorrect, it cannot be of use to account for the flexibility of idioms.
The alternative position with respect to the assignment of meaning to parts of
idioms, namely assignment that is not independent of the idiom, as described
in section (2.3), makes no predictions about flexibility, but it is possible to link
the two. Especially with respect to the passive, motivation and isomorphism
can be linked to flexibility, as will be argued below.

Conclusion

In principle, there are two accounts of syntactic flexibility: the referentiality-
account and the motivation/isomorphism-account. To assess the scope and
correctness of these accounts, the following sections discuss a number of con-
structions. The points to be made in these sections are (i) that idioms hardly
deviate from nonidiomatic expressions; (ii) that whereas flexibility is often ac-
counted for in terms of idiomaticity, it is best accounted for in terms of properties
of supersets of idiomatic expressions.

3.3· Constructions in which idioms do not de-
viate

To show that idioms behave rather like nonidiomatic expressions, a number of
constructions are discussed in this section for which there is no or only a trivial
difference between idiomatic and nonidiomatic constructions.

Subordinate clauses

In Dutch, the canonical order of constituents is SOV, which is the word order
in subordinate clauses. The rules that relate this order to the main-clause
SVO-order (see Hepple 1990 for an account in CG) apply to verbal idioms and
nonidiomatic expressions in the same way: verbal idioms can occur in main
clauses and subordinate clauses.
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Wh-extraction

If a wh-element does not replace a part of the idiom that is subject to idioma-
ticity, wh-movement may apply (3.5, compare the a and b sentence).

(3.5) a.
. b.

Who kicked the bucket? John .
# What did John kick? The bucket.

Action Nominalization

Action nominalization is a construction that features in the literature on the
flexibility of idioms (Fraser 1970; Gibbs various). At least for Dutch, however,
there seems to be no difference between the possibilities for idioms to occur as
action nominalizations in idiomatic and nonidiomatic expressions.! There are
three ways to form action nominalizations in Dutch.

Derivation from the stem of a verb with the prefix ge- Action nomi-
nalizations derived with the prefix ge- can only refer to durative events. So,
gespring (jumping) cannot refer to one single jumping action, but refers to re-
peated jumping. Often this form is used with a negative connotation, as in
(3.6).

(3.6) Stop met dat gespring.
Stop with that jumping.
Stop jumping around.

Ge-derivation only applies to phrases that express a durative action. As soon
as it is apparent from the context that there is no such durative action, the
derivation becomes less acceptable, in nonidiomatic (3.7a) as well as in idiomatic
expressions (3.7b).

(3.7) a. * Het gedraai van een sigaret door-hem,
The rolling of a sigaret by him.

b. * Het gedraai van een loer door hem.
The turning of a lure by him.
:f The playing of a nasty trick by him.

IThe English examples Fraser (1970) mentions are the following.
* Your blowing off of some steam surprised us.
• The putting on of some weight by Henry caused great alarm.
• Your making up of your own mind on that issue surprised us.
His laying down of the law didn't impress anyone.

The following sentences show that the acceptability of the idiomatic cases does not differ
from analogous nonidiomatic cases. (blowing off can only occur in connection with steam.)
• The putting on of those coats by Henry caused great alarm.
• Your making up of that story surprised us.
His laying down of the rules didn't impress anyone.
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Derivations from the stem of a verb with the suffix -ing This construc-
tion is rare in Dutch. It does not apply to most idioms and their verbal heads,
and these seem to behave similarly: the idiomatic phrase (3.8) is as unaccep-
table as the nonidiomatic phrase (3.9). In fact, in the example below, verkoping
is blocked by verkoop.

(3.8) a. * De verkoping van knollen voor citroenen.
The selling of turnips for lemons.
Making believe that the moon is made of cream.

(3.9) a. * De verkoping.
The selling.

Derivations from the infinitive of a verb with het In the case of derivati-
ons with hei, again there does not seem to be a differencebetween the idiomatic
and the nonidiomatic cases. Whereas in English the subject is connected to the
nominal construction with a possessive clitic, in Dutch a post-nominal preposi-
tional phrase with van or door is formed.

(3.10) a. * Het weten waar Abraham de mosterd haalt (door Jan).
The knowing where Abraham the mustard gets (by John).
#- John has been around.

b. * Het weten waar Marie is (door Jan).
The knowing where Mary is (by John).
#- John knows where Mary is.

Inflectional behaviour: past participle

If a verb has no past participle, this is also the case for the idiom it is the verbal
head of.
(3.11) a. * Het bedrijf is op de :£lesgaand.

The company is on the bottle going.
#- The company is going broke.

b. * Hij is naar huis gaand.
He is to home going.
#- He is going home.

Conclusion

In the constructions presented in this section, idioms do not or only marginally
differ from their verbal heads. In terms of the lexicon structure presented in
chapter 5 it could be stated that idioms inherit these properties from their heads.
If they behave differently, this can easily be represented in the hierarchical
structure of the lexicon as a property that the idiom inherits from some other
class.
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3.4 Passive
Some idioms cannot occur in passive constructions while their nonidiomatic
counterparts can, as is obvious from (3.1), repeated here as (3.12).

(3.12) # The bucket was kicked by John.

To assess whether idioms deviate syntactically from their nonidiomatic coun-
terparts, Bach's (1980) account of passives in Montague Grammar is discussed,
and applied to idioms. It is concluded that nonpassivizability of a large group
of idioms can be explained in terms of properties of their verbal heads. The
nonpassivizability of the remaining group can be explained in terms of the in-
transitivity of the expression as a whole, where intransitivity correlates with the
simultaneous absence of motivation and isomorphism.

3.4.1 Idioms with nonpassivizable heads
Bach on the Passive

The crucial observation in Bach's account of the passive in Montague Grammar
is that passive is a rule that operates on transitive verb phrases only (other
accounts will be discussed in due course).

"If "I E TVP, then EN("{) E IVP and if "I translates as "I', the
resultant expression translates as >,x3y["{'(>'PP(x)))(y) where EN is
the syntactic function which changes the main verb (or verbs) of "I
into past participle form." (Bach 1980:300)

Bach mentions some types of verbs that appear to be transitive, but are in fact
complex intransitives, and therefore do not passivize.

Dutch intransitives Before applying Bach's classification of complex intran-
sitives to idioms it should be noted that while in English it is not possible to
form passive constructions on the basis of intransitive verbs, in Dutch some
intransitive verbs can occur in so-called impersonal passive constructions. The
expletive pronoun er occupies the first position in these sentences if no other
constituent occupies it.

(3.13) a. ( ) dat Nederlanders vaker vliegen.
( ) that Dutchmen more.often fly.

b. ( ) qat er vaker wordt gevlogen.
( ) that there more.often be flying.

Intransitive verbs that cannot occur in passive constructions are those with a
present participle that combines with forms of the auxiliary zijn. These verbs
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generally express a state or a change of state. They can be compared to English
verbs like to be, to remain; to grow and to bleach which cannot combine with
become (Stein 1979).
(3.14) is an example of an idiom that does not passivize because the verb in the
idiom is intransitive.

(3.14) om peper zijn.
around pepper to.be.
to be dead.

Idioms already in passive Some idioms do not passivize for the trivial
reason that they are lexical passives (3.15).

(3.15) van de aarde weggenomen worden.
from the earthly away .taken to.be.
to be dying.

Auxiliaries Another trivial reason why idioms do not passivize is that some
constructions contain auxiliaries (kunnen) that resists passivization.

(3.16) door de beugel kunnen.
through the brace to.can.
can pass.

Lexical reflexives: inalienable objects If the object of an idiom is a lexical
reflexive, passivization is not possible. Reflexivity includes reflexive pronouns
and inalienable objects.

(3.17) zijn beste beentje voorzetten.
his best little.leg in.front.to.put.
to put one's best foot forward.

Note that nonidiomatic counterparts can occur in the passive, but that in these
cases the interpretation is always noncoreferential (Stein 1979:102).

(3.18) a.
b.

His, throat was being cleared by Johnj.(i,tj)
John.'s throat was being cleared by himj.(i#j)

Objects that are already "there" If the object of a verb is a lexically
stipulated expletive pronoun, passivization is not possible: these expressions do
not classify as transitive verbs.

(3.19) Hij maakt het kort.
He makes it short.
He will die soon.
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Subjects that are already "there" The same applies to subjects.

(3.20) Het is met hem geklonken.
It is with him clunk.
He's dead.

NP's that fit "accidentally" Bach mentions a group of verbs that have
objects that are no 'true' object NP'S.2 Examples are predicative or copulative
verbs, or verbs like wegen (weigh) or spelen (act).

(3.22) Hij weegt niet veel.
He weighs not much.
He isn't very sensible.

Specific verbs Expressions containing verbs of possession, perception verbs,
and to know do not passivize either.
(3.23) een bord voor de kop hebben.

a plank in.front.of the head to..have.
to be thick-skinned.

(3.24) de dag van morgen niet meer zullen aanschouwen.
the day of tomorrow not again will to...see.
to die soon.

(3.25) weten waar Abraham de mosterd haalt.
to-know where Abraham the mustard gets.
to have been around.

Conclusion There is a large group ofidioms, whose nonpassivizability should
be accounted for in terms of the nontransitivity of the verb that is the head of
the expression. It is not necessary to describe the nonpassivizability of these
expressions in terms of their idiomaticity or related properties.

3.4.2 Passive: idioms with passivizable verbs
Although for a number of idiomatic expressions it can be argued that their verbal
head disables passivization, there is another group of idiomatic expressions for
which this explanation does not hold. It will be argued here that these idioms
cannot be viewed as transitive phrases, but on other grounds than the mere
transitivity of the verb. First, other accounts for these expressions are discussed.

2For most of the verbs Bach mentions, we have found no idiomatic Dutch examples:

(xxi) • The table was being remained under by John .
• A toadstool was turned into by John.
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The specified determiner constraint

Lebeaux (1989) argues in favour of the Specified Determiner Constraint: an
object idiom with a specified determiner does not allow for syntactic passivi-
zation. Syntactic passivization applies to cases that have an affected subject
in the passive construction. At least for Dutch, this constraint does not hold.
Counterexamples are presented in (3.26).

(3.26) a. De bloemetjes werden buitengezet.
The little.flowers were outside.put.
The town was painted red.

b. De handdoek werd in de ring gegooid.
The towel was into the ring thrown.
The towel was thrown into the ring.

c. Het paard werd achter de wagen gespannen.
The horse was behind the cart put.
The cart was put before the horse.

Abraham (1989) tries to remedy this by including a further constraint, namely
that in Dutch these passives only occur with verb-internal definite subjects (the
original object of the idiom), but this does not save the constraint, witness
(3.26b).

The thematic role hypothesis

A hypothesis that has been proposed for nonidiomatic expressions is the thema-
tic role hypothesis: some subjects do not allow for passivization because their
thematic roles do not allow for passivization (Dik 1980, 1989). Dowty (1989)
and Marantz (1984) give examples showing that the object of a by-phrase, the
logical subject, "bears the full range of semantic roles carried by logical subjects
in English" (Marantz 1984:129). With respect to the subject of the passive sen-
tence, there seem to be few restrictions as well. In (3.27), taken from Dowty
(1989:97) the role of the subject is at least not one of agent, goal, or recipient.f

(3.27) a.
b.

The house is surrounded by trees
He is still loved by his parents.
That fact is now known by almost everyone.c.

Since the thematic role hypothesis does not work for nonidiomatic expressions,
it will not be applied to idiomatic expressions here.

3Lebeaux (1989:255-6) also discusses and rejects the hypothesis that there can be no passive
in case of an agentive predicate.
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The intransitivity hypothesis

The hypothesis that will be put forward here is that there is a strong correlation
between transitivity and notions introduced in chapter 2: the simultaneous ab-
sence of motivation and isomorphism results in loss of transitivity. Or, to put it
differently: the presence of motivation or isomorphism suffices to view a phrase
with "a passivizable verb as transitive. This relation between passivizability on
one hand and motivation and isomorphism on the other has been suggested in
the literature, although different terminology has been used.
Poutsma (1928) recognized the role of transitivity for idioms.

"The use of the passive voice having the effect of making us think
separately of the notions expressed by the verb and its object, it is
but natural that it is rare when these elements are felt to express
a unit, and consequently, bear no separation. In fact many of such
combinations have the value of intransitives or equivalent passives."
(Poutsma 1928:115)

Bach (1980:323) distinguishes two factors that determine whether an idiom
can occur in a passive construction. The first is the assignment of meaning
to the parts (isomorphism) and the second is the possibility to interpret the
nonidiomatic meaning metaphorically (motivation).
Zernik (1987:99) states that passivizability is possible if the parts of the idiom
have a symbolical referent. The fact that the hatchet in bury the hatchet may
refer to a generic war implement, enables passivization. the bucket in kick
the bucket does not refer to any object in the context, and can therefore not
participate in a passive. The wordly motivation and isomorphism Zernik seems
to refer to here are too weak to explain why, for instance, give up the ghost
passivizes.
Lakoff seems to refer to isomorphism when he notes that

"It may be that being a noun phrase and having referents in both
source and target domains will permit idioms to be passivized."
(Lakoff 1987:451)

Although Lakoff mentions motivation as an important property of idioms, he
does not relate the flexibility of idioms to motivation. Besides, Lakoff does not
consider the class of idioms that are isomorphic but not motivated. Both Zernik
and Lakoff describe passivizability as a property of the noun phrase, and not
of the idiomatic phrase as a whole. This does not make correct predictions for
expressions that are motivated and nonisomorphic, as will become apparent.
If a phrase is neither motivated nor isomorphic, the verb phrase cannot be
transitive. To show that motivation and isomorphism highly correlate with
passivizability, a number of idioms are presented in (3.28) and (3.29). All verbs
mentioned can occur in nonidiomatic passive constructions. Each sentence ends
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with a tuple for the presence (1) or absence (0) of isomorphism, global motiva-
tion and wordly motivation. 4 Some transitive idioms occur in the impersonal
passive if the object of the idiom is an indefinite np, similar to nonidiomatic ex-
pressions. Expressions that occur in the impersonal form (3.2830),do not occur
in the other form (b), and vice versa (c-d). The expletive pronoun er occurs in
sentence-initial position if no other constituent ocupies that position.

(3.28) a. Er wordt haar een hak gezet door Jan. < 1,0,1 >
There was her a cut [pastpartprefixj..set by John.
She was played a nasty trick by John.

b. * Een hak wordt haar gezet door Jan.
A cut was her [pastpartprefixj..set by John.

c. * Er werd haar die hak gezet door Jan.
There was here that cut [pastpartprefixj..set by John.

d. Die hak werd haar gezet door Jan.
That' cut was her [pastpartprefixj..set by John.

In (3.29) passivizable idioms that take the impersonal passive form are pre-
sented. In (3.30) passivizable idioms that occur in the 'real' passive are listed.
All of these idioms are either motivated or isomorphic, or both.

(3.29) a. Er werd ruim baan voor de koning gemaakt. < 1,1,1 >
b. Er worden parels voor de zwijnen gegooid. < 1,1,1 >
c. Er worden haar knollen voor citroenen verkocht. < 1,1, ° >
d. Er wordt aan de weg getimmerd. < 1,1, ° >
e. Er wordt haar een hak gezet. < 1,0,1 >
f. Er wordt haar een kool gestoofd. < 1,0,0>
g. Er werd een bok geschoten. < 0,1, 0>
h. Er werd roet in het eten gegooid. < 0,1, 0>
i. Er wordt haar een loer gedraaid. < 1,0, °>
j. Er wordt haar een poets gebakken. < 1,0, °>

(3.30) a.
b.
c.
d.

Ret paard wordt achter de wagen gespannen. < 1,1, 0>
De koe werd bij de horens gepakt. < 1,1, ° >
Die hak werd haar gezet door Jan. < 1,0,1 >
Jan's doopceel werd gelicht. < 1,0, 1 >
Die kool werd haar gestoofd door Jan. < 1,0, ° >
De lakens werden uitgedeeld door Piet. < 1,0, ° >
De bloemetjes werden buitengezet door de vrienden. < 0,1, ° >
Die loer werd haar gedraaid door Jan.< 1,0, ° >
Die poets wordt haar gebakken door Jan. < 1,0, ° >
De handdoek werd in de ring gegooid < 0,1, °».
De laatste adem werd uitgeblazen. < 0,1, ° >

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

4We have not found wordly motivated idioms for all combinations of isomorphism and
global motivation.
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Idioms that are neither isomorphic nor motivated cannot be passivized (3.31).

(3.31) a. i" De kat werd de bel aangebonden. < 0,0, °>
ii" Er werd de kat de bel aangebonden

b. i" Het loodje wordt gelegd door Jan. < 0,0, ° >
ii" Er werd het loodje gelegd.

c. i" De benen worden genomen door Jan. < 0,0, °>
ii" Er werden de benen genomen.

d. i" Het hazepad wordt gekozen door Jan. < 0,0, °>
ii" Er werd het hazepad gekozen.

Ditransitive idioms whose verbal head is not ditransitive outside the idiom, also
retain their transitivity and can be passivized. These expressions may occur in
the impersonal and real passive.

(3.32) a. Er werden hem de duimschroeven aangedraaid.
De duimschroeven werden hem aangedraaid.
Hem werden de duimschroeven aangedraaid.

b. Er werden hem de stuipen op het lijf gejaagd.
De stuipen werden hem op het lijf gejaagd.
Hem werden de stuipen op het lijf gejaagd.

Conclusion

In general, passivizability depends on transitivity. The occurrence of idioms
in passive constructions is partly determined by the transitivity of their verbal
head. For those expressions in which the verb is passivizable, simultaneous no-
nisomorphism and nonmotivation results in the expression losing its transitivity,
which in turn leads to nonpassivizability.

Gibbs' studies To further support our claim that idiomaticity and other
factors determining the flexibility of idioms have been confounded in the litera-
ture, we briefly discuss the material used in studies by Gibbs and his associates
(Gibbs various) from a linguistic point of view. The main conclusion is that
the flexibility of the idioms in Gibbs' experiments is not related to the idio-
maticity of these expressions, but stems from more general properties. Gibbs'
experiments therefore do not support the general claim that in all constructions
analyzability and syntactic flexibility are closely related.

Gibbs and his co-workers have performed psycholinguistic experiments to in-
vestigate the hypothesis that the flexibility of idioms is due to the fact that
parts of the idioms independently contribute to the meaning of the idiom: the
"more" meaning the parts of the idiom have, the more flexible they are (for gene-
rallinguistic criticism on their approach to idioms see section (2.2.1)). In these

---- - -------
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experiments, subjects were presented idioms that were either decomposable,
nondecomposable, or abnormally decomposable (see section (2.3) for descrip-
tions). These idioms were presented in different syntactic constructions, one
of which was the passive. A paraphrase of the idiom was presented in the
same constructions. Subjects were asked to judge "how similar in meaning each
idiom-paraphrase pair was".
The main point of criticism to be raised here concerns the material used in the
study. For a number of the idioms Gibbs et al. present there is no passive, but
this has nothing to do with the fact that the expressions are idiomatic or not,
or decomposable or not. In table (3.1) some expressions from the experiment
(Gibbs and Nayak 1989, appendix A) are presented, together with the reason
why they do not passivize, their paraphrase and whether or not the paraphrase
does passivize. From the table it is clear that there are other factors than
decomposability responsible for the lack of flexibility. This is in line with the
general point that was made in this section. From Gibbs and Nayak's study
it can thus not be concluded that decomposability determines flexibility in the
case of the passive.

Table 3.1: Verbs and the passive in Gibbs (various)

idiom par.
pass.

lose one's grip
button one's lips
cook one's goose
steal one's thunder
get down to brass tacks
line one's pockets
cool one's heels
make the scene
go for broke

3.5 Raising

paraphrase

to lose control
to stop talking
to get into trouble
to take attention from s.o.
to get to the problem
to embezzle funds
to wait impatiently
to arrive at a party
to risk everything

idiom
pass.
inal. obj.
inal. obj.
inal. obj.
inal. obj.
no
inal. obj.
inal. obj.
intrans
intrans

yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
intrans
yes
yes

The next construction we discuss is raising. Subject to subject raising applies
to subject idioms (3.33). In the case of idioms with an 'idiomatic object',
application of raising to the idiom is only possible if part of the idiom occurs in
subject position, that is, if the expression can occur in a passive form. Therefore,
nonpassivizable object idioms cannot occur in these raising constructions (3.34).
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(3.33) a. Die vlieger schijnt niet op te gaan.
That kite seems not up to go.
That simply doesn't seem to be on.

b. Het angstzweet scheen hem uit te breken.
The fear..sweat seemed him out to break.
He seemed to break out in a cold sweat.

c. De schellen schijnen hem van de ogen te vallen.
The scales seem him from the eyes to fall.
The scales seem to fall from his eyes.

(3.34) a. Het paard schijnt achter de wagen gespannen te worden. < 1,1, °>
The horse seems behind the cart put to be.
The cart seems to be put before the horse.

b. Die hak schijnt hem door Jan gezet te worden. < 1,0,1 >
That cut seems him by John set to be.
That trick seems to have him been played by John.

c. De handdoek schijnt in de ring gegooid te worden. < 0,1,0 >.'
The towel seems in the ring thrown to be.
The towel seems to be thrown into the ring.

d. * Het loodje schijnt gelegd te worden. < 0,0, °>
The littleled seems laid to have.been.
* There seems to have been died.

e. * De benen schijnen genomen te worden. < 0,0,0 >
The legs seem taken to have.been,
* There seems to have been ran.

3.6 Control
Schenk (1992) presents control as a construction which is sensitive to the re-
ferentiality of nps. He argues that if parts of idioms are not. referential, they
cannot occur in constructions with control verbs. In (3.35) some idiomatic
sentences are presented, with a nonidiomatic counterpart.

(3.35) a. * John instructs the beans to be spilled.
* John instructs the coconuts to be spilled.

b. * John instructs Mary's leg to be pulled.
* John instructs Mary's leg to be shaken.

These examples show that neither the idiomatic expression nor the nonidiomatic
expression, in which the np is referential may occur in a control construction.
Moreover, the following example shows that a referential idiom may not occur
in a control construction either.

(3.36) * Jan instrueerde de poets gebakken te worden.
John instructed the trick to be played.
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A more general factor than nonreferentiality determines whether or not an idiom
can occur in this construction. The relevant np-arguments in control construc-
tions should be related

"to property sets of volitional agents, and objects that are able to
hope, want, or promise things, or that are capable of being persua-
ded of things, promised things or of being compelled to do things.
It is a fact that virtually all idiom chunks in English have intensions
which determine nonanimate extensions, and this fact suffices to ex-
plain the commonly made observation that idiom chunks may not
be distributed in control constructions." (Gazdar et al. 1985:241)

For instance, in the case of John instructs the beans to be spilled, (the (beans) )
cannot be said to be a volitional agent and can therefore not serve as the ar-
gument for instruct. An English counterexample could be to meet ·his maker,
but the verb to meet does not seem to allow for control here, as is clear from a
comparison with a nonidiomatic example.

(3.37) * John instructed his maker to be met.
* John instructed his brother to be met.

In Dutch too, there are few idioms with animate subjects that could serve in a
control construction. An example is Abraham zien (To see Abraham, to become
fifty years of age), which has the same problem as to meet his maker: zien (to
see) blocks the control construction.
Control verbs thus only apply to subordinate clauses with a subject that denotes
a volitional agent. The latter property could be assigned to parts of the semantic
representation in the form of a thematic type assignment. This will not be
worked out in more detail here."

3.7 Referentiality and syntactic flexibility
Although referentiality does not by itself restrict all flexibility of idioms, it is the
reason for the nonflexibility of idioms in the case of quantification, relativization,
wh-extraction, topicalization and focus constructions (Schenk 1992). Nominal
constituents should be referential in order to occur in these constructions.

3.7.1 Referentiality
Constructions such as wh-extraction, quantification, topicalization, and relati-
vization are sensitive to the referentiality of the arguments they operate upon.
This also holds for nominal elements such as expletive it and there (Schenk

5For a discussion of control in CG, see Carpenter (1990)i for control in GPSG and a note
on control in CG, see Gazdar et al. (1985). None of these formalizes thematic types.
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1992). In the following examples we use wh to denote wh-extraction, t to
denote topicalization, and q for quantification, CApitals denote a pitch accent.

(3.38) wh
wh
t

* What rains?
* IT rains?
* IT, John will really catch.

The examples in (3.40-3.42) list some constructions with the idiom de benen
nemen, (to take the legs; to run away) to which the referentiality restriction
applies. The examples in (3.39) and (3.41) show that referential idioms do
occur in these constructions (of course with the restriction that all the lexical
material that constitutes the idiom is present in the sentence).

(3.39) wh Jan bakt Piet een POETS?
John bakes Pete a TRICK?
Does John play Pete a TRICK?

t Die poets bakte hij mij.
That trick baked he me.
That trick he played me.

of

(3.40) wh # NAM hij de benen?
TOOK he the legs?
#- Did he RUN?

wh # [Jan neemt] [de BEnen]?
[John takes] [the LEGS]?
#- John RAN?

t # De benen neemt Jan.
The legs takes John.
#- John runs.

(3.41) wh Wat voor poets bakte Jan Piet?
What kind of trick played John Pete?
What kind of trick did John play Pete?

q dat Jan hem al die poetsen bakte.
that Jan him all those tricks played.
that Jan played him all those tricks.

(3.42) wh # Welke benen neemt Jan?
What legs takes John?
#- Is John running?

q # (dat) Jan alle benen neemt.
(that) John all legs takes.
#- (that) John is running?
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3.8 Prosody, focussing and flexibility

So far, our investigations were directed towards syntactic flexibility. This sec-
tion turns to prosody: idioms differ prosodically from their nonidiomatic coun-
terparts in much the same way as they differ syntactically. In this section we
first discuss the prosodic theory in which we couch our observations about idi-
oms: the focus approach (Baart 1987). Then, we look at the prosodic behaviour
of idioms.

3.8.1 The focus approach
In the so-called focus approach two factors play a role in the assignment of
pitch accent. First, constituents in a sentence may be in focus. In the example
below, in a. sleeps is in focus and in b. either an angel or the whole sentence.
Focus mediates b~tween pitch accent on the one hand, and the semantic impact
of pitch accent on the other. Secondly, lexico-syntactic factors determine the
exact relation between focus and the position of pitch accent in a focussed
constituent: the relation between focus and accent is determined on the basis
of prominence relations between sisters in a prosodic structure; these relations
indicate which of two sisters in a prosodic representation is more likely to be
accented. For instance, if an np is in focus, the noun is the strong, accented,
sister (compare b. below).
An integrative pitch accent is an accent on a terminal node, whose semantic
impact percolates to the sentence as a whole (compare b. below). This accented
terminal node is referred to as the prosodic head.6

(3.43) a.
. b.

An angel SLEEPS .
An ANgel sleeps.

This brief overview of the focus approach suffices for our purposes here. The
reader is referred to Baart (1987) for a thorough introduction, and to van der
Linden (1991) for an embedding of the focus approach in the formalism of this
thesis.

3.8.2 Prosodic behaviour of idioms
In theoretical linguistics little attention has been paid to the prosodic properties
of idioms: most research on idioms concentrates on syntactic and semantic
properties. Yet, idioms deviate from other expressions with respect to their
prosodic characteristics.

60f course, there may be other elements that receive secondary accents.
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Idioms in phonetics

Only in phonetics some attention has been paid to idioms (Lancker and Canter
1981; Lancker, Canter and Terbeek 1981). Lancker et al. (1981) show that
pronunciation durations of literal readings of ambiguous sentences are syste-
matically longer than those of idiomatic readings of the same sentence. They
remark that this is partly due to the increased use of pauses and increased
duration of major lexical items.

"There is little doubt that the frequent occurrence of these mar-
kers in literal sentences separates constituents intended to be un-
derstood as forming individual lexical items and phrases, whereas
their absence contributes to the seamless shape of a holistic utte-
rance." (Lancker et al, 1981:332)

Yet, some critical remarks are in order. First, Lancker et al. asked speakers 'to
convey the distinction' between the idiomatic interpretation and the nonidio-
matic interpretation. It is therefore questionable whether the same differences
will occur in spontaneous speech. Secondly, idioms vary with respect to their
prosodic fixation: it is possible to 'insert' elements into the 'holistic utterance'
(3.44-3.46; inserted element in italics).

(3.44) (dat) iedereen de pijp ooit aan Maarten geeft.
(that) everyone de pipe sometime to Maarten gives.
(that) everyone will die sometime.

(3.45) (dat) bij de spijker precies op de kop sloeg.
(that) he the nail exactly on the head hit.
(that) he hit the nail exactly on the head.

(3.47) (dat hij) de pijp aan MAArten geeft.
(that he) the pipe to MAArten gives.
(that he) dies.

(3.46) (dat) hij zijn ogen goed de kost geeft.
(that) he his eyes good the cost gives.
(that) he keeps his eyes well open.

3.8.3 Pitch accent
With respect to pitch accent it is more evident that idioms differ from their
nonidiomatic counterparts. In the examples integrative pitch accent assign-
ments expected on the basis of the prominence relations in the verbal head are
indicated by italics, and those of the idiom by capitals.
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(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

(dat hij) zijn ogen de KOST geeft.
(that he) his eyes the COST gives.
(that he) keeps his eyes well open.

(dat hij) de kat de BEL aanbindt.
(that he) the cat the BELL on.ties,
(that he) bells the cat.

(dat hij) een appeltje voor de DORST bewaart.
(that he) an .little.cpple for the THllST keeps.
(that he) keeps something for a rainy day.

The different integrative pitch accents in the examples in (3.47) - (3.50) can
easily be explained if one assumes a difference between the prominence struc-
ture of idioms and their verbal heads. Prominence structures can be regarded
as individual properties of the idiom and the verbal head: these differ, but the
general mechanism for pitch accent assignment is the same for idioms of noni-
dioms. So, although at the surface pitch accents may differ, this does not mean
that idioms are crucially different from nonidioms.
For other than verbal idiomatic expressions, the same difference between idio-
matic and nonidiomatic interpretations can be observed.

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

De aap komt uit de MOUW.
The monkey comes out.of the SLEEVE.
The truth came out.

Het NEUSje van de ZALM.
The little.nose of the SALmon.
The cream of the bunch.

Hoge BOmen vangen veel WIND.
High TREES catch much WIND.
A great tree attracts the wind.

Idiomatic compounds behave in a similar way. An example is the noun MA-
KEup, which is derived from the verb MAKE UP. Dutch examples are insepa-
rable prefix verbs like overKOmen (over-come, to happen to). The meaning of
these compounds is subject to idiomaticity."

7The difference between idioms and compounds is that in a compound the accent always
shifts to the first part while this is generally (3.47), but not always (3.54, 3.55) the case with
idioms.

(3.54) (dat hij) VLINders in zijn buik heeft.
(that he) BUTterflies in his stomach has.
(that he) has butterflies in his stomach.
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3.8.4 Pitch accents on other terminal nodes
Pitch accents in idiomatic expressions on other terminal than the prosodic head
are only possible if the prosodic head is accented too (3.57). If the prosodic
head is accented, then some, but not all, terminal nodes may be accented (3.58)
(Note that no matter what accent is assigned to the idiom, it is the idiom as a
whole that is in focus). 8

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

# dat hij de PIJP aan Maarten geeft.

dat hij de PIJP aan MAARTEN geeft.

# dat hij de pijp aan MAARTEN GEEFT.

We can be very brief about why idiomatic parts of expressions cannot be fo-
cussed. Nonreferential parts of idioms are similar to other elements that are
nonreferential: Huck (1988) notes

"(...) that the particle up [in look u.p] cannot be heavy, nor can
it be focussed, since by itself it has no semantic content." (Huck
1988:260)

The explanation for the nonoccurrence of nonreferential idioms in focus is the
same as that for wh-extraction and other constructions. As was argued before,
these constructions require their nominal arguments to be referential.

3.9 Concluding remarks
The conclusions from the investigations in this chapter are that restrictions
on the syntactic and prosodic flexibility of idioms should be partly explained
on the basis of factors that stem from idiomaticity but are related to similar
factors for nonidiomatic expressions and partly on the basis of properties that
are not typical to idiomatic expressions. There is no single, simple reason for
the occurrence of idiomatic expressions in syntactic constructions: idiomaticity

(3.55) (dat) er een ADdertje onder het gras schuilt.
(that) there a little; VIper under the grass hides.
(that) there's a snake in the grass.

8In metalinguistic cases pitch assignment to other terminals is possible.

(3.56) Ik zei niet dat hij de PIJL aan Maarten geeft,
maar dat hij de PIJP aan Maarten geeft.
I didn't say he gave the ARROW to Maarten,
but that he gave the PIPE to Maarten.
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is not the property that explains all aspects of the flexibility of idioms. Rather,
different reasons must be provided for different constructions, i.e. explanatory
principles are construction specific.

• The nonreferentiality of parts of idiom explains why they cannot occur in
referentiality sensitive constructions.

• The lack of motivation and isomorphism in some idioms results in a non-
transitive expression, which cannot passivize.

• Since parts of idiom cannot serve as volitional agents, they cannot occur
in control constructions.

At first sight this may seem somewhat unsatisfactory since the ability to attri-
bute all behaviour to one factor would be much simpler. It should, however, be
noted that these explanations also hold for nonidiomatic constructions.
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Categorial Type Logics

4.1 Introduction
To present a formal theory of idioms, a grammatical theory is needed that covers
at least the dimensions of idioms relevant to this study: form and meaning, and
syntactic behaviour. In the previous chapters, we have seen that the property
that distinguishes idioms most clearly from other expressions is the relation bet-
ween form, which we will refer to as prosody here, and meaning, which we refer
to as semantics, and that the syntactic behaviour of idioms is another central
topic. Our interpretation of prosody here is a very simple one: we will only look
at bare prosodic forms without accent, or prominence or intonation. However,
the framework can easily be extended to more sophisticated prosodic features
such as pitch accent and prosodic prominence (see van der Linden 1991), and
therefore, we use the term prosody rather than phonology.
The grammatical framework we employ is Categorial Type Logic, a formalism
in the family of Categorial Grammar. Categorial Type Logic takes a type-
theoretic approach to types of expressions, and a proof-theoretic approach to
rules that operate on these types. Lambek (1958) set out this approach, but it
was ignored for some time probably because of the prevalence of transformati-
onallinguistics. More recently, due to the work of van Benthem (1986; 1991),
Moortgat (1988) and others, the approach has been revived. One of the aims
of this chapter is to compare the version of Categorial Grammar used here with
other proposals. This will also give some insight in the historical development
of Categorial Logic. For a detailed historical account the reader is referred to
Morrill (1990a, section 2.1) and van Benthem (1991, chapter 1)).

There are a number of reasons why Categorial Type Logic is attractive for
a computational theory of idioms. First, as will be argued in the next chapter,
idioms should be considered as lexical, multi-word elements. Since in Categorial
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Grammar all linguistic knowledge resides in the lexicon, the "units of represen-
tation" in CG fit with this conception of idioms. Secondly, the proof-theoretic
rules of Categorial Type Logic should not be regarded as grammar rules that
describe complex linguistic structures, but combinatory principles that tell us
how to combine types: Categorial Type Logic formalizes parsing as logical de-
duction. This is of interest since our aim is a computational theory of idioms.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the basic categorial machinery, and to
present some extensions. These are necessary in order to arrive at types and
logics for natural language that have the right expressivity and notational ad-
equacy or linguistic felicity: a formalism should allow for the expression of all
linguistic facts and only those, and it should represent linguistic phenomena "as
linguists would wish to state them" (Shieber 1986:5).1
In this chapter, the Lambek calculus L is introduced first (4.2), since it is the
starting point of Categorial Type Logic. Types and the logic of types are pre-
sented, and we discuss their semantic interpretation.
Many constructions in natural language go beyond the expressivity of L. This is
the case for the constructions we discussed in the previous chapter. Therefore,
we will look at other logics that have been studied in the literature. It will
turn out that L is just one logic in a landscape of substructural logics. The
distinguishing characteristics of these logics are employed in a restricted way
for the proper representation of constructions that are outside the expressivity
of L. For instance, permutation is included in the calculus in a restricted form
by means of types in the spirit of Moortgat's (1992) q-types (section 4.6). With
this discussion we hope to show that there is a multitude of devices in Cate-
gorial Logic to formalize the constructions mentioned in the previous chapter.
We do not consider it our task to present formalizations for these constructions,
especially since we have argued that idioms and nonidioms hardly deviate in
this respect.F
We do present a new formalization of the notion of dependency in Categorial
Logic (section 4.8). Dependency will turn out to be of great importance for the
processing model we present in chapter 6.
The concluding section contains some notes on the relation between the ap-
proach taken here and some other grammatical theories.
In the next chapters some other extensions are proposed. These include a view
of the categoriallexicon as a structured hierarchy instead of a bag or list as it
is construed in most categorial work (chapters 5 and 6). This proposal makes
it possible, among other things, to avoid lexical redundancies (Uszkoreit 1986).

lOr as Morrill (1990a) states the aim of Categorial Logic as the enterprise to

"(...) develop a language of types which has sufficient transparency, sensitivity,
and generality to implement interesting descriptions of natural language."

2See Bach (1980) for the passive; Carpenter (1990) and Gadzar et al. (1985) for raising;
Van der Linden (1991) for wh-extraction, topicalization, and relativization.
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4.2 The Lambek Calculus
We begin our discussion of Categorial Logic with a brief exposition of the Lam-
bek calculus, L. L is one in a landscape of calculi that will be discussed in
more detail later on in this chapter. L consists of a lexicon, which provides
information about lexical elements that includes at least their syntactic or se-
mantic type, and a logic which defines a derivability relation between types. All
linguistic information is recorded in the lexicon: "a formal grammar is just a
lexicon, and the grammar is just a system of types with its uniform logic and
interpretations in each linguistic dimension." (Morrill 1990a3

)

4.2.1 Types
The set of syntactic types (types in (4.4)) in L is recursively defined on the
basis of a finite set of basic types (basic..types in 4.4), consisting of, for instance,
nominal phrase np, noun, n, and sentence s, and a finite set of type constructors
or type-forming connectives (or just connectives), in L {I, \, .}.

Definition 4.4 (Types in L)
The basic types {np, n, s} are types.
If x is a type, and y is a type, then x\y, x/y and x·y are types.

Types have interpretations in several dimensions. The interpretation in the se-
mantic dimension - semantic forms are terms of the ,x-calculus - is discussed
in (4.3). In the prosodic dimension discussed here, types have an algebraic se-
migroup semantics (Buzskowski 1988). A semigroup is a set equipped with a
binary, associative operation. Concatenation, denoted as +, is the semigroup
operation here. A type denotes a set of expressions, and expressions can be
put together to form new expressions. To put it somewhat differently, types
are interpreted as subsets of a set S, which is in fact the lexicon closed under
concatenation. We refer to the individual elements of S and the other models
we will encounter, as prosodic forms (cf. Morrill 1992). We interpret atomic
formulas as arbitrary subsets of S. (Buszkowski 1986; Lambek 1958; Moortgat
1988; Roorda 1991. This simplified approach to prosody is extended in van der
Linden (1991)). X· Y denotes the set of expressions consisting of the conca-
tenation of an element of X and an element of Y. Complex types formed with
the division connectives / and \ are functors, i.e. incomplete expressions. They

30r to put it slightly more technically:
"A Categorial Grammar of a language may be viewed as consisting of the syntac-
tic calculus freely generated from a finite set { S, N, ...} of basic types together
with a dictionary which assigns to each word of the language a finite set of types
composed from the basic types (... ) by the three binary operations." (Lambek
1988:304)
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combine with an argument to their right and left respectively to form a result
category (the Lambek convention of putting arguments under the type con-
structor is used). Formal definitions of interpretation and the result-argument
distinction are presented below.

Deflnition 4.5 (Interpretation of type constructors)
IA . BI = { Z E S I 3xy (x E IAI & y E lEI & z = x+y) }
IA / BI = { xES I Vy (y E IBI -t x+y E IAI )}
IB \ AI = { xES I Vy (y E IBI -t y+x E IAI )}
Definition 4.6 (Result, argument)
result(X/Y) = result(y\X) = X
argument(X/Y) = argument(y\X) = Y.

The examples in (4.1) denote an intransitive verb (looks for an np to form an
s), a verb-final transitive verb, and a vp-modifier, respectively.

(4.1) np\s, np\(np\s), (np\s)\(np\s)

4.2.2 Type calculus
In this section, the type calculus which determines which combinations of types
are valid with respect to the interpretation, is introduced.
The basic insight that underlies Categorial Type Logic is Lambek's realiza-
tion that the combination of a functor type with its argument is the categorial
analogue of Modus Ponens: the combination of a functor type X/Y and an
argument Y to a result type X is similar to the proof of a conclusion X from
the combination of an assumption Y -t X and an assumption Y. Categorial
type calculation is similar to propositional deduction. Both may result in a
derivation of a result with a set of assumptions, or types and a set of derivation
rules. The assumptions and inference rules of propositional Iogic correspond
to the types and inference rules of categorial grammar, and as for the logical
connectives, for each categorial connective derivation rules can be provided.
We first give a sequent calculus for Categorial Type Logic here, and subsequently
discuss natural deduction.4

Sequent calculus

The sequent calculus consists of axioms and inference rules that define the the-
orems of the calculus with respect to a derivability relation. A sequent in L
represents that fact that this derivability relation, or inclusion relation holds
between a nonempty, finite sequence of types, the antecedent and a single type,
the succedent. A sequent is represented as antecedent * succedent. From a

4Another approach may be found in Roorda (1991). For a comparison see Leslie (1990).
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logical point of view a sequent indicates that from the assumptions in the ante-
cedent the succedent is derivable as a conclusion. With respect to its prosodic
interpretation, the concatenation of the interpretations of the types in the an-
tecedent is included in the interpretation of the type of the succedent.
In (4.7) the inference rules of the L-calculus are shown. [\L] is a Left-rule that
operates upon a \-connective in the antecedent. [\Rj is a Right-rule that ope-
rates upon a connective in the succedent. The Cut rule deserves some special
attention, and is explained below. The active type, is the category from which
a connective is removed. X, Y and Z are types and P, T, Q, U, V are sequences
of types, where P, T and Q are nonempty.

Definition 4.7 (Lambek, sequent calculus, including Cut)

T => Y U, X, V => Z
------[fL]

U, (X/Y), T, V=> Z

T, Y => X

T=> (X/Y) [fR]

T =>Y U, X, V => Z
------I[\L]
u, T, (Y\X), V => Z

Y, T => X

T => (Y\X) [\R]

P=>Y T=>X
P,T => (YX) [·R]

U, X, Y, V => Z
-----I[·L]
U, (XY), V => Z

X=>X T => XU, X, -V => Z
-------[Cut]

U, T, V=> Z

With this calculus, parsing becomes an attempt to prove that a sequent follows
as a theorem from the set of axioms and inference rules. A sequent T => X
is then regarded as the conclusion of a derivation and the derivation process
starts by matching T => X with the conclusion of the inference rules. Then the
rules that match are applied, and the procedure is repeated until all premises
are reduced to axioms.
Since the rules are thus applied recursively in a backward chaining fashion, and
connectives disappear if one compares conclusions with premises, a connective
is said to be removed from the conclusion. Without the Cut rule, the number of
connectives decreases with every inference step, and therefore this proof regime
is guaranteed to terminate: the calculus is decidable. The situation changes if
the Cut rule is allowed. The Cut rule is not a logical rule of inference, but a
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structural rule that allows for the inclusion of subproofs (T :::? X in the Cut
rule in 4.7) in a larger proof. Application of Cut may lead to an increase of
the number of connectives in a proof, and therefore a proof regime with L +
{Cut} is not guaranteed to terminate. However, from the point of view of weak
recognizing power, there is no difference between Land L + {Cut}. Lambek
(195~) shows that the set of theorems of L does not increase by adding the
Cut rule: Cut can safely be eliminated. This result carries over to the meaning
recipes (Lambek 1990; Hendriks 1992).
In (4.2) a phrase consisting of a noun phrase and a transitive verb is parsed by
proving that its type reduces to s/np, as follows. First the / in the succedent is
removed with a Right-rule. This results in a theorem to which the Left-rule for
/ can be applied. One theorem results in an axiom; to the other the Left-rule
for \ can be applied, which results in two axioms. Since all the leaves in the
proof tree are axioms, the validity of the goal sequent has been proved.

(4.2) np :::? np s :::? s
-----[\L]

np :::? np np, np\s :::? s
-------[/L]

np, (np\s)/np, np :::? s
--:.....-----[/R]
np, (np\s}/np :::? s/np

4.3 Semantic interpretation

A central goal of linguistics is the description of the relation between form and
meaning. To accomplish this in Categorial Logic, lexical elements should carry
semantic information, and deductions should relate semantic .combinations to
legal combinations of types. In this section the relation between types and their
semantic interpretation is discussed. The view on the basic relation between
types and semantics here is known as the proofs-as-types approach, which says
that in essence the meaning of an expression lies in its proof as a sequent. This
view is compared with two other perspectives: the rule-to-rule hypothesis and
type-driven semantics." In the next chapter we will propose a different inter-
pretation of the proofs-as-types approach: the correspondence between types
and their interpretations should not be recorded in the rules of the calculus,
but in the lexical elements. Here we first present the basic approach as it is
used throughout Categorial Logic.

5See Carpenter 1989 for a formal comparison of rule-to-rule, type-driven and unification-
based semantics in categorial grammar.
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Formulas-as-types

The formal vehicle used for the representation of meaning in categoriallinguis-
tics are the terms of some logical language. We refer to these terms as semantic
forms (Morrill 1992). In this thesis we use terms of the lambda calculus for this
task. The terms of this logic will be described in detail later on. The relation
between types and semantics that are adopted in this thesis, arises from a basic
insight in proof theory and lambda calculus which is in fact an instantiation of
the Curry-Howard correspondence.

"There exists an effective one-to-one correspondence between natu-
ral deduction derivations in the constructive conditional logic and
typed lambda terms" (Van Benthem 1991:53, emphasis in the original).6

A consequence of this correspondence is that "The unit of meaning is the deriva-
tion, not the expressions" (ibid. 58). Lambda terms, which represent meanings,
correspond to proofs for antecedent types to which meanings are assigned. An
important consequence is that different derivations from the same assumptions
may correspond with different lambda terms.

For an expression to inhabit a type in this approach then, say (x/y), means that
semantically it forms a meaning composed of its application to the meaning of y
(Morrill 1990a). In most categorial work such semantic interpretations of types
are recorded in the inference rules of the type calculus. However, the deter-
mining factor for assignment of meanings is the derivation, and therefore, such
approaches may still be referred to as proofs-as-types approaches. Functional
application, denoted as tt functor(argument), corresponds to the Elimination
or Left rules, and Lambda abstraction, denoted as AX. Term corresponds to the
Introduction or Right-rules. To product categories, pairs of meanings <x, s>
are assigned, upon which the inference rules for the product type constructor
operate. 11'1 selects the first element of such a pair, 11'2 the second (van Benthem
1986, 1991).
In (4.8) this idea is formalized by linking type inferences to interpretations in
the semantic algebra. U, V, P, T and Q are sequents consisting of pairs of
types and semantic interpretations, <type; semantic form>, with P, T and Q
nonempty; W, X and Yare syntactic types, and Z is a single type-semantics
pair. We use lowercase letters in typewriter font for semantic forms.

In this approach, the semantic "action" of an axiom consists in unification
of the antecedent and the succedent, expressed by sharing of the variable x.

6The reader is referred to Girard et al. (1989), va.n Benthem (1991), Moortgat (1988) and
Morrill et a.1. (1990) for a more deta.iled discussion of this correspondence.
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Definition 4.8 (L, sequent representation with semantics)

T => <Yj u> U,<Xj t(u», V=> Z
----------[fL]

U, «X/Y); t>, T, V => Z

T, <Y; x>=> <X; t>
------[/R]
T => «X/Y); .Ax.t>

T => <Y; u> U, <X; t(u», V => Z__________ [\L]
U, T, «Y\X); t >, V => Z

<Y; x>, T => <X; t >
------[\R]
T => «Y\X); Ax , t >

U, <X; 1l"o(t», <Y; 1l"l(t», V => Z__________ [·L]
U, < X . Y; t>, V => Z

P => <X; u> T => <Y; v>
--------[·R]

P,T => <X· Y, <u,v»

<X; x>=> <Xj x>

In the case of analysis, the semantics of the antecedent is instantiated in the
derivation as a term of the semantic representation language, and the semantics
of the succedent is a variable, for instance, <np; john>=> <np; x>. The
axiom expresses the unification of these two (john and x), resulting in the
instantiation of the succedent variable with the antecedent form." With respect
to derivations as a whole, the semantics of the succedent is initially a variable,
which is instantiated in the course of the derivation by means of the backward
chaining proof regime and the unification, or resolution, mechanism. A different
perspective on labeling may be found in Hendriks (1992). An example of the
application of this calculus that shows how substitution works is presented with
two derivations for the expression big car on wheels. Note that the derivations
result in different semantic representations although they start from the same
assumptions (below we present some more interesting examples when we discuss
natural deductions).

7In the case of generation with L, the instantiation proceeds in the opposite direction (van
der Linden and Minnen 1990).
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Let us look at the second example in some more detail. The derivation starts
with the following sequent.

(4.6) < n/n;big >, < n;car >, < n\n;ow > => < nix >

Application of the Left-rule for \ results in the followingpartial derivation.

(4.7) < n/n;big >, < n;car > => < n;y > < n;ow(y) > => < nix >
_:...-~-----"":":"'--"':"'-'::":""--~[\Ll

< n/n;big >, < n;car >, < n\n;ow > => < nix >
Next, the Left-rule is applied again.

(4.8) <n;car>=><n;z> <n;big(z»=><n;y»----~--~--=.~--....:..:..::-[\1]
< n/n; big >, < n; car > => < n; y > < n; ow(y) > => < n; x >[\1]

< n/n;big >, < n; car >, < n\n;ow > => < nix >
By means of unification, z is instantiated as car, and therefore, y becomes,
big (car), and x becomes ow(big (car) ), the meaning ofthis phrase.

Rule-to-rule hypothesis

When inference rules relate type inferences and interpretations in a semantic
algebra, as is the case in the formulas-as-types approach, it is not necessary
to stipulate the semantics associated with every theorem: it may be derived
from the logical inference rules for type constructors. In general, this not only
holds for the semantics, but also for the theorems themselves. Systems defined
with sets of reduction rules that can be derived as theorems in L, have been
proposed in the literature (Steedman 1985; Moortgat 1987b

, Moortgat 1988;
and see Oehrle, Bach and Wheeler 1988 and Klein and van Benthem 1987).
The problem with these systems is precisely that rules that are theorems of L
have to be stipulated. If linguistic purposes should require logicsweaker than L,
this should be accomplished by formulating principled restrictions on L rather
than by stipulating reduction rules.
In (4.5) it is shown that the Forward Composition rule (Steedman 1987) can be
derived in the Lambek-calculus, including its semantics.
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In case of these derived rules that have the status of theorems in the Lam-
bek calculus, the relation between types and semantic interpretation is in fa«t
subject to the rule-to-rule bypotbesis' (Bach 1976), which holds that to each
syntactic rule a semantic counterpart is assigned, i.e. the semantics of these
rules has to be stipulated.

Type-driven semantics

In the type-driven approach a mapping between syntactic and semantic types
establishes the link between the syntax and the semantics." Basically, this link
is a function associating each syntactic type with a unique semantic type.? 10

The assumption underlying the type-driven approach is that the interpretation
of a sequence of types is determined by these types. As was argued before,
the sequence does not uniquely determine the interpretation: two proofs star-
ting from the same sequence of types, may result in different interpretations.
The scope ambiguity in (4.3) and (4.4) illustrates this: two different meaning
representations are derived from the same sequence of types. Therefore, the
formulas-as-types approach is to be preferred to the type-driven approach.

Natural deduction

Natural deduction (Prawitz 1965) is presented here as an alternative means for
representing proofs. Natural deductions represent a proof as a tree whose nodes
are assumptions and whose root represents the conclusion. Inference rules are
operations on partially completed trees, which are represented as partial trees
themselves: the assumptions are the leaves, and the conclusion is the root.
The objects the sequent calculus reasons about, sequents, correspond to na-
tural deductions in the sense that sequent calculus proofs may be seen as the
instructions for the construction of a natural deduction proof (Girard et al.
1989; Morrill et al. 1990). Therefore, there is a close analogy between natural
deduction rules and sequent rules: inference rules in sequent derivations corre-
spond to natural deduction steps. Elimination rules are the natural deduction
counterparts to the Left-rules in the sequent presentation; Introduction rules
correspond to the Right-rules (Girard et al. (1989)). In definition (4.9) the
natural deduction rules for the division constructors are presented and in (4.11)
and on the previous page, examples of the application of these rules are given.

8Montague grammar (see Dowty et al, 1981 for an introduction) introduced the connec-
tion between syntactic and semantic types. Klein and Sag (1984) trade in the rule-to-rule
implementation in Montague grammar for a general translation procedure, and refer toit as
'type-driven' .

9For instance, in GPSG (Ga.zdar et al. 1985) the interface between syntax and semantics
is taken care of by a general function that operates on types.

lOThis one-to-one mapping may be traded in for a polymorphic mapping: each syntactic
type is associated with a set of semantic types on the basis of type-changing axioms (Hendriks
1987; Moortgat 1988).
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The Elimination rules remove a connective from the assumptions. A bracketed
category [Y) denotes a discharged assumption: this is a temporary assumption
that is withdrawn later when an Introduction rule is applied.

Definition 4.9 (Lambek, natural deductions)

«Yilt >]

<X;t>
------1[1/]

< X/Yi~lt.t >

<X/YiU> <YiU>
-~----I[E/]

< X;u(t) >

[<Yilt»
-c x.e »

----~(I\J
< Y\X; ~lt.t >

<Y;u> < Y\Xit >
-~---:"--I[E\J

< X;u(t) >

(4.11)< npjjohn > < (np\s)/npjkisS8S > [< npjX >]~~~---------~---~[/~
< np\sj kisses(x) >

< s/npj .oXx.kisses(x)(john) >[/1]
In this thesis both presentation methods are employed. Since it is more con-
venient to use the sequent presentation for the development of proof search
algorithms (Morrill et al. 1990), sequent derivations are used when proof search
is at issue. Note that the two examples presented on the previous page again
illustrate the argument in favour of the proofs-as-types approach: they result
in the assignment of different semantic representations, but st~t from the same
assumptions.

. ( )(.) I\~< Sjbsses x John >
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4.4 Multidimensionality
In the previous sections we presented a calculus that operates on type-seman tics-
pairs. In general, linguistic information in multiple dimensions should be linked,
and a data structure that records this information is called for (Oehrle 1988,
1991). Moortgat (1992B) incorporates this idea in Categorial Logic: the basic
data structure in his calculus is a tuple < type,prosodic form, semantic form >,
where type is a member of the set of types; semantic forms are formulae of
the lambda calculus; prosodic forms are part of the prosodic representation
language consisting of a set of atomic forms and a concatenation operator: +.
In the next chapter these notions are discussed in more detail; for the moment,
this intuitive idea of multidimensionality suffices. Below we present a sequent
version of L for multidimensional linguistic objects. In the calculus, a, b, t,
u and v are semantic forms; lowercase Greek letters are prosodic forms. Note
that there is a unification relation between signs denoted with equal symbols.
Like in Moortgat (1992B) prosodic equations (Calder 1989) express equalities
between prosodic elements. We formulate these as constraints on inference ru-
les (note that this information could equally likely be recorded in the prosodic
represenations in the rules themselves).
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Definition 4.10 (L, multidimensional sequent version)

T =? <V; T; u> U,<X; ¢; t(u», V=? Z
-----------[jL)

U, «~X/V); IT; t >, T, V =? Z

T, <V; T; x>=? <X; ¢; t >
-------[jR]

T =? «~X/V); IT; Xx , t>

T =? <V; Tj u> U, <X; ¢; t(u», V =? Z
-----------[\L)

U, T, «Y\X); a; t>, V =? Z

<V; T; x >, T =? <X; ¢; t>
--------[\R) ¢ = T + IT

T =? «Y\X); a; Xx ,t >

<X; ¢j x>=? <X; r; x> [Axiom) ¢= T

4.5 The categorial landscape
Although the L-calculus and the model that serves for its interpretation are the
starting point for investigations in Categorial Logic, L is couched in a landscape
of logics that all have their virtues for the representation of natural language.
In this section we discuss these logics and their underlying models, and in the
next sections we will show how restricted use can be made of the distinguishing
characteristics of these logics.
As we noted before, the model in which linguistic objects are interpreted pro-
sodically is a set consisting of atomic forms, closed under an associative con-
catenation operation. Likewise, the antecedents in the sequent version of the
L-calculus are lists of linguistic objects. In Categorial Logic, other logics that
start from different models, and likewise from different structures of the antece-
dents have become the object of intensive study. We give an overview of some of
these models and logics below. The reader may find a more detailed discussion
of this issue in Moortgat (1992b) and Morrill (to appear).

Models

The crucial difference between the models of the various Categorial Logics lies
in the properties of the concenation operator, +, the model is equipped with.
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In the Lambek calculus, this concatenation operator is associative and noncom-
mutative, and the forms this operator generates are configured as lists. In the
Lsmbek-vsn Benthem calculus, LP (van Benthem 1986), the operator is com-
mutative and associative, and therefore the elements of the model are multisets,
i.e. sets in which an item may occur more than once or, to put it differently, the
number of occurences of items counts, but not their order. In the nonassocia-
tive NL calculus (Lambek 1961; Kandulski 1988), the concatenation operator is
noncommutative and nonassociative: the elements here are trees; in the headed
nonassociative calculus HNL (Moortgat and Morrill (to appear)) the forms
come in the form of headed trees.'! In fact, in the latter case there are two
concatenation operators, one for the case where the head appears to the right,
and one where the head appears to the left.
The systems mentioned can be distinguished by means of three parameters.

• permutation (p)

• associativity (a)

• dependency (d)

These parameters thus determine the interpretation of the types that are used
in the systems under consideration: as properties of the prosodic concatenation
operator '+' they are part of the models used for the interpretation in the
prosodic dimension.

Logics

Starting from L, there are two ways to formulate, for instance, LP. One way it
to add a structural rule which exactly models the distinguishing characteristic
that LP has but L doesn't have: permutation. Below, we present the structural
Permutation rule (where T[U) denotes a configuration T, U is a part of).

(4.12)T[(X,Y)) => Z
--=-~--=--[Permutation)
T[(Y,X))=> Z

A second way to formulate a calculus that includes commutativity is to view
the configurations in which the assumptions occur as multisets instead of lists.
Similarly, in the nonassociative NL calculus (Lambek 1961; Kandulski 1988),
assumptions could be structured as trees; in the headed nonassociative calculus
HNL the assumptions come in the form of headed trees.

11For an overview of logics above LP (up to intuitionistic logic) and their application to
natural language, the reader is referred to Barry and Morrill (1990).
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The logical systems that emerge from the different combinations of the distin-
guishing parameters, expressed either by structural rules, or in the configurati-
ons of assumptions, can be put in a hierachical relation. The cube that models
this family of logics can be read in two different ways. First, some system in
the cube, say x, has the structural properties between brackets. Secondly, since
the structural parameters can be expressed as logical rules, as presented before,
the addition to some system y of the logical rule(s) which distinguishes y from
x, situated on a higher level in the cube, will result in a logic that recognizes
the same structured configurations of assumptions as x.

(a,d)

(d)

Figure 4.1. Relations between calculi.

Configurations of assumptions are presented by means of the following nota-
tional conventions (see Moortgat (1992b) for more discussion on this topic).
Sequents are represented as before: Al, , An Multisets are represented si-
milarly: it is clear from the context what the intended meaning is. Trees are
denoted by means of bracketed configurations with the comma as a nonassocia-
tive two-place operator, for example ((X, V), Z). In headed trees, the labelling,
1 for left, and r for right, indicates the position of the head, for example ((X,
Y)l, Z)r
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4.6 Permutation
Given the cube presented above, we now have to face the question where we can
find systems suitable to represent some natural language. We discuss this by
looking at the structural parameters. In this section, we discuss permutation.
In the next sections, we will look at associativity and dependency. We will
conclude that a suitable system for the represenation of natural language is not
located in one of the "corners" of the cube, but makes restricted use of these
structural parameters.
With this discussion we would like to provide the reader with a general idea
of the categorial landscape. The relevance of this discussion for the topic of
our investigations in general, is the following. First, restricted permutation is
necessary to account for part of the constructions that were mentioned in the
previous chapter - though as we have stated before, we will not make these
contructions the topic of our investigations here (but see van der Linden 1991).
Secondly, dependency will become of importance for incremental processing.

Although for some constructions in natural language like topicalization and
wh-extraction it is clear that L is too weak, and permutation could be of help
(Moortgat 1988), calculi with permutation in its canonical logical form (4.12)
will result in overgeneration because, for instance, thematic order is no longer
preserved. For instance, John kisses Mary may be taken to mean that Mary
kisses John. In order to avoid these problems Moortgat (1992) introduces a
restricted form of permutation by means of special type constructors, which
has been used by Moortgat for an account of quantifier scoping.

Extraction and infixation

Extract ion While the / -constructor requires its argument to be in a peri-
pheral position, the extraction operator j also accepts it in a nonperipheral
position. The extraction operator forms a complex category that results in an a
if some argument b is found infixed in the functor aj b.12 The prosodic equations
express just this: the prosodic form associated with the argument 'T is infixed
in the prosodic form associated with the functor 4J.

12See Versmissen 1991 for a discussion of the existential and universal interpretation of this
type constructor in the prosodic domain.
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(4.13)T ~ <Y; Tj U> U, <X; O'j t(u» ~ C
-----------[lL]

U,T,<XiY;~jt>~C .

~ = ~l + th
O'=~l +T+¢-l

T, <Y; Tj v> ~ <X; 0'; u>
-------[iR]

T ~ <XiY; ~j AV.U>

cP=cPl+cP2
0' = cPl + T + cP2

Although the existence of type constructors like ihas to be stipulated, its logical
properties are derivable: the logical rules for i can be derived in the LP-calculus,
if the argument of an i-type is conceived as a sign that has been permuted
from a peripheral to a nonperipheral position. These new type constructors
thus capture a restricted form of some existing structural operation, without
allowing the structural operation to be part of the system in general.
An example of an application of j is wh-extraction. Jan kusieti in wie Jan
kusteti (who John kiss_[plumlJ) may be described as a sentence from which an
np is missing somewhere, sjnp, and who as s/{sinp}: it results in an s if it finds
as its argument a sentence from which an np is missing somewhere.
In our representation of the proof rules we can read the antecedent as a multiset
of signs: the control over the linear order is taken care of by the prosodic
labels. A derivation for the example sentence starts from a multiset antecedent
containing the lexical signs, and a succedent goal sign with its prosodic form
instantiated to the target expression 'wie+Jan+kusten'. To derive the target
expression, we have to respect the order requirements of the connectives in the
lexical signs.
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Infixation While extraction yields a functor that wraps itself around its ar-
gument, the infixation operator l represents infixation of the functor in its
argument (4.14).

(4.14)T => <Y; <Piu> U, <Xi o ; t(u» => C
-----------[lL]

U, T, <XLVi Ti t> => C

<P = <P1 + <P2
0" = <P1 + T + <P2

T, <Vi <Piv> => <Xi o ; u>
-------[!R]

T => <XLVi Ti AV.U>

<P = <P1 + <P2
0"=<P1+T+<P2

4.6.1 Quantification
This section presents an account of quantifier scoping from Moortgat (1992) in
which a restricted version of permutation plays an important role. Although
we concentrate on quantifier scoping, basically the same approach applies to
constructions such as topicalization, focussing constructions and wh-extraction
(van der Linden 1991), which are important for the formalization of the flexibi-
lity of idioms.
Generalized quantifiers, like all men, are arguments to verbal functors, since
thematically they are objects or subjects. However, from the point of view of
a logical semantics they are functors. For instance, all men would be assigned
the A-term AP't/X (man(x) -t P(x)), which takes an (e,t) type as its argu-
ment. Moortgat (1992) presents a type constructor, q, which overcomes this
apparent contradiction, and provides an account which, unlike earlier categorial
proposals, assigns all and only the correct scope assignments to sentences that
contain quantifiers. q is a three place type constructor, q(a,b,c), which binds
an a-position in a b-domain, and results in c. Another way to view q is in terms
of the category it abbreviates: (c!(bja)) denotes a category that results in c if
it is infixed in a category b from which an a is missing. The equations that are
part of the inference rules for q ensure that the element that is extracted (a)
and the element that is infixed (c) occur in the same location in the prosodic
structure (4.16). The quantifier is first 'pulled out' (extracted) from its domain
of quantification, in which it binds the position of its thematic role and then
it is 'put back' (infixed) and takes the resulting semantic representation as its
argument. The prosodic equations express just this: T is substituted for'IjJin <p.
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(4.16)P, <aj rj v> => <b; (7ju> U, <c; Xj t('xv. u) => Z
. [qL]

U, P, <q(a,b,c)j 1/Jjt> => Z

¢ = ¢l + ¢>2
(7=¢I+r+¢2
X = ¢l + 1/J+ ¢2

T => <a; rj z> U, <bj (7jv Cz) => <c; Xj U>
--------------[qR]

T, U => <q(a,b,c)j 1/Jj,xv.u>

¢ = ¢l + ¢2
(7= ¢l + r + ¢2
X = ¢l + 1/J+ ¢2

(4.15) shows a sample analysis of the sentence all men love a woman. For the
sake of readability, prosodic information has been omitted. We represent the
A-formula for all man as AM, and the formula for a woman as EW. Resolution
of the semantics results in the assignment to h of AM('xx(EW('xy . love (y) (x))))
Other derivations result in the reading in which the existential quantifier has
wide scope.

4.7 Associativity
Now that we have outlined the importance of restricted permutation, we turn
to associativity, Associativity expressed as a structural rule takes the following
form in an ordered sequent presentation.

(4.17)T[(W,(X,Y))] => Z
-------[Associativity]
T[«W,X),Y))=> Z

The linguistic significance of associativity may be characterized as follows. Due
to its inherent associativity, L has the property of structural completeness: if
a sequence of categories XI, ... ,Xn reduces to Y, there is a reduction to Y for
any bracketing XI, ...,Xn into constituents (Buszkowski 1988:80). Hence, for a
sentence like John loves Mary, every bracketing is derivable in the L-calculus
(((John loves) Mary), (John (loves .Mary)) while its semantic representation
remains constant. To put it differently, L recognizes lists, and is not sensitive
to bracketing of assumptions.
The standard argument in favour of L's flexible notion of constituency in L (as
opposed to the rigid notion of constituency in phrase structure grammars), is
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nonconstituent coordination: there are but few exceptions to what may consti-
tute a conjoinable expression, and may thus be grammatical (Barry and Picke-
ring 1990). Other phenomena that necessitate flexibility are cliticization, morp-
hological bracketing paradoxes (Moortgat 1988) and incremental interpretation
(see (6)).
However, a grammar that allows every possible bracketing is clearly too powerful.
L allows man in the and street walks as parts of (the)(man in the)(street walks),
but it is at least questionable whether these should be regarded as valid parts
and therefore constituents in all cases. Furthermore, L does not assign different
semantic representations to different bracketings. This is incompatible with the
undeniable fact that there are correspondences between groupings in prosodic
structure and semantic structure: the meaning of a sentence depends on its
prosodic bracketing, and other prosodic properties like intonation (Bird (1991),
Steedman (1990) and van der Linden (1991); van der Linden discusses an ac-
count of topic-focus constructions in Categorial Logic). One of the functions
of prosodic bracketing is to separate phrases that are in focus from those.out
of focus. One can easily see this if one considers the example below. The first
answer is less adequate that the second one, due to differences in topic-focus
structure of the two sentences. In the second sentence the grouping of introdu-
ced in the first phrase, has as a consequence that introduced might be considered
old or given information, which is not the case.

(4.18) What did BILL do next?
(BILL) (introduced JOHN to SUE)
(BILL introduced) (JOHN to SUE)

Because of the correspondence between groupings in prosodic and semantic
structure, we assume a nonassociative, noncommutative version of the multidi-
mensional multiset version of the calculus we present below. As in Moortgat
(1992°) the order of prosodic material is controlled by means of prosodic equa-
tions (Calder 1989), that are formulated as constraints on inference rules.

In the definition below, U, V, P, T and Q are multisets of signs with P, T
and Q nonempty; W, X, Y and Z are types; a, b, t, u and v are semantic
forms; lowercase greek letters are prosodic forms. The ,-operator denotes multi-
set union. Note that there is a unification relation between signs denoted with
equal symbols.
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Definition 4.11 (L, multidimensional multiset version)

T => -cY; Ti u> U,<Xi 4>;t(u» => Z
----------(fL]

U, «X/Y)j I7jt>, T=> Z

T, <Y; T; x>=> <X; 4>;t>
-------(fR]
T => «~X/V); 17; AX. t>

T => <Y; T; u> U, <X; 4>;t(u»=> Z
-----------I[\L]

U, T, «Y\X); 17; u>=> Z

-cY; Tj x>, T => <X; 4>;t>
--------[\R] 4>= T + 17

T => «Y\X)j 17; Ax. t>

<X; 4>ix>=> <X; Ti x> [Axiom] ¢J = T

An example of the application of this calculus is (4.19), where it is shown that
John loves Mary is a grammatical sentence with the meaning loves (mary) (j ohn) .
The derivation starts out from a head sequent consisting of an antecedent that
is a multiset of the signs related to the prosodic elements in the input, and a
succedent whose prosody represents the prosodic structure of the input. So,
whereas in the sequent approach the antecedent records the prosodic structure
of the input, in the multiset approach it is the prosodic form associated with
the succedent that stores this information. In the example, the sequent the
derivation starts from is
<np;jij>, «np\s)/npjl;l>, <np;m;m> => <s;U+[I+mllix>.
The axiom is instantiated as <s;j+[l+m];l(m) (j» => <s;j+[l+m];x>. Unifica-
tion succeeds for the prosodic forms, and it results in the assignment of 1 (m) (j)
to x. This way a semantic form is assigned to the sentence.
Note that the prosodic form is nonassociative and noncommutative. In the next
section, we will discuss a further extension and refinement.
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4.8 Dependency
Dependency is the next structural parameter we discuss. In this section we
look at an earlier proposal by Barry and Pickering (1990) and Barry (1992)
as well as an alternative formalization which solves some of the problems with
this approach. Dependency will turn out to be of great importance for the
general topic of part of our investigations, processing idioms, when we discuss
incremental processing in chapter 6.

4.8.1 Barry and Pickering
Barry and Pickering introduce a notion of dependency for L. Their central obser-
vation is that certain parts of a sentence should be viewed as heads, by which
they mean syntactic heads, and that other elements depend on these heads.
Barry (1992) presents agreement and government as two kinds of "linkage" bet-
ween words that provide linguistic motivation for dependency structures. For
instance, in the case of agreement, syntactic features of one word or phrase, the
dependent, depend on another word or phrase which serves as the head (see
Barry (1992) for extensive discussion of the notions under consideration, and a
detailed discussion of the linguistic motivation). Since there is no primitive na-
tion of head in Categorial Grammar, Barry and Pickering identify lexical heads
with functors and arguments with dependents (it will be argued below that
head may be viewed as a derived notion in CG). In this approach, modifiers
receive atomic categories, and modified elements are functors, and therefore
heads, which subcategorize for zero or more of these modifiers (indicated by a
Kleene star: *). For instance, nominal postmodifiers are of category AdnPost,
and lexical nouns are categorized as (AdnPre*\N)fAdnPost*.

Barry and Pickering define dependency constituents on the basis of definiti-
ons for dependency-preserving derivations in the following manner.

Definition 4.12 (dependency-preserving (B & P 1990»
A lambda-calculus meaning representation is dependency-preserving iff it does
not involve abstraction of a variable that occurs as a functor within it. (Barry
and Pickering 1990:26)

The intention of occurs as a functor here is that the variable does not act as
a function over anything else (Barry 1992:54). So, although x in AX(e,t)·Y(x)
has a functional type, it is no function over anything else, and therefore, the
representation is dependency-preserving.
An alternative definition of dependency preservation could be given in terms of
active occurrences of terms in a A-term, as proposed by van Benthem (1986;
1991) and Sanchez (1991): dependency preservation and active occurrences
converge.
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Definition 4.13 (active occurrences (van Benthem 1991»
M is active in M
M is active in PQ if M is active in P
M is active in AX.P ifM is active in P, and X f/. FV(M).
(where FV(M) is the set of free variables in M)

Van Benthem (1991:144-45) suggests preservation of inferential relationships as
a reasonable requirement on unary type changes and relates this restriction to
the occurrence of the semantics of an antecedent in an active position in the
succedent. Lifting does not meet this restriction: in u => AX.X(u) , u is not
active. If the notion of activity is applied to other than unary type transiti-
ons, that is, to derivations in general, the definition of dependency-preservation
would run as follows.

Definition 4.14 (dependency-preserving)
A lambda-calculus meaning representation a is dependency-preserving iff eyery
functor in some subterm a' of a that has actual arguments, occurs free in a.

The link between the two definitions of dependency preservation thus lies in
the relation between A-binding and occurrences: if a functor (with actual ar-
guments) occurs actively, then it is not bound by a A-operator. If a functor
variable is bound by a A-operator, then it is not active.
Barry and Pickering impose dependency as a global constraint on derivations:
they define the notion of dependency-preserving derivation as follows.

Definition 4.15 (dependency-preserving (B & P 1990» A derivation in
L is dependency-preserving iff it does not discharge an assumption that forms
a major premise of an Elimination inference (Barry and Pickering 1990:26)

Definition 4.16 (dependency-constituent (B & P 1990»
A dependency-constituent (DC) is a string (under a particular reading) whose
normal form derivation in L is dependency-preserving (Barry and Pickering
1990:27)

For example, (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22) are dependency constituents, but (4.23)
and (4.24) are not. In the semantic and syntactic representations of these ex-
pressions a functor is missing. The derivations require introduction of a functor
type, since a functor type is their argument (4.25). The same holds for the
alternative definition of dependency preservation with active occurrences: alt-
hough Sanchez and van Benthem do not explicitely introduce this notion to
restrict constituency (witness their derivations of lifted constituents similar to
(4.23)(Sanchez 1991:111; van Benthem 1991:151», this notion gives the same
result.
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(4.20) the dog, np, the(dog)

(4.21) John likes, sjnp, AX. likes (x)(john)

(4.22) will kiss, (np\s)jnp, AxAy.will(kiss(x)(y»

(4.23) that Harry (sj(np\s), Ax.x(harry)

(4.24) Mary John sj(np\(np\s)), Ax. x (john)(mary)

(4.25)np, np, np\(np\s) '* s
------[jRJ
np, np '* sj(np\(np\s))

Problems with the Barry and Pickering Formalization

The application of Dependency Constituency "allows a degree of flexibility in
constituent structure, while still requiring that constituents are (in some sense)
semantically coherent units" (Barry and Pickering 1990:27). However, Barry
and Pickering's notion of constituency has some undesirable consequences.
First, in case a head is modified by postmodifiers and premodifiers it is necessary
to stipulate two categories for the head: (xmod\x)jxmod and xmod\(xjxmod),
to allow for scope ambiguities. The situation becomes even more problematic
when more modifiers are added with scope alternating between the pre- and
post-modifiers, expressed by for instance (xmod\«xmod\x)jxmod)jxmod)) or
«xmod\(xmod\x)jxmod)jxmod)) etc. Barry (1992:62) admits the inellegance
of this approach. The optionality and iteration he proposes as a solution cannot
deal with these alternating scopes. Pickering (p.c.) notes that these scopes
should be generated lexically. However, a solution in the calculus would avoid
this complication,
Secondly, it follows from Barry and Pickering's notion that John loves all (4.26)
is a dependency constituent (compare Barry 1992:103). This doesn't coincide
with the intuition that John loves all is not a semantically coherent unit.

(4.26) John loves all, sjn, AX.'r:/Z.(xfz) ~ loves(z)(john»)

Thirdly, the formalization of dependency constituency is derived from the de-
finition of a semantic notion of dependency-preserving meaning representation,
and is imposed upon derivations as a global constraint, which has no status
in a type logic. A formalization in the spirit of the type-theoretic approach
would rather define dependency in terms of the type an expression has, and
would present a subsystem of L that only recognizes dependency constituents.
In Categorial Logic expressivity is achieved by means of proper choices of type
constructors, with appropriate definitions and a complete logic (with elimina-
tion and introduction rules) for these type constructors.
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Hepple (1991) presents a system of Categorial reduction rules that recognizes
the set of constituents Barry and Pickering regard as dependency constituents.
However, as we stated before, the rules of these systems are derivable theorems
of L, and the problem with these systems is precisely that these rules are theo-
rems of L that have to be stipulated. Logics weaker than L should be formulated
in terms of principled restrictions on L rather than by stipulating reduction ru-
les. 'Thus, there are methodological problems with Hepple's approach as well.
13

Fourthly, the fact that within a coordination conjuncts may occur that are not
DCs (4.27), necessitates the addition of the notion of division into maximal
dependency constituents (MDC, definition 4.17; Barry and Pickering 1990)

(4.27) (omdat) Piet aan Jan een boek en aan Karel een plaat gaf.
(because) Pete to John a book and to Charles a record gave.
(because) Pete gave a book to John and a record to Charles.

Definition 4.17 (MDC) Let a be a string. Suppose a can be divided -into
substrings < at, ...,an > (where n ~ 1) such that each ai is a dependency
constituent, but there is no such i that aiai+l is a dependency constituent. This
is then called a division of a into maximal dependency constituents (MDCs).
(Barry and Pickering 1990:94)

The problem with this notion is that, like dependency-preservation, it has no
type-theoretical status.

4.8.2 An alternative
In this section we provide an alternative, type-theoretical approach to depen-
dency. First, we argue in favour of the original connection between functors and
arguments on the one hand, and dependents and heads on the other. Secondly,
we present a dependency calculus refining the headed calculus of Moortgat and
Morrill (to appear). Thirdly, we show in what way modalities allow for flexibility
beyond dependency constituency as an alternative for the Maximal Dependency
Constituents of Barry and Pickering.
Before going into these topics, we look at the notion of semantic coherence

Semantic coherence

The idea behind Barry and Pickering's approach is to restrict constituency in
CG to semantically coherent forms. B&P do not mention how to distinguish
between expressions that are and those that are not coherent: they leave this
to linguistic intuition.

13Hendriks' (1992) L*-calculus is not an alternative either, because it doesn't formalize the
notion of head as it is intended here.
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A diagnostic that seems to hold for making the distinction makes use of con-
structions like topicalization, focussing of replacement by a wh-constituent, that
require their argument to be a semantic unit. When one of these constructions
applies, we will say that a form is 'semantically coherent'. So, John loves all can
occur in neither of these constructions. Note that it can occur in a conjunction,
which disqualifies conjoin ability as a diagnostic. For the examples in (4.20) and
(4.21), it is clear that they can occur in the contructions mentioned. For (4.22)
this is less obvious: will kiss cannot be replaced by a wh-constituent. It can,
however, be focussed:

(4.28) How do you think John persuades Mary?
(He) (will KISS) (her)?

We take it that this is not the final test for semantic coherence, and leave
fine-tuning for future research.

Heads and dependents

An alternative that remedies some of the problems with B&P's grammatical
implementation of dependency constituency, from which no functor is missing,
is to maintain the original classification of modifiers as functors, and to relate
dependency to the notion of syntactic head: this would invalidate the first two
points of criticism mentioned above. The only argument presented against such
an approach by Barry and Pickering is that in their view it necessitates the
stipulation of a new primitive notion of syntactic head in eG. This is not the
case: syntactic heads can be defined on the basis of functor-argument pairs
(Bach 1983).14 Specifiers and modifiers, then, are both dependents. So, a
determiner (np/n], as well as an adjective (n/n) is viewed as a dependent, and
its argument (n) as a head. A verb (npvs) is a head, and its argument (np) is a
dependent. Note that only in connection to a functor, one can tell whether an
atomic category is a head or a dependent: in (s/s)·s s is a head; in (np\s)/s·s,
s is a dependent.
Alternative definitions of dependency-preserving and dependency constituent
are provided below: semantic coherence is related to the presence of heads.

l4For endocentric functors (AI A), the head is the argument. For exocentric functors with
result and argument in the same projection class, the head is the argument. If category and
bar level were defined separately, elements with the same category would be in the same pro-
jection class. Examples are np and n and ap and a. For other exocentric functors, the functor
is the head. Thus: .

head(A/B . B ) is A/B (A and B not in same projection class);
head(A/B . B ) is B (A and B in same projection class);
head(B . B\A ) is B\A;
head(A/ A . A) = head(A . A\A) = A
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Definition 4.18 (dependency-preserving (new version))
A lambda-calculus meaning representation a is dependency-preserving iff it does
not involve abstraction of a variable that occurs as a head within it. 15

Note that this definition allows for a smaller class of dependency-preserving
meaning representations than the definition in (4.14). If we assume that consti-
tuency is a property of prosodic forms that are part of tuples, <type; prosodic
form; semantic form>, we have a clear connection between prosodic forms and
semantic forms - we say that a form has a meaning - and we can give the
following definition.

Definition 4.19 (dependency constituent (new version»
A dependency constituent (DC) is a prosodic form (under a particular reading)
whose A-calculus meaning representation is dependency-preserving.

Compared to the constituency notion of Barry and Pickering, the new version
leads to the same classification of the examples presented above. The intro-
duction of a functor that functions as a head is thus not permitted. Functors
that do not function as heads may be introduced. The introduction of atomic
categories is permitted iff they do not function as heads. The difference is that

-constituents from which an atomic head is missing, such as John loves all, are
not viewed as dependency constituents.
In the next section, we give a formalization in Categorial Logic.

4.8.3 Dependency calculus
In B&P's approach an attempt is made to make heads and functors equiva-
lent. Therefore they can implement their approach by means of the standard
Lambekian connectives, that are in principle not sensitive to head-dependent
relations. This leads to some of the complications mentioned.
Moortgat and Morrill (to appear) take a different stance and present a system in
which functor-argument structure and head-dependent structure are orthogonal
properties of types. So, a type can be functor and head, functor and dependent,
argument and head, or argument and dependent. For instance, the connective,
- they introduce is a headed variant of I; it looks for a dependent argument
to the right, whereas it's companion 0- looks for a head argument to the right.
Likewise - looks for a dependent argument to the left, and 0- for a head argu-
ment in the same direction. This is mirrored in the model Moortgat and Morrill
give for the interpretation of headed types, an algebra < A, +r, +1 > with two
concatenation operators, one with the head to the left, and one with the head
to the right.

150r to use the correspondence between heads and exocentric functors: iff every exocentric
functor in some subterm G I of G occurs free in G.
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Definition 4.20 (Interpretation of types)
IA()BI = { Z E S I 3x, Y (x E IAI fj Y E IBI fj Z = X+IY}
IA()BI = { Z E S I 3x, Y (x E IAI fj Y E IBI fj Z = x+rY
IAo-BI = { xES I V Y (y E IBI - x+rY E IAI )}
IA-BI = { xES I V Y (y E IBI - X+IY E IAI )}
IB-<>AI = { xES I V Y (y E' IBI - Y+IX E IAI )}
IB-AI = { xES I V Y (y E IBI - Y+rx E IAI )}
We start from the nonassociative, noncommutative, headed calculus (HNL) as
presented by Moortgat and Morrill, which recognizes antecedents configured as
headed trees. In the sequel, T, U and V are configurations of assumptions mo-
delled as trees. Q, R, S, W, X, Y and Z are types. Examples of a successful and
an unsuccessful derivation are presented below. Note that we have omitted pro-
sodic information in the first derivation, and prosodic and semantic information
in the second.
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Definition 4.21 (Headed, nonassociative calculus)

(T, Y)r => X
T =>Xo- Y [o-RJ

T => Y U[XJ=>Z
------[-LJ
U[«X- Y, T),)J=> Z

(T, Y), => X
T=>X_y[-RJ

T => Y U[X]=> Z
------[-oL]
U[«T, Y-oX)t)] => Z

(Y, T), => X
T =>Y-oX [-oRJ

T => Y U[X]=> Z
------[-LJ
U[«T, Y-X)r)] => Z

(Y, T)r => X
T =>Y-X [-R]

P=>Y T=>X
-----[()RJ
(P, T), => Y()X

U[«X, Y),)J=> Z
U[X()Y]=> Z [()LJ

P=>Y T=>X
-----[()RJ
(P, T)r => Y()X

U[«X, Y}r}J=> Z
U[X()Y] => Z [()L]

(4.29) <npjj> =? <npjj> <sjl(m)(j» =? <sjl(m)(j»
-~--~---~---~-[\ L]

<npjm> =? <npjm> «npjj>, < np-,sjl(m»)/ =? <sjl(m)(j»
-...;.------...:-...~------------..:;....-f[/Ll

«npjj>, «(np-.s)e-npjl>, <np;m»z)r =? <sjl(m)(j»

(4.30)«np, np}r, (np-(np-S)))r :;fo S

(np, np}r=> so-(np_(np_s»
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From headed calculus to dependency calculus

Although the HNL calculus presented above allows for the expression of heade-
ness, and does not involve a detour via an equivalence between heads and func-
tors as was the case in Barry and Pickering's proposal, it still does not generate
the set of dependency constituents we would like. First, it is too strong, since it
allows for such lifted types as (so-(np-s)), which necessitate the introduction
of a head. Secondly, it is too restricted: for instance, (np, (np-s)-np)) in
((np, (np-s)-np)), np) is not regarded as a constituent, although we would
like it to be a dependency constituent. Here, we first present a solution for the
first problem: we restrict the model and the calculus. Then, we show how the
addition of restricted associativity rules solves the second problem.
It should be noted that we will only discuss the formalization of Dependency
Constituency in proof-theoretic terms. Nothing is said about the model-theoretic
interpretation of Dependency Constituents. For this purpose, it is necessary to
reconsider the properties of the operators used in the prosodic and semantic
algebra. We leave this issue for future research.

From HNL to HNL- The precise "gap" between HNL and dependency
constituency can easily be observed if one compares the definition of depen-
dency preservation with the model we have presented for HNL. The definition
of dependency constituents is given in terms of lambda-calculus meaning repre-
sentations, and does not allow for abstraction over functors in semantics terms.
On the other hand, in HNL abstraction over heads is possible. To illustrate
this general point, we present a systematic survey of all possibilities for semantic
representation of succedent types, to see whether these represent dependency
constituents, and whether the types associated with the semantic representati-
ons are derivable in HNL.
We discern the following cases:

• (A) The semantic representation is atomic. These cases do not involve
A-abstraction, and are unproblematic: they are viewed as dependency
constituents, and are recognized by HNL. A sample theorem would be
<np;john> => <np;john> .

• (B) The semantic representation is complex. In this case there are two
possibilities.

- (1) A complex representation does not involve A-abstraction (inclu-
ding semantics). Again, these cases are unproblematic: they are
viewed as dependency constituents, and are recognized by HNL.
Example: < npo-n; the> < n;man > => < np;the (man) >

- (2) The representation involves A-abstraction. In this case there are
two possibilities.
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* (a) The variable abstracted over functions as a dependent (heads
underlined for expository purposes). Examples are >'b. b(~) with
two corresponding types - one for each direction - (Y-X) and
(X_Y), and >'a.:Q(a) with (Y-(X~Y)) and «Yo-X)_Y).
These are considered as dependency constituents, as we have
defined them, and they are recognized by HNL, so they are
unproblematic.

* (b) The variable abstracted over functions as a head. Examples
are ~a.b(~), ~b.:Q(a). Corresponding types are respectively
(Yo-(X_Y)), «Y-X)~Y), and (Yo-X), (X~Y). These are
viewed as constituents by HNL, but they are not dependency
constituents as we have defined them.

Since the ~ and 0- type constructors cause problems here, we could discard
them altogether, and this is indeed a property of the Lo-calculus in Zielonka
(1992): Lo only allows for headed product types and strong functors. From a
linguistic point of view, however, it is undeniable that there are strong and weak
functors, compare (upo-n) and (np-s). The proof-theoretic consequence is the
following. Pairing and projection are the semantic operators used for product
types in the Left- and Right-rules for these types: these we preserve. Application
is allowed as well, and therefore the Left-rules of the type constructors are
included. However, only abstraction over dependents is allowed, therefore, we do
not include the Right-rule for the weak functors in the calculus: the Right-rules
for 0- and ~ result in semantic representations with abstraction over heads,
and therefore, these are not allowed. We conclude that these rules should be
discarded from the calculus HNL, and we name the resulting calculus HNL-.
In fact, we end up with a small hierarchy of models and associated calculi,
presented below.

Table 4.1: Hierarchy of Calculi

Calculus Operators Semantic Operation Rules
Lo (J/{) pairing (J/{)-Left

(J/() projection (J/{)-Right
-/- application head (dep) -/--Left
-/- abstraction over dependent -/-- Right

HNL-: add o-/~ application dep(head) o-/~-Left
HNL: add o-/~ abstraction over head o-/~-Right

From HNL- to D HNL- is still too restrictive for the formalization of
dependency. It only recognizes trees that are bracketed exactly according to
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their type structure. This implies that for instance (np, (np-s)-np)) in «np,
(np-s)-np)), np) is not regarded as a constituent, although it is a depen-
dency constituent. The structural rule of associativity could rebracket «np,
(np-s)-np)), np) to «np, (np-s)-np)), np) which would then be recog-
nized, but the addition of associativity as such would result in collapse in a
system that is too strong: such a system would recognize (np, np) (4.30) as a
constituent.
To deal with this, we propose a dependency calculus here with associativity ru-
les that are restricted to certain combinations of heads and dependents. More
precisely, we dispose of those forms of associativity that could be used to bracket
a hypothetical, introduced head with an argument (as is the case in (4.30)).
The calculus to be presented here can best be understood is we consider all pos-
sible sequents, V =} R, a successful derivation in HNL- + Full Associativity
can start from.

• If R is an atomic type, there is no type missing from the configuration
U. Hence, these are dependency constituents and HNL- recognizes these
(provided, of course, V is bracketed properly).

• (If R is a complex type, that is, i~ is of the form S~W Wo-S, there is no
Right-rule, and the derivation stops.)

• IfR is a complex type, that is, it is of the form W-S, S-W, a Right-rule
is applied, and S is introduced in the antecedent. E.g.

(V, S), =} W
U =} W-S [-Rj

. There are two possibilities now:

- (V, S), =} W (and likewise (S, U), =} W) is a theorem in HNL-
. Since all HNL- constituents are dependency constituents, these
cases are unproblematic

- (V, S), =} W, and likewise (S, U}, =} W, is not a theorem in HNL-.
In this case it is necessary to rebracket the antecedent. In both cases,
S is a dependent. There are two possibilities here

* (i) V equals (T, V),. This case generates two configurations that
might require rebracketing: «T, V)" S)" (S, (T, V)')r.

* (ii) V equals (T, V),; This case generates two configurations
that might require rebracketing: «T, V)r, S)" (S, (T, V)r)r.

* Note (iii) that in all other possible configurations, S is a head:
«T, vi., S)r, (S, (T, V)r)', «T, V)" sj., (S, (T, V),),.
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On the basis of the configurations under (i) and (ii), we now formulate asso-
ciativity rules that only apply in these cases, and not in the cases mentioned
under (iii). Since S is not necessarily a type, but can be a configuration as well,
we replace it by U, which represents a configuration.

«U,T)r, V), =? W

(U, (T, V)')r =? W

(T, (V, U)dr =? W

«T,V)r, U), =? W

«U,T)r, V)r =? W

(U, (T, V)r)r =? W

(T, (V; U)t), =? W

«T,V)" U), =? W

The resulting calculus, HNL- + Restricted Association, we will refer to as
D, exactly recognizes the set of forms that are dependency constituents. For
instance, in the derivation of John Mary in (4.30) there is no associativity rule
available that could rebracket the configuration of assumptions. However, whe-
reas John loves is not a constituent in HNL-, it is considered as a constituent
given the restricted associativity rules.

(4.31) np =? np s =? s
----[\L]

np =? np (np, np=es}; =? s
--------[/L]
(np, (np-s)-np, np)')r =? s
----------[assoc]
«np, (np-s)-np)r, np), =? s-----------------[-1
(np, (np-s)-np)r =? se--np

Reduction laws in D

To illustrate the generative power of D, we will look at some categorial reduction
laws that can be derived in L, and see what their status in Dis.

Application The application laws for all four division connectives hold: they
can be derived straightforwardly from the Left-rules and the axiom.
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Composition Composition laws have the form X-Y, y_Z =>X-Z. Com-
position laws with weak functor types as succedents are not derivable since
they require Right-rules for weak connectives. The example below presents the
derivation of a composition law. Note the application of the associativity rule.

Y=>Y X=>X

Z => Z (X-Y, Y)l => X

(X-Y, (Y-Z, Z)l)l => X

((X-Y, Y-Z)l, Z)l => X

(X-Y, Y-Z)l => X-Z

Only this composition law and its left-looking companion, which combine two
heads to form a new head missing a dependent, are allowed.

Lifting laws As Moortgat and Morrill (to appear) note, in HNL only lifting
laws with opposite division constructors in the succedent type are derivable. So,
X=> (Y-(X-Y» is out and X=> (Y_(X-oY)) is in. There are in total four
lifting rules possible. In HNL- two more are out: the rules that require weak
division Right-rules. So, only the lifting rules remain that lift a head, X, to a
type, (Y_(X-oY)), introducing a weak functor, (X-oY), which takes X as an
argument. Note that without the associativity laws, lifting is not problematic:
types that are lifted w.r.t. a type they are bracketed with, retain their original
head-dependent-relation (compare (A, A-oB), and ((B-(A-oB)), (A-oB)).

Associativity laws Associativity laws allow a functor that takes one argu-
ment to the right and one argument to the left to switch the order in which these
arguments are consumed by the functor. As was the case with composition, this
is only allowed for heads that take two dependent arguments. So, (Z-(X- Y))
=> ((Z-X)- Y) and its companion ((Z-X)- Y) => (Z-(X- Y» are allowed.

Division laws None of the division laws is allowed in D. One version of these
laws is, for instance, X-Y => (X_Z)o-(Y_Z). From the semantic recipy
associated with the succedent, it is easy to see that all possible associated types
would require introduction of a head. These have the form ).v.).w.f(v(w». If
a functor is a head, then its argument must be a dependent, and if a functor
is a dependent, then its argument must be a head. Since both v and ~ are
abstracted over, and either the functor or the argument is a head, these are no
dependency constituents. The type associated with this semantic representation
must contain a weak division connective, which requires a Right-rule for its
introduction. Since these are not part of D, it is not possible to derive these
laws.
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4.8.4 Flexibility beyond dependency constituency: moda-
lities

In this section, we present an alternative for the Maximal Dependency Constitu-
ents of Barry and Pickering. The flexibility of natural language extends beyond
dependency constituency. This is especially clear in the case of coordination.
In fact, coordination and other constructions require stronger forms of associa-
tivity than those for dependency constituents. This section presents modalities
as a means that allows for full associativity in some cases like coordination, but
not in all cases. Modalities have a type-theoretical status, and are therefore a
solution for flexibility beyond dependency constituency that is to be preferred
over the Maximal Dependency Constituents of Barry and Pickering.

Modalities

The use of structural rules as such adds too much expressivity for linguistic
purposes (and for logical purposes as well (Girard et al. 1989)). If the rule
of permutation is added to L in its unrestricted form, the calculus collapses
into LP: permutation destroys the order of the antecedent types. Sometimes,
however, structural rules are necessary: in the sequel, we will see an example
in the context of dependency constituency. One mechanism for restricted per-
mutation, Moortgat's q-types, was discussed before; in the previous part of this
section, restricted structural rules were introduced. In Linear Logic (Girard
et al. 1989; Dosen 1991) a different mechanism for restricted use of structural
operations has been developed. Although full-fledged structural rules are discar-
ded, the operations they express come back in the form of so-called modalities,
one-place type constructors that express that a type carrying the modality may
undergo the structural operation associated with it. This way, the rules are
restricted to a limited number of types: the modalities localize the action of
the structural rules in specific elements. The basis for the inference rules for
modalities are the deduction rules for S4 modality (4.32). We use a subscript
i, that may be instantiated as p for permutation, a for associativity, etcetera.
Oi(T) denotes that all types in the configuration T should be modalized.

(4.32)TM=> z
---[OLI
T[OiY] => Z l

Di(T) => Y
----[DiRI
Di(T) => DiY

Besides these rules that apply to all structural modalities, one reformulates the
structural rules, but we add a condition that one of the types in the configuration
has the appropriate modal operator.
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T[(X,Y)] => Z
T[(Y,X)]=> Z Op (X or Y is fully modalized with op)

T[(W,(X,Y»] => Z
--=-:""-"";""'-'-":";":""--10 a (W, X or Y is fully modalized with oa)
T[«W,X),Y)]=> Z

In general, modalities conceived this way allow travel through the categorial
landscape, and selective use of the expressive power of rules that would be too
strong in their canonical form. Morrill et al (1990) presents linguistic applicati-
ons of permutation, extraction and contraction modalities. Moortgat and Mor-
rill (to appear) present examples of an associativity modality. This associativity
modality could be used in case of flexibility that extends beyond dependency.
In the example below Jan Marie can be combined, since the missing verbal head
is modalized: s/(oa(np\(np\s)))

(np, (np, (np\(np\s)))) => s
. fOaL]

(np, (np, oa(np\(np\s»))) => s
..:.......:..-.....:........:-.....:........:~.:.....:.....;..:....:....:..-I[oal
(np, np), oa(np\(np\s))) => s------~~~--I[/~
(np, np) => s/oa(np\(np\s)))

4.9 Concluding remarks
Now that our formalism has been presented in some detail, we will first make
some concluding remarks, and then make some remarks on the relation between
this framework and other grammatical theories. Categorial Logic shares some
of its attractive properties with other grammatical theories have, such as lexi-
calism, and it adds some other properties such as flexible constituency. These
properties are briefly discussed below.

Summarizing this chapter

We summarize this chapter by summing up the characteristics of the formal
system that remains after our deliberations. The grammar that is intended
here consists of a lexicon which assigns multidimensional signs, tuples of a type,
a prosodic representation and a semantic representation to lexical items, and a
calculus which consists of logical rules for the constructors that build up complex
types, and structural rules. There are various systems of logical and structural
rules that all have their own underlying models and distinguishing properties,
notably permutation, associativity and dependency. These properties are of
importance for the language system in the following way:
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• Extensions of the standard Lambek calculus are necessary in the light of
constructions such as quantification. A restricted form of permutation
can be included in the formal system by means of q-types.

• We formulated a dependency calculus on the basis of an existing headed
calculus. This calculus includes restricted associativity rules.

4.9.1 Lexicalism
A principle that underlies most current grammatical theories is the so-called
lexicalist principle (Chomsky 1972). The lexicalist principle implies that gram-
matical information is for the larger part represented lexically, and not in the
form of grammar rules.l" Some version of the lexicalist principle is part of
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFGj Kaplan and Bresnan 1982), Generalized
Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG; Gazdar et al. 1985), Head Phrase Struc-
ture Grammar (HPSG; Pollard and Sag 1987, forthcoming), Word Grammar
(Hudson 1990), Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG; Schabes et al. 1988), Functi-
onal Grammar (Dik 1989), and Segment Grammar (Kempen 1987; De Smedt
1990). The ultimate version of a lexicalist theory is probably Lexicon Grammar
(Gross 1979), in which there are no rules, but only lexical elements. Categorial
Grammar (CG) incorporates a radical version of the lexicalist principle: almost
all grammatical information is projected from the lexicon, and the combinatorics
of this lexical information is governed by a small set of rules. Although it could
be argued that Categorial Grammar is just a notational variant of Context-Free
Phrase Structure Grammar, since (L) has the same weak generative capacity
as PSGs (Pent us to appear).

Why lexicalism?

There are a number of reasons for wanting a grammatical theory to be lexicalist
(in Chapter 6 a number of computational arguments will be added).
In the first place lexicalization solves the problem of the sliding scale of lexical
influence on syntactic processes by radically giving up the rule system (Uszko-
reit 19862): virtually all linguistic information is represented in the lexicon, so
there is no discussion about the place where information should reside (but see
the discussion about the relation between form and meaning in this thesis).
In the second place, a lexicalist approach is in some cases less redundant than a
PSG account. An example is the categorial account of affixation by Hoeksema
(1985). In this account the set of (AB- )rules does not have to be extended in
order to capture affixation: it is only necessary to assign a proper type to affixes.
For instance, a suffix that forms adjectives on the basis of nouns is assigned the

l6The lexicalist principle differs from the so-called projection principle in that the scope of
the lexicalist principle may include linguistic information other than subcategorization and
thematic roles.
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type n\a. Alternatively, in PSG-accounts rules like a -+ n + suffix have to be
added, besides the assignment of the type suffix in the lexicon.
In the third place, the more fine-grained a grammatical theory is, the harder it
is to define classes of expressions on which rules operate. Gross (1979) reports
on a study in which 600 syntactic properties were assigned to 12.000 French lexi-
cal items. Gross found no two items with identical properties. Although one
can doubt the theoretical status of the properties Gross uses, this study does
suggest that lexical items seldom belong to well-defined classes in which all ele-
ments have identical properties and that it will therefore be hard to describe the
behaviour of items in rules that operate on classes of expressions:. the number
of rules will grow with the complexity of the categories. One way out is to
describe rules in terms of single properties, e.g. to let rules take features and
not fully specified classes as their domain (Gazdar et al. 1985).
Another way out is to attribute linguistic behaviour to the lexical items and try
to keep the rule base small and the rules simple. From a computational point of
view this is an advantage: it will probably be easier to develop computational
devices for processing these grammars (see chapter 6). This argument is even
strengthened if the lexicon is not viewed as a bag or set, but as a hierarchically
structured entity, as will be shown in the next chapter. It is intuitively plau-
sible that the lexicon should be so organized, but it is unclear whether similar
structures can be formulated for larger sets of rules. A hierarchically structured
lexicon may lead to more efficient parsing strategies as will be shown in chapter
6.
From a psycholinguistic point of view a lexicalist conception of grammar is at-
tractive since a grammar with fewer rules and simpler rules is easier to learn:
the lexical elements of a language have to be learned anyway, and the aquisition
are simpler if the number of grammatical rules is smaller
There are thus ample arguments in favour of lexicalist grammatical theories.

4.9.2 Other properties
Besides lexicalism, there are other properties Categorial Grammar shares with
other contemporary grammatical theories .

• Monostratal theories, such as HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1987, forthcoming),
CUG (Uszkoreit 1986), and UCG (Zeevat et al. 1986) are sign-based. The
Categorial Logic that is proposed here is sign-based as well.

• A large number of grammar theories is based on Unification-based gram-
mar formalisms. Linguistic information is represented in feature struc-
tures, and the combinatorics of these information structures is governed
by unification.11 The following properties of unification-based formalisms

17A radical application of unification in CG is proposed in Unification Categorial Grammar
(UCG, Calder et al., 1988, Zeevat et aI., 1986) where unification "is the only operation over
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(taken from Shieber (1986)) are found in Categorial Logic as well, though
sometimes in disguise.

- Feature structures as well as types and signs present a declarative
association between prosodic forms and informational elements. Van
der Linden and Minnen (1990) show that the rules of Categorial Logic
can also be used bidirectionally, that is, for analysis and generation.

- Feature structures, as well as types and signs, provide recursive in-
formation structures.

- Type constraints that are proposed for features structures (Emele
and Zajac 1990) are inherent properties of the type system.

The main difference between Categorial Logic and the formalisms underlying
other grammatical theories becomes clear if an attempt it made to locate the-
ories such as HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1987, forthcoming), UCG (Zeevat et al.
1986, or Edinburgh Grammar (Van Benthem 1991)) and CUG (Uszkoreit 1986)
in the categoriallandscape. In fact, the combinatory rules of these theories are
equivalent to the AB-system. For UCG and CUG this is immediately clear:
the combinatory rules used in these theories are presented in these terms. For
HPSG the same seems to hold. The daughters that a mother subcategorizes
for are represented as a list of arguments. A rule removes a daughter from
this list when the daughter has been found, which is similar to elimination in
Categorial Logic. However, it is unclear whether these systems could deal with
hypothetical reasoning since they lack equivalents of introduction rules. From
the discussion in this chapter it has become clear that Categorial Logic offers
restricted access to systems stonger than AB in the categorial landscape, and
that this principled move accomplishes the expressivity necessary for the repre-
sentation of natural language. Unlike other formalisms, Categorial Logic seeks
the right expressive power by restricting that of existing logics.

grammatical objects" (Calder et al, 1988:83).
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Idioms •In Categorial Logic

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the basic categorial machinery used in this thesis was
described. The topics of this chapter are the further refinement of Categorial
Logic to suit the needs of a theory of idioms and the representation and defi-
nition of idioms in the resulting framework. To do so, we propose a number
of adjustments to the formalism from the previous chapter, especially where
this concerns the compositional relation between form and meaning. In gene-
ral, we propose a sign-based version of Categorial Logic: the elementary notion
all multidimensional categorial theories share is the notion of a sign. Idiomatic
expressions are represented as signs, and more specifially, as multi-word lexical
signs. Moreover, idioms are viewed as extension of their heads. If the head is a
functor, as is the case for verbal expressions, the specifications of the arguments
of the verb are extended.
A general shift in perspective is thus made from Categorial Type Logic to Cate-
gorial Sign Logic, in which the relation between types and semantic interpreta-
tion is encoded in the lexicon. The calculus must be reformulated accordingly
(5.3). Prosodic equations that were used in Categorial Type Logic to express
infixation and substitution are traded in for prosodic operators, and a Term
Rewriting System is employed to compute equality between prosodic represen-
tations.
Examples of several types of expressions are presented (5.4). Furthermore, we
discuss a number of alternatives for the representation of idioms in Categorial
Logic and other formalisms (5.4.11).
Finally, a proposal is presented to make Categorial Sign Logic sensitive to the
hierarchical relations that exist between lexical signs (5.5): idioms are repre-
sented as elements that inherit certain information from their heads. For in-
stance, the expression to kick the bucket is construed as a verbal functor that,
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syntactically, takes an np with the prosodic representation tha-t-bucket: as its
argument, but semantically does not regard the np as part of the meaning of
the expression. Furthermore, kick the bucket is represented in the lexicon as a
multi-word sign that inherits information from kick.
The following overview summarizes the changes proposed in this chapter. Alt-
hough the main aim here is to modify Categorial Logic in order to account for
idioms, the modifications can be motivated independently.

• A sign-based version of Categorial Logic is presented in which the interface
between form and meaning is encoded in the lexicon. This extension not
only applies to idiomatic expressions, but also to other kinds of expres-
sions.

• We use prosodic operators instead of prosodic equations, and a Term
Rewriting System to perform calculations with these operators.

• The categorial lexicon is structured as an inheritance hierarchy. Inheri-
tance is a well-studied organizational principle underlying the computati-
onallexicon (see Daelemans and Gazdar (1992)), and is not restricted to
idioms.

5.2 Categorial Sign Logic
In this section, we carefully explain the change from Categorial Type Logic to
Categorial Sign Logic, in so far as this concerns the formats of types and signs,
and we provide formal definitions. In the next section, we discuss the changes
in the calculus.

5.2.1 Multidimensional Categorial Logic
Lexical elements in Categorial Logic at least contain information about type,
prosody and intra-sentential semantics, since these represent the dimensions
that are necessary for the representation of idioms and their properties.! As
was noted in the previous chapter, to link linguistic information in multiple
dimensions, a data structure that records this information is necessary. Ele-
ments consisting of linguistic information in multiple dimensions are referred to
as signs in current lexicalized theories of grammar like HPSG (Pollard and Sag
1987, forthcoming) and CG (see below: Moortgat 1990; Oehrle 1988, 1991). In
this section we discuss the approach taken in the work of Oehrle and Moortgat

1Other dimensions could be morphology, pragmatics and inter-sentential semantics. There
is relatively little work that can be described as truly categorial pragmatics: perhaps parts
of Carpenter (1989) and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984). For categorial morphology, see
Hoeksema (1985) and Moortgat (1987", 1988).
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and an alternative that better suits the requirements of a grammatical theory
of idiomatic expressions.

Oehrle and Moortgat

Oehrle (1988) presents the idea of a grammar

"as the closure of a set of compositional functions over a set of
postulated basic expressions (each endowed with properties in the
various dimensions under consideration)." (Oehrle, 1988:349)

As we already mentioned in the previous chapter, Moortgat (1992) incorporates
this idea in Categorial Logic: the basic expressions in the calculus are tuples
of the form < Type; Prosodic Form; Semantic Form >, and the rules of the
calculus operate compositionally in these three dimensions. Type is a member of
the set of types. In the case of prosody and semantics, we refer to the elements
in the tuples as prosodic/semantic forms, or descriptions. As stated before,
semantic forms are formulae of (part of) the lambda calculus. Prosodic forms
are part of a prosodic representation language consisting of a set of prosodic
atoms closed under concatenation.

Polarity When one moves from a sequent approach to Categorial Logic to
a proof net approach (see below), it becomes necessary to make a distinction
between signs that occur in positive, antecedent, and negative, succedent, posi-
tions (Roorda 1992). Moortgat (1992) annotates signs with a polarity for this
purpose: 1 for antecedent signs, and 0 for succedent signs: <np; 1; john; john>
and <s; 0; x; x> are examples. We extend the labelling of signs with this
polarity attribute < Type; Polarity; Prosodic Form; Semantic Form >.

Definition of Type-Logical Signs The inductive definition of complex ele-
ments shows how complex type-logical signs are defined on the basis of less
complex signs.
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Definition 5.22 (Signs in Multidimensional Type Logic)
If <X; I; ,p+1/1j t(u» is a sign,
and < Yj OJ1/1j u> is a sign,
then <X/Yj l; ,pj t> is a sign.

If «X: OJ,p+1/1;t> is a sign,
and'< Yj I; 1/1jx> is a sign,
then <X/Yj OJ ,pj AX. t> is a sign.

If <X; 1; 1/1+,pj t(u» is a sign,
and < Yj OJ1/1ju> is a sign,
then < y\Xj l; ,pj t> is a sign.

If <Xj OJ1/1+,pj t> is a sign,
and < Yj l; 1/1jx> is a sign,
then < y\Xj OJ ,pj AX.t> is a sign.

In (5.1) a representation of inference rules is presented as they are used in
the labelled proof net approach (Roorda 1991, Moortgat 1992). The specific
proof search strategy that comes with the proof net approach is not used here,
but the representation of the logical rules is presented because it nicely shows
how signs with complex types unfold into their atomic subtypes. The example
shows how the unfolding of a transitive verb in its argument and result types is
accomplished with these rules.

Definition 5.23 (signs, notational variants)

(
type )< type; prosody; semantics> ¢} prosod¥

semanhcs

(5.1) <Xj1jtP+t/Jjt(U)> <YjOjt/Jju>
--------~-----------/L

< X/Yj 1j4>jt >
< YjOj¢jU > < Xj 1jt/J + tPjt(u) \L

< Y\XjljtPjt >

< Yj1j¢jx > < XjOjtP+t/Jjt >--------------------/R
< X/YjOjtPj~x.t >

<XjOj¢+tPjt> <Y;ljt/J;x>------------------~\R< Y\XjOjtPj~.t >
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(5.2) < np; o;..p; x > < s; 1;..p + kiss + ,p; kias(y)(x) >\1
< np\s; 1;kiss +,p; kiss(y) > < np; o;,p; y >/L

< (np\s)/np;l;kiss;kiaa >

From type constructors to sign constructors

Thus far, categorial connectives take types in their domain and range, for in-
stance X/Yo Complex types are connected with prosodic and semantic infor-
mation (5.3 a.), for example, <np/nj I; the; the>. It is not possible in this
representation to express that the argument should have a specific prosodic re-
presentation. Furthermore, it is not possible to express, for instance, semantic
information related to the result type.
For a representation of idioms, however, it should be possible to represent the
prosodic value of the argument (the bucket in case of kick the bucket). Moreover,
it should be possible to represent the semantic information related to the result
type because of idiomaticity: this semantics deviates from the compositional
semantics (die applied to the meaning of the subject in case of kick the bucket).
Option a. in (5.3), which is the representation used in the work of Oehrle and
Moortgat, and discussed at length above, thus does not suffice.
There are some alternatives for the type-logical representation. Option c. in
(5.3), is proposed in Morrill and Solias (1993). An example of this representation
would be <np\sj kick+the+bucket; die>. This representation runs into a num-
ber of problems. First, there is every reason to assume that the type structures
of idioms and their heads (kick in the example) are similar. The drastic conse-
quence of different representations would be two different implementations of,
for instance, verb-second, topicalization etc. Secondly, the representation does
not suffice for all idioms. The expression kick one's heels demands agreement
between the possessive and the subject, and therefore necessitates access to
syntactic features of the. possessive. With the sheer prosodic representation in
c., there is no access to this information. We conclude that this representation
does not suffice in general. (Still, there are applications for option c.: see the
circumpositions in section (5.4.9)).
Option b. in (5.3) does allow for the representation of the prosody of the idiom
as well as the semantics of the result type, and does not have the disadvanta-
ges of the representations discussed before, as we will discover in the sequel.
Therefore, we will proceed using this format as the starting point for the repre-
sentation of linguistic information. 2

2Yet another option is used in UCG (Zeevat et al. 1986) and HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1987,
forthcoming) .
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resultiupe] argumenttype

(5.3) a. ( /unclorpo/arity )
functorprosody

functor semantics

(
resulttype

)/(
argumenttype

)b. resultpolarity argumentpolarity
resultprosody argumentprosody

resultsemantics argumentsemantics

(
resulttype

)c. functorpolarity
functorprosody + argumentprosody

resultsemantics

A change of perspective seems necessary: connectives should no longer be regar- .
ded as type constructors, but sign constructors that take signs in their domain
and range, and thus enable the specification of type, prosody, and semantics
of the basic elements a complex sign consists of. A first impression of such
an approach may be given by considering what would happen when signs with
complex types presented above in their unfolded proof net representation are
collapsed into a complex sign.3

(5.4) < npj OJ1/J;x> < SjI; 1/J+ kiss + 4>jkiss(y)(x) >--~~------~------~~~~\L
< npj OJ1/Jjx > \ < SjIj 1/J+ kiss + 4>jkise(y)(x) > < npj OJ4>jy > /L« npjOJ 1/Jjx> \ < s; 1;1/J+ kiss + t/>jkiss(y)(x) »/ < np;Oj 4>jY>

(

resulttype/ < argumenttypej argumentprosody; argumentsemantics > )
/unctorpolarity
/unctorprosody

functorsemantics
This representation partly fulfils the informational requirements for idioms: the prosodic

value of the argument can be specified. Note, however, that it is not possible to represent
the semantics of the result category. Moreover, if the semantic combinatorics is controlled by
unification, as is the case in UCG, then it is not clear how these signs can participate in an
inference system with hypothetical assumptions. A rule like the following would destroy the
symmetry between application and abstraction present in the calculus.

T ~ <X/<Yj '7"ja>; 4>;b>
if T, <V; '7";a> ~ <Xj Xj b>

A remedy could be to use a >.-semantics in this option (like in van der Linden (1992(1».
However, if such a semantics is necessary, then the need for a representation like >,y>,xdie(x)
for the functor semantics of an idiomatic expressions becomes inevitable (see, for instance,
Carpenter 1991), which does not go together with the intuition that there is no difference
between the semantics of an idiom, and the semantics of a nonidiomatic expression with the
same meaning (modulo metaphorical properties). What is needed instead is a representation
of the semantics of the result category.

3Note the correspondence between the tuples in this representation and the tuples in the
partial deduction approach of Moortgat (1990(1).
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Unlike the representation of signs in the work of Oehrle and Moortgat, the
signs presented here ascribe the relation between form and meaning to the lexi-
cal elements, not to rules in which all dimensions are handled compositionally.
Therefore, this perspective makes it possible to represent idiomatic and com-
positional expressions in Categorial Logic. We shall refer to this approach as
Categorial Sign Logic.

5.2.2 The formal definition of signs
This section presents the definition of signs used throughout this thesis. Before
we present the definitions, some remarks are in order.
First, the extension of a one-dimensional calculus to a multi- dimensional one
is by no means a trivial exercise from the point of view of logic, in multi-
dimensional type-logical as well as sign-logical approaches. Venema (p.c.) notes
that there are problems
(i) with the exact status of (descriptions of) prosodic and semantic forms: what
is the status of john in <np;l;john;john>?
(ii) with the bookkeeping of actions in multiple dimensions: what are the pro-
perties of the formalism we import for this purpose?
(iii) with logical notions such as 'soundness' and 'completeness': is a calculus
with prosodic equations sound and complete?
and (iv) the use of the notion 'interpretation'.
In our approach, we will not attempt to solve the first and third problem, and
so, although our approach may be technically correct, it may be deficient in the
light of these general logical comments: we leave this matter to future research
in the field of logic.
With respect to the second problem, note that the proposal we present in the
sequel makes use of uuiiiceiiou, and term rewriting systems for this purpose: for
the term rewriting systems we prove some formal properties in the appendix.
With respect to the fourth problem, we will restrict the term 'interpretation' to
the algebraic interpretation that relates types to prosody and semantics. Note
that one could still regard this algebraic level as a level of 'syntax' or 'represen-
tation', that requires 'interpretations' and 'semantics' on a deeper level.

Secondly, the definition we present starts from the observation made in chapter
2 that compositionality is just one of the principles for the relation between form
and meaning, besides contextuality, idiomaticity, metaphoricity etc. There is
thus no reason to give compositional signs precedence over other signs. This
should be reflected in the definitions we present: idiomaticity and compositio-
nality have a similar status in our definitions.
Note, however, that allowing for different relations between form and meaning
does not imply that we move away from the restricted methodology of Catego-
rial Logic: we still restrict the number of possible relations.
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Building Blocks

In this section we present formal definitions of the building blocks under consi-
deration: types, polarity, prosody, and ~qJ./l.JItics.

"
• :l, ! :.~;. •

Polarity As we argued before when 'we introduced polarity, we explicitely
distinguish positive and negative subtypes by means of a polarity signature: 1
for positive, antecedent occurrences, and 0 for negative succedent occurrences.
<np; 1; > and <np; OJ > \ <s; 1; >. are examples of sign-logical
polarities.

Prosodic Types The first item we find in the sign-based representation are
prosodic types. These are defined as follows. Note that we use / and \ as sign
constructors, and as prosodic type constructors: from the context it can easily
be seen what interpretation is intended.

Definition 5.24 (types)
(i) np, n, s are basic types.
(ii) / and \ are two-place division type constructors. . is a two-place product
type constructor.
(iii) all basic types are types.
(iv) if n1, , nm are types, and K is an m-place type constructor,
then K (n1, , nm) is a type.

Prosodic representations As was stated before informally, signs relate ty-
pes with specific elements of the intended interpretation of the type in the
prosodic representation language. The definition of the prosodic representation
language assumes a set of prosodic variables E, and a set of prosodic constant,
F. We use lowercase Greek letters (<p, .,p, .... ) to represent prosodic variables,
and lowercase arabic letters (walk, eat, john) to represent prosodic constants.
Furthermore, there is a set of a-place prosodic operators. For a start this set
consists of one two-place operator, +, which denotes nonassociative, noncom-
mutative concatenation of prosodic forms.

For the purpose of the definitions below, use is made of metavariables that
range over prosodic forms (a, (3, -y ... ), These metavariables range over arbitrary
prosodic forms - constants, variables and complex forms - at the object level.
So, a in the definitions below could, for instance, represent <p, .,p or walks, or
john etc.
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Definition 5.25 (prosodic forms)
{i} For each type A, every member of E of type A, O:A, is a prosodic form.
{ii} For each type B, every member of F of type A, O:A, is a prosodic form.
{iii} if 0: is a prosodic form w1th type AlB and f3 is a prosodic form with type
B, then 0:+f3 is a prosodic form with type B.
{iv} if 0: is a prosodic form with type B\A and f3 is a prosodic form w1th type
B, then f3+0: is a prosodic form with type B.
{v} if 0: is a prosodic form with type A, and f3 is a prosodic form w1th type B,
then 0:+f3 is a prosodic form of type {A·B}.

Semantic representation Forms in the semantic representation language
are typed. So, we start with a definition of these types.

Definition 5.26 (semantic types)
{i} e and t are semantic types
{ii} if A is a semantic type and B is a semantic type, then {A,B} is a semantic
type
{iii} if A is a semantic type and B is a semantic type, then A.B is a semantic
type

It is assumed that there is a set of typed semantic variables, V, and a set of typed
semantic constants, C. All semantic forms are represented with a typewriter
font. In the definitions, we use semantic metavariables a, b, c, d that range
over arbitrary forms of the semantic representation language.

Definition 5.27 (semantic forms)
{i} For each type A, every member of V of type A, aA, is a semantic form.
{ii} For each type B, every member of C of type B, aB, is a semantic form.
{iii} if N a semantic form with type {A,B} and M is a semantic form with type
A, then M(N) is a semantic form with type B {application}.
(iu} if M is a semantic form of type B, and N i s a variable with type A, then
.AN.M is a semantic form with type {A,B} {abstraction}. .
{u} if M is a semantic form of type A, and N is a semantic form with type B,
then < M, N > is a semantic form of type A.B {pairing}.
{vi} if M is a semantic form of type A.B then 11'1 (M) and 11'2 (M) are semantic
forms of type A and B, respectively {projection}

Furthermore, we define a mapping between prosodic and semantic types.

Definition 5.28 (Mapping between prosodic and semantic types)
t{n} = {e,t}; t{np} = e; t{s} = t.
t{AIB} = t{B\A} = {t{B},t{A}}.
t{A·B} = {t{AJ-t{B}}.
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Quasi-signs and signs

Now that the building blocks for our definition are clear, we present the defi-
nitions of the declarative units under consideration. First, we present a simple
inductive definition of so-called quasi-signs. Then, we 'filter out' the objects
with linguistic relevance, and call these signs. For the latter purpose, we will
use the notion associated information, to be introduced below. Furthermore,
we make a distinction between phrasal and lexical signs.

quasi-signs A simple inductive definition like "If X is a sign and Y is a
sign, then X/V is a sign" is not sufficient to define linguistically and logi-
cally well-formed objects, since it would allow for structures such as <npi john;
john> / <np; mary; mary>: the information sharing in the signs has to be taken
into account, as was the case for the definition in (5.22). A complication- here is
that the signs in the definition may be complex. This doesn't make a difference
in type-logic, where all signs have the structure <type; prosodic form; semantic
form>, but it does in sign-logic where this is only the structure of signs with
atomic types: a type-logical inductive definition of signs can start from the fact
that all information about a sign is directly available from this representation.
However, the situation is different in sign-logic where we deal with signs such
as <Xi ¢+1/J; a(b»/<Yj 1/Jjb> as the building blocks of new signs. Therefore,
we will proceed as follows. First, we provide a simple inductive definition of so-
called quasi-signs, basic, as well as complex ones. Complex quasi-signs may be
ill-formed. Then, we define a notion of associated information, which restricts
the set of objects we view as well-formed signs.

basic quasi-signs The relation between types and prosodic forms in basic
signs is straightforward: the prosodic form should be an element in the intended
interpretation of the type. So, <np; walks; .... > is not a sign since in the
language under consideration walks is not an element of the subset of objects
that is denoted by np. Therefore, there exists a straightforward relation between
prosodic forms and types.

Definition 5.29 (Basic Quasi-Sign) If pol is a polarity, and a is a prosodic
form of basic type k, and a is a semantic form of type I, and t(k) = I, then «k;
pol; (1; a> is a basic quasi-sign.

Complex quasi-signs relate arbitrary signs.

Definition 5.30 (Complex Quasi-signs)
If X is a quasi-sign and Y is a quasi-sign, then X/Y, Y\X, and X. Y are qv.asi-
signs. Nothing else is a complex quasi-sign.
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Definition 5.31 (Quasi-signs)
A quasi-sign is a complex quasi-sign or a basic quasi-sign. Nothing else is a
quasi-sign.

Associated Information The definition of quasi-signs allows such objects
as <s; 1; john-j-walks; walks(john»/<np; 0; mary; mary>. For logical and
linguistic reasons, we do not want to allow for such descriptions of signs. In the
example, the prosodic forms of result and argument are not in accordance with
the interpretation of the sign constructor. Furthermore, we would like to restrict
the possible relations between result and argument- semantics. Therefore, we
restrict the set of quasi-signs to the logically and linguistically relevant set
of signs. We do this be first ensuring that for every sign the prosodic form
is in the intended interpretation of the type, and secondly by restricting the
relation between prosodic forms and"semantic forms to cases where principles
of compositionalty or idiomaticity apply. For this purpose, we introduce the
notion of associated polarity, prosody and semantics, which equals, as a matter
of fact, the information we would find in a type-logical representation. We
represent the associated information of for instance
<X; 1; ¢+'I/J; a(b»/<Y; 0; 'I/J; b> as [1, ¢, a). We provide a formal definition
below.

Definition 5.32 (Associated Polarity)
The Associated Polarity, APOL, of a quasi-sign is defined according to the
following clauses.
APOL«k; pol; a; a» = pol
If APOL(X) = 1, and APOL(Y) = 0, then APOL(X/Y) = 1
If APOL(X) = 0, and APOL(Y) = 1, then APOL(X/Y) 'F= °
If APPL(X) = 1, and APOL(Y) = 0, then APOL(y\X) = 1
If APOL(X) = 0, and APOL(Y) = 1, then APOL(y\X) = °
If APOL(X) = APOL(Y), then APOL(X Y) = AP9L(X) (= APOL(Y))
and undefined otherwise.

Definition 5.33 (Associated Prosody)
The Associated Prosody, AP, of a quasi-sign is defined according to the follo-
wing clauses.
AP«k; pol; a; a» = ak
If AP(X) = ({3+a)z, and AP(Y) = am, then AP(X/Y) = (3Z/m
If AP(X) = (a+{3)z, and AP(Y) = am, then AP(y\X) = (3m\Z
If AP(X) = 0.1, and AP(Y) = (3m, then AP(X Y) = (a+{3)z"m
and undefined otherwise.
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Definition 5.34 (Associated Semantics)
The Associated Semantics, AS, of a quasi-sign is defined according to the follo-
wing clauses.
AS«ki pol; a; a» = a
If APOL(X/Y) = 1, AS(X) = b Ca), and AS(Y) = a, then AS(X/Y) = b
If APOL(y\X) = 1, AS(X) = b(a), and AS(Y) = a, then AS(y\X) = b
If APOL(X Y) = 1, and AS(X) = 7fo(a), and AS(Y) = 7fl (a), then AS(X· Y) = a

If APOL(X/Y) = 0, AS(X) = b, and AS(Y) = a, then AS(X/Y) = Aa.b
If APOL(y\X) = 0, AS(X) = b, and AS(Y) = a, then AS(y\X) = Aa. b
If APOL(X· Y) = 0, AS(X· Y) = <AS(X), AS(Y»
and undefined otherwise.

Definition 5.35 (Associated Information)
The Associated Information, AI, of a quasi-sign, X, AI(X)

is [APOL(X), AP(X), AS(X»).

Signs

Definition 5.36 (Signs)
If X is a basic quasi-sign, X is a sign.
If X/Y is a quasi-sign whose associated information is defined, X/Y is a sign.
If y\X is a quasi-sign whose associated information is defined, y\X is a sign.
If X Y is a quasi-sign whose associated information is defined, X Y is a sign.
Nothing else is a sign.

Note that the last clause in this definition restricts signs to those structures that
are well-formed according to the interpretation of the types that is represented in
the associated information: other structures cannot serve as signs, and therefore
the set of signs is naturally restricted to the set ofavailable sign constructors;
Note also that so far, the sign-logical approach can be traded in for the type-
logical approach: we have only defined compositional signs, and the approaches
are interchangeable where this concerns compositional cases. One can easily see
this from the fact that the associated information for the collapsed proof net
signs is defined: we present labelled proof nets below, and give the associated
information for two rules.
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(5.5) <Xi1i4>+"'it(U}> <YiOi"'iU>--------~----------/L
< Xi Ii 4>+ "'it(U) > / < YiOi"'iU >

sign
<Xjlj<p+.,pjt(u) >
< YjOj.,pju>
< x, Ij<p+ .,pjt(u) > / < YjOj.,pjU >

associated information
[1, <p +.,p, t(u)]
[O,.,p,u]
[1, <p, t]

<YiOi"'iU> < XiIi'" + 4>it(U)>\L

< YiOi"'iU > \ < Xj Ii'" + 4>it(U) >

sign
< X j OJ<p + .,pjt >
< Yjlj.,pjX >
< XjOj<p+.,pjt > / < Yjlj.,pjX >

< Yi1i"'jX > < XjOj4>+"'jt >

------------------/R< XjOi4> +"'jt >/ < Yi 1;"'iX >
associated information
[0, <p +.,p, t]
[I,.,p, x]
[1, <p, '\x.t]

< Xi 0i 1/1 + 4>it > < Yjlj"'iX >------------------\R< Yj li"'iX > \ < Xi OJ'" + t/lit >

Below we present an example of the application of the definitions given, and
show that a sign for the verb love is a complex sign: its associated information
is defined, and equals [1, love, love].

<nPi Oi Vj T> <8i Ii V+(loves+W)j love(R)(T»

<npi 0i Vj T> \ <Si Ii V+(loves+W)i love(R)(T» <npi 0i Wi R>

-cnp; o. Vi T> \ <Sj i, V+(loves+W)j love (R)(T)> / -cnp: OJw, R>

Then, we present an example that shows how a higher order sign is defined.

<npi Ii ai x> <Sj OJa+.8i t>

«npi Ii ai x> \ <Sf 0i a+.8i t» <S·i Ii 7+.8i U(AX.t»

<s; L; 7+.8i U(AX.t» / «npi Ii o; x> \ -cs, Oi a+.8i t»

Lexical and compound signs A linguistically relevant distinction that we
want to make, is that between lexical and phrasal signs; we will refer to the latter
as compound signs. The set of lexical signs constitutes the lexicon, and the set
of phrasal signs is the closure of the set of lexical signs under the derivability
relation, minus the subset of lexical signs. So, a subset of the set of signs has
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to be fixed as the set of lexical signs, and compound signs are derivable in the
calculus from lexical signs. An example is
<s; OJjan+loopt; Loopf j an).», which can be derived from the lexical signs for
jan and loopt.
<npj OJ¢j a> \ <s; 1; ¢+kiss+maryj kiss (mary)(a) > can be derived from
the signs for kiss and mllry.
Note that for both lexical signs and compound signs, terms that occur in these
signs can be complex. We will give examples below.

5.2.3 Formal definition of idiomaticity
In order to define idiomatic signs, we will have to extend the definition of As-
sociated Semantics. For this purpose, we add clauses for the division type
constructors.

Definition 5.37 (Associated Semantics, extended)
The Associated Semantics, AS, of a quasi-sign is defined according to the follo-
wing clauses.
AS«ki pol; a; a» = a
If AS(X) = b(a), and AS(Y) = a, then AS(X/Y)= b
If AS(X) = c, and AS(Y) = b, and c # arb), then AS(X/Y) = c
If AS(X) = b(a), and AS(Y) = a, then AS(y\X) = b
If AS(X) = c, and AS(Y) = b, and c # arb), then AS(y\X) = c
AS(X Y) = <AS(X), AS(Y»
and undefined otherunse.

The condition and c # a(b) expresses idiomaticity: the semantics of the result
and the functor are equal, and the semantics of the argument plays no role.
Example: «npj OJ¢j x> \ <s; I; ¢+[kick+[the+bucket]]j die (x) » / <npj OJ
the+bucket; the (bucket) >

5.3 The calculus
The changes brought about by shifting the perspective from a 'l)rpe Logic to a
Sign Logic also influences the calculus. In this section the basic calculus and the
extensions proposed in the previous chapter are reviewed in this light. First we
discuss sign-based counterparts of the Lambek implicative fragment, and then
some extensions.

5.3.1 Implicative sign constructors
As we stated before, shifting the burden from the calculus to the lexicon results
in a more complex structure for the elements in the lexicon, but also in different
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logical rules for the sign constructors. Logical rules do no longer have to specify
prosodic and semantic combinatorics: this is handled by means of variable-
sharing and instantiation. These take care of the bookkeeping in the prosodic
and semantic dimension: information is passed on between signs on the basis of
reinstantiation of variables. Formally, these variables are instantiated by means
of substitutions. The necessary formal apparatus for this purpose is outlined
here first (most of it comes from Siekmann (1989».

Definition 5.38 (Assignment)
If x is a (prosodic or semantic) variable, and a is a (prosodic or semantic) form,
then x +- a is an assignment.

Definition 5.39 (Substitution)
A substitution, a, is a finite set of assignments: a = { Xl +- al,···, Xn +- an }
We use a subscript for substitutions, Un, to represent different substitutions.

Definition 5.40 (Composition of substitutions)
If Ul is a substitution, { Xl +- ab"" Xn +- an }, and U2 is a substitution { Xn+l
+- bn+l,"" Xm +- Ilm } then (fl 0 U2 = { Xl +- al, .. ·, Xm +- Ilm } is called the
composition of these substitutions.

If X would be the argument sign of <np;a;a> \ <s;a+walksjwalk (a) >, and Y
its result sign, with a = { a +- john, a +- john }, then applying U to X would
result in <np;johnjj ohn> , and applying a to Y in <s;john+walksjwalk(john) >.

Definition 5.41 (Unification Problem)
The unification problem for two forms sand t, is represented as <s=t>.

Definition 5.42 (Set of most general unifiers)
The set of most general unifiers of a certain unification problem <s=t> is re-
presented as p.U(s,t).

Substitutions are associated with rules of the calculus, to be more specific, they
are associated with sequents. In the calculus below, the axiom is associated
with a substitution for the antecedent and succedent sign. In fact, since substi-
tutions in axioms make the antecedent and succedent sign equal - apart from
polarity - we will refer to it as the unifying substitution (Siekmann 1989).

In the definition, U, V, T, and P are multisets of signs with P and T nonempty;
W, X, Y and Z are signs. In a sequent all antecedent signs have associated
polarity 1, and the succedent sign has associated polarity O. 4

4It should also be noted that in principle the / and \ constructor collapse in one I con-
structor: the action of the division constructors is the same since the difference between the
constructors is recorded in the prosodic dimension. For expository purposes we will still use
the original connectives in the sequel.
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Definition 5.43 (Lambek, product-free, sign-based calculus)

0'1(T => Y) 0'2(U, X, V=> Z)--~---------:"'[/LJ
0'1 0 0'2(U, (X/Y),T => Z)

O'(T, Y => X)
O'(T => (X/Y.»[/R]

O'I(T => Y) 0'2(U, X, V => Z)
--------[\LJ

0'1 0 0'2(U, T, (Y\X),V => Z)

O'(Y, T => X)
O'(T => (Y\X»[\RJ

O'(U, X, Y => Z)
----[·LJ
O'(U, X . Y => Z)

0'1 (P => X) 0'2(T => Y)
-------[·RJ

0'1 0 0'2(P,T => X . Y)

Definition 5.44 (Axiom)
O'«Xj l; a, a> => <X; OJ(3, b», 0' = p.U({3, a) 0 p.U{b, a)[AxiomJ

An example of the application of this calculus, which shows how substitution
works, is presented on the previous page. The derivation starts with the sequent
in (5.6). Application of the Left-rule for \ results in the partial derivation in
(5.7). Then, the Left-rule for / is applied (5.8). In this derivation 0'0 = 0'4 00'1,

and 0'1 = 0'2 0 0'3·
Since 0'3 = {z +- car, 'Y +- car}, and 0'2 = {y +- big(z), {3 +- big+'Y}, 0'1 = {z
+- car, y +- big(z), 'Y +- car, {3 +- big+'Y}, and together with 0'4 = {x +-

ov(y)}, this results in 0'0 = {z +- car, y +- big(z), X"" ov(y) , 'Y +- car, {3 +-

big +"1}. Therefore x is instantiated as ov (big (car) ). This way, 'the derivation
eventually assigns a semantic form to this phrase.
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5.3.2 Extensions of L
As we stated in the previous chapter, we will not be concerned in this thesis with
a complete formalization of the constructions discussed in chapter 3. However,
we have shown in what way such properties as permutation can be used to
extend the Lambek-calculus. In this section we repeat this exercise for the sign-
base-d version we have introduced, to show that these extensions carryover to
the sign-based version.

Extraction

Below, we present the necessary definition of Associated Prosody, which we need
to allow for complex signs with the extraction constructor l. In comparison to
the prosodic equations in the version of the calculus from the previous chapter
infixation and substitution are expressed as such by means of prosodic form
constructors; inf for infixation, and subs for substitution.

Definition 5.45 (Associated Prosody) .
The Associated Prosody, AP, of a quasi-sign is defined according to the follo-
wing clauses.
AP«ki pol; a; a» = ak

If AP(X) = ({3+a)l, and AP(Y) = am, then AP(X/Y) = (31/m
If AP(X) = (a+{3)/, and AP(Y) = am, then AP(y\X) = (3m\1
If AP(X) = aI, and AP(Y) = (3m, then AP(X- Y) = (a +(3km
If AP(X) = inf({3,a)l, and AP(Y) = am, then AP(Xl Y) = (31tm
and undefined otherwise.

For Associated Semantics and Polarity the same definition as those for the
implicative type constructors hold. To put it formally, AS(XlY) = AS(X/Y),
and APOL(XlY) = APOL(X/Y).

Term Rewriting Systems

In the sequent version of Categorial Type Logic, the axioms of the calculus
relate the prosodic representation of the antecedent tP and the succedent t/J by
means of a unification relation: there should be a unifying substitution for tP
and t/J. In the multiset version of Categorial Sign Logic, the situation is diffe-
rent. With prosodic operators like inf two prosodic forms, say inf(b, a +c) and
a+(b+c), may not have a unifying substitution. An example occurs in the axiom
<s, 1, inf(wie, Jan + kusten» => <s, 1, CtP + (Jan + kusten»> (omitting se-
mantics for the moment). However, the prosodic form inf(wie, Jan+kusten) is
in fact intended to represent the infixation of wie in Jan+kusten, which is either
wie+( .Jcn-t-kusten], (wie+Jan)+kusten, (Jan+wie)+kusten, Jan+(wie+kusten),
Jan+(kusten+wie), or (Jan -t-kusten)+wie: forms like this, that only contain the
non associative, noncommutative operator '+', are called normal forms. Any
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normal form of q, is denoted by q,!. With these normal forms, it is possi-
ble to find a unifying substitution, in the example wie+( Jan+kusten), and
(q,+(Jan+kusten)), with a = { q, +- wie }.
To find a normal form on the basis of a form, we need an equational tbeory,
a set of so-called equations of the form s = t. A substition computed under a
certain equational tbeory, T is represented as UT. For the axiom of the calculus,
this implies that a unifying substitution is computed under a certain equational
theory.

Definition 5.46 (Unification Problem, extended version)
The unification problem under a certain equational theory, T, for two forms s
and t, is represented as <S=t>T (Siekmann 1989; 220).

Definition 5.47 (Set of most general unifiers, extended version)
The set of most general unifiers of a certain unification problem <S=t>T is
represented as p,UT(S,t) (Siekmann 1989; 221).

Definition 5.48 (Axiom, TRS version)
u«X; 1;a, a> => «X; 0; p, b», a = p,UT(P, a) 0 p,UT(b, a)[AxiomJ

Thus, to determine the unifying substitution for the axiom, we have to com-
pute the normal forms of prosodic forms. For this purpose, we take a Term
Rewriting perspective on the resolution of equations with prosidic forms. A
Term Rewriting System (TRS; see Bergstra and Klop 1987; Bergstra, Klop and
Middelburg 1989; Duffy 1991; appendix 7.2 discusses formal aspects of the TRS
used here) consists of an alpbabet and a set of reduction or rewrite rilles repre-
sented here as
t -+ u, which describe possible reductions of forms, or terms as they are men-
tioned in the context of Term Rewriting Systems. These rewrite rules are in
fact equations in which the righthandside is always smaller in some sense than
the lefthandside (in the appendix we discuss a possible interpretation of 'smal-
ler'). The alpbabet equals the prosodic representation language: it consists of
the terms defined on the basis of a set of functional and relational symbols (+,
in!), constants (john, walks) and variables (q" 'I/J). The iterative application of
reduction rules is denoted as -+>. A term is in normal form iff there is no other
term to which it can be reduced.
The following rules relate infixation and concatenation. In these rules, a, p,
and 'Y can be any prosodic form.

Definition 5.49 (Rewrite rules for infixation)
inj(a,p) -+ (a+p)
inj(a,p) -+ (p+a)
infra, (P+"{)) -+ (inj(a,p)+,,{)
infra, (P+"{)) -+ (p+inj(a,'Y))
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Inference rules for 1 in Categorial Sign Logic are presented below. Note that in
comparison to the rules in Categorial Type Logic, the prosodic equations have
vanished. Prosodic properties are encoded in signs, and the TRS computes
equivalences.

O'(T, Y => X)
O'(T => XlV) [lR}

For the Associated Prosody of ! we make use of prosodic infixation, be it that in
contrast with 1where the argument is infixed into the functor, now the functor
is infixed in the argument.

Definition 5.50 (Associated Prosody, extension)

If AP(X) = in/{a,[3)" and AP(Y) = am, then AP(X! Y) = [3'!m

The Associated Semantics and Associated Polarity equal that of the implicative
sign constructors: AS(X! Y) = AS(XjY) and APOL(X! Y) = APOL(XjY). The
logical rules for the ! constructor are similar to that for i, and will not be
discussed here. 5

Binding

For q-types, the prosodic form constructor subs(a,[3,'Y) is introduced: if 6 =
subs(a,[3,'Y), then 6 equals the substitution of the form a for the form [3in the
form 'Y.
The rewrite rules that relate substitution to concatenation are presented below.
For a proof of the termination of a TRS that contains these rules, see appendix
7.2.
Definition 5.51 (Rewrite rules for substitution)
subs([3,a,a) -+ [3
subs([3,a, (-y~)) -+ (subs([3,a,'Y)+6)
subs([3,a, (-y+6)) -+ (-y+subs([3,a,6))

5Note that since the difference between l, Land / and \ lies in the prosodic representation.,
the rules for 1and !can be traded in for rules for some general application constructor I, as
was the case for / and \. Again, for expository purposes, we will continue to use these sign
constructors.
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Definition 5.52 (Associated Prosody, extension)

If AP(X) = T, and AP(Y) = 7, and AP(Z) = SUbS(1jJ,T, 7), then AP( q(X, Y,Z))
=t/>

Futhermore, AS(q(X,Y,X) = AS«Z!Y)lX), and APOL(q(X,Y,X) =
APOL«Z!Y)lX). Remember that q-types were defined in terms of i and 1·

(5.11)0'1(P, a => b) 0'2(U, C => Z)
--------[qL]
0'1 0 0'2(U, P, q(a,b,c) => Z)

0'1(T =» 0'2(U, b) => c)
-------[qR]
0'1 0 0'2(T, U => q(a,b,c»

(5.9) shows a sample analysis of the sentence all men love a woman. For the
sake of readability, prosodic information has been omitted.
Resolution of the semantics would result in the assignment of the semantics of
the sentence through the following instantiations.

var. instantiated as
a v
1 loves(j) (v)
k EW(Aj .loves(j)(v»
h AH(AV.EW(Aj.Lcves Cj ) (v)

Other derivations result in the reading in which the existential quantifier has
wide scope.

Dependency

In the previous chapter, we introduced headed type constructors that express
head-dependent-relations in types. Here we give the definitions that allow us
to use these in the sign-based approach. In the previous chapter we have not
discussed the modeltheoretic interpretation of these type-constructors. For the
sake of the definitions below, we have to assume that there are two prosodic
operators, +1 and +r that designate the left and right part ofthe prosodic form
as the head, respectively (cf. Moortgat and Morrill to appear).

Definition 5.53 (Associated Prosody, extension)

If AP(X) = (/3+rO)I, and AP(Y) = Om, then AP(Xo- Y) = /3lo-m
If AP(X) = (/3+10)1, and AP(Y) = Om, then AP(X- Y) = /31_m
If AP(X) = (0+1/3)1, and AP(Y) = Om, then AP(Y-oX) = /3m-01
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If AP(X) = (a+r(3)I, and AP(Y) = am, then AP(Y-X) = (3m-1
If AP(X) = ai, and AP(Y) = (3m, then AP(X() Y) = (a+I(3)I()m
If AP(X) = ai, and AP(Y) = (3m, then AP(X()Y) = (a+r(3)I()m

With respect to polarity and semantics, these are similar to those for the im-
plicative sign constructors: AS(X()Y) = AS(X()Y) = AS(X·Y),
AS(X-Y) = AS(Xo-Y) = AS(X/Y), and
AS(X-Y) = AS(X~Y) = AS(X\Y).
For polarity: APOL(X()Y) = APOL(X()Y) = APOL(X·Y),
APOL(X- Y) = APOL(Xo- Y) = APOL(X/Y),
and APOL(X-Y) = APOL(X-oY) = APOL(X\Y).
The reader can find the sign-based rules for the headed type constructors in the
previous chapter if the symbols in the calculus are regarded as (configurations
of) signs instead as (configurations of) types: we will not repeat the complete
headed, nonassociative calculus and the restricted associativity rules here.

The rewrite rules related to the restricted associativity rules are presented b~
low. For this part of the Term Reduction System, we cannot prove termination:
the results of the last two rules may feed into the rules again recursively. Note
that this problem is not restricted to the application of associativity here.

Definition 5.54 (Rewrite rules for associativity)
({o:+/ (3) +/ 1) - (0:+/ ((3 +/ 1))
(O:+r ((3 +r 1)) - ({O:+r (3) +r 1)
((O:+r (3) +i 1) - (O:+r ((3 +11))
(O:+r ((3 +1 1)) - ({O:+r (3) +11)

5.4 Examples
In this section a number of examples of the formalism in the previous section
are presented.

5.4.1 Idioms in general
An example of the representation of idioms and an analogous nonidiomatic
expression is presented in (5.14). Sample derivations are given in (5.13) and
(5.12).
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((np )-.( s ) -- ( np )
(5.14) ..p (..p +r (kicks +1 (the +r bucket))) the +r bucket

y die(y) the(buci:et)

((np )-.( s ) -- ( np )..p (..p +r (kicks +1 ~» ~
y kick(x)(y) x

Note that the prosodic representation of the idiomatic and the nonidiomatic
reading are the same at sentence level, and that the derivations only differ with
respect to the verbal sign {the relation between the different signs associated
with kick is discussed in section (5.5)).
In the sequel, we will mostly abstract from headedness, and we will use the / and
\ sign constructors instead of the headed sign constructors, and the nondirected
concatenation operator +. In the next chapter 6, we will look at headedness
again, since it plays an important role in the processing model we present.

5.4.2 Representations of parts
The sign-based representation outlined in the previous sections allows for the
representation of type, prosody, and semantics of basic signs that function as
arguments. Sometimes, however, not only information about the sign itself must
be recorded, but also information about the signs from which it is derived. An
example is the verb to look at: this verb has a pp-argument which is derived
from the preposition at, and some np.
Categorial Types and Signs in principle only record information about types
that are missing from a given type:6 np\s denotes a type that forms an s if it
finds an np to the left. No information is recorded as to what the internal make-
up ofthe np should look like. Note that a representation like (5.15) doesn't have
the right expressivity since it doesn't specify that the pp/np and the np si,go.
form app.

(5.15)

(..p + (look ~ (at +~))) )
look-&t(x)(y)

Here we use the types of the prosodic elements to represent parts of expressions:
a representation of the argument like < pp, atpp/np +<Pnp,at (x) > captures this.

6With the exception of Konig's (1990) syntax trees, which record part of the derivational
history.
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5.4.3 Idioms with idiosyncratic syntactic structures
Some idioms have idiosyncratic syntactic structures, that is, they are the only
expressions that occur in a certain syntactic configuration. In a rule-based
approach, a rule would have to be added for every idiosyncratic idiom. In a
lexicalist approach, the idiom can be represented as a lexical element that is
unlike other lexical elements, but still has some structure on which the inference
rules of the calculus can operate. The representation of the sign for trip the light
fantastic becomes (5.16). A Dutch example is een broertje dood hebben aan iets
(a tittle.brother dead have to something, to hate to do something) (5.17). The
product operator concatenates the parts of the idiom.

(5.16)

«(~i.) \( s )'I' (t/J + (trip + «the + light) + fantastic)))
/
«( the ~~ight ) . ( fa::':stic )

(5.17)

« ( ~i.) \ ( s ) )'I' (t/J + (heeft + (((een + broertje) + dood) + (aan + IT))))
/
( (aa:+ IT) ) )/ «( een +':oertje ) . ( z: )

5.4.4 Lexical reflexivity in idioms
Idioms like zijn beste beentje voorzetten (his best little_leg irLfronuo_put; to put
one's best foot forward) require agreement between the possessive in the prepo-
sitional phrase and the subject np. With the representation for arguments that
was used for the preposition and complementizer examples presented above, it is
easy to coindex the relevant features of the relevant signs in the representation
of the idiom. If categorial np-types are conceived as predicates, that take feature
arguments for gender and number (Morrill 1992), the subject argument sign of
the idiom would be <np(Gender1, Numberl ), T, a>, and the possessive in the
prepositional phrase could be <np(Gender1, Numberl ), zijn-l-r , zijn(a»/
<n, T, a> (zijn means his; other possessive are possible). This would block
expressions like (5.18), in which there is a gender clash.

(5.18) • Zij zet zijn beste beentje voor.
She puts his best littleJ.eg forward.
#She puts her best foot forward
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5.4.5 Basic idiomatic expressions
Whereas most idioms discussed in this thesis should be represented in the lexicon
as functor-argument structures, another group of multilexemic expressions with
an idiomatic meaning must be represented as basic expressions (5.20), since they
are prosodically completely fixed. Examples are proverbs like zo gewonnen, zo
geronnen (easy come, easy go).1 There is no need to represent this expression as
a functor-argument structure (5.19) since it is fixed in all linguistic dimensions
that determine representation as a complex or a basic sign.

(5.19) «( (ZO+8gew.) )\ ( (zo+gew.):(zo+ger.) )/( (zo':ger.) )
_ easycome,easygo

The proper representation is as follows

(5.20) (ZO + gewonnen): (zo + geronnen) )
easycome,easygo

Lexical lookup results in the hypothesis that the input forms an idiom. Then
we are faced with the theorem
< 8, [zo + gew.] + [zo + ger.], easycome, easygo > =? < s,[zo + gew.] + [zo + ger.],X >
which is trivial since it is an axiom.

5.4.6 Mixed expressions
Since idiomaticity and compositionality are properties of parts of the meaning
of an expression, they may occur jointly in expressions.
In het regent pijpestelen (it rains stems.of.pipes, it's raining cats and dogs),
regenen is interpreted compositionally, pijpestelen not.

(5.21) «( ;:t ) \ ( het + regent ~ ~jpe8telen )/ ( pijP::telen )
_ hard(run) _

In het geld groeit hem niet op de rug (the money grows him not on the back,
he is not made 01 money), het geld should be interpreted compositionally (note
that the expression has negative polarity).

(5.22)

(((( np ) \ ( s )het+ geld (het + geld) + «groeit + t/J) + (op + de + rug»
z ovn-1ots_of(z)(y)

/

( pp )/ ( np )op+de+rug tP
z

7Proverbs could be defined as idioms of type s.
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Expressions with cranberry items are taken to be idiomatic as well: in aanstalten
maken om te (get ready to, aanstalten has no interpretation) aanstalten maken
is a idiomatic. .

(5.23)

tI> + «maakt + aansta~ten) + (om + te + 1/1» )
get-ready-tor(y)(z)

s
om+te+1/I

y
np )aanstalten

5.4.7 Adjuncts

Idioms in Categorial Logic are represented as lexical signs that have a functor-
argument structure similar to the elements that function as their heads. A
possible objection against this representation could be that some idioms con-
tain adjuncts: in a categorial approach, adjuncts are functors, and they take
functors as their arguments (see the discussion of dependency in the previous
chapter), and these functors are the heads of the expressions in question. If
an idiom with an obligatory adjunct is represented in the same format as its
head, this would imply that it should subcategorize for this adjunct, whereas
we argued against this in the previous chapter. The alternative is to represent
an idiom with an adjunct in a format similar to the adjunct instead of the head.
Below, we discuss two groups of idioms with adjuncts, and for both we will con-
clude that the idiom without the adjunct should be the head of the expression.
For one group, adjuncts are obligatory, and should be represented as arguments
to the verbal, idiomatic functor. For the other group adjuncts are elements that
license negative polarity of the idiom. It is argued that these are not part of the
representation of the idiom. Therefore, idioms with adjuncts can be represented
in a format similar to their heads.

Polarity in idioms

In idioms with negative polarity adjuncts are obligatory. A number of Dutch
idioms with negative polarity are listed in (5.25)8.9

8See Zwarts (1986) for a general discussion of polarity.
90ther examples are
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(5.25) a. Hij is niet op zijn achterhoofd gevallen.
He is not on his back.of.the.head fallen.
There are no flies on him

b. Hij is niet goed snik.
He is not good wise.
He is not all there.

Since these expressions have negative polarity, niet should not be regarded as
an adjunct, but rather as the context that licenses an expression with nega-
tive polarity.l'' Other contexts which are not adjuncts, may also license the
expression. The sentences in (5.26) illustrate this.

(5.26) a. Geen van deze kinderen is op het achterhoofd gevallen.
None of these children is on the back.of.the.head fallen
None of these children has flies on him.

b. * Die is goed snik.
He is all there.

c. Is die goed snik?
Is he all there?

d. # De kinderen vertrokken een spier.
# The children moved a muscle.

e. Geen van de kinderen vertrok een spier.
None of the children moved a muscle.

Expressions that subcategorize for adjuncts

Niet in (5.27) is not a licensing context, but is subcategorized for by the idiom.,
as (5.27b) shows: not cannot be replaced by another expression that licenses ne-
gative polarity. Another example of an adjunct (zonder handen in the example)
is presented in (5.28). Note that the sentences lose their idiomatic interpretation
without the adjunct.

(xxiv) niet goed snik zijn.
niet goed wijs zijn.
niet goed bij zijn hoofd zijn.
dat kan bruintje niet trekken.
geen oog dicht doen.
geen mond open doen.
geen hand uitsteken.
geen spier vertrekken.

lOTovena (1992) comes to a similar conclusion: elements that license the expressions with
negative polarity are not themselves part of the idiom.
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(5.27) a. (dat) hij door de bomen het bos niet meer ziet.
(that) he through the trees the wood not any...more sees.
(that) he can't see the wood through the trees.

b. # Geen van de kinderen kon door de bomen het bos nog zien.
# None of the children could through the trees the wood see.
# None of the children could see the wood through the trees.

c. # (dat) hij door de bomen het bos ziet.
# (that) he through the trees the wood sees.
# (that) he can see the wood through the trees.

(5.28) a. Hij kan geen ijzer met handen breken.
He can no iron with hands to.break.
He can't do the impossible.

b. # Hij kan geen ijzer breken.
# He can no iron to.break.
'" He can't do the impossible.

b. # Niemand kan ijzer breken.
# Nobody can iron to.break.
'" Nobody can do the impossible.

The conclusion should thus be that these adjuncts are obligatory. Subcatego-
rization of adjuncts is, however, not a property that is restricted to idiomatic
expressions, and therefore we argued that they should be subcategorized for
by the idiom. Verbs like klinken (to souncl) can only occur with an adjunct:
that proposal sounds {good / # 0}. Other examples are verbs like stampen: hij
stampte de bessen {tot moes / # 0} (he beat the berries to a pulp).

5.4.8 Cranberries

One point of criticism on the account of idioms in GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985,
see chapter 2) was the fact that it cannot prevent combinations of idiom ar-
guments with inappropriate verbs. A good example are expressions like * make
advantage: if advantage is to serve as a verbal argument, it only combines with
take. In fact, GPSG has a notion of partial function which prevents combi-
nation of an idiomatic functor with an inappropriate argument, for instance,
idiomatic spill' with nonidiomatic the(beans)' '. What is missing, however,
is a notion of partial argument, which we concluded could not be formulated in
the formalism of Gazdar et al.
In Categorial Grammar, we can employ higher order minimal type assignment
for this purpose. This allows for arguments to take on a type which restricts
functors this argument might combine with. So, an np type that combines
with an np\s type to form a sentence might assigned the type s/{np\s), and
thus takes its original functor as its argument. The type structures - omitting
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the of. ..-argument, prosody and semantics for the moment - in the case of take
advantage would be the following .

(5.29) take: (np-s)-np
advantage: «(np_s)_np)-o (np-esl)

In the sign-based approach, we have the possibility to annotate these types with
prosodic (and semantic) information. So, we may restrict the np-argument of
take to an np with the prosodic form advantage: -cnp; advantage>. Likewise,
we restrict the «np_s)_np)-argument of advantage to the form that has As-
sociated Prosody take.

(5.30) «( n:)-4I (t/>+[[take+adva~tagel+[Of+1/Jll )-( .s, )-
b take-lldv(of(a»(b) of(a)

(
. adv::tage)

advantage

Before, we argued in favour of assigning a functor-argument-structure to the
idiom that is similar that of its head. Note that in the case of the example,
take and take advantage indeed have the same functor-argument-structure. The
crucial difference is the representation of the argument sign. Also note that the
proper use of headed type constructors still designates the idiom as the head,
and the argument as the dependent.

5.4.9 Other idiomatic expressions
Phrasal idiomatic expressions are not the only compositionally non-transparent
expressions whose parts are scattered over the sentence. In this section, prefix
verbs and circumpositions are discussed.

Prefix verbs

In Dutch (and German) verbs can be prefixed with a preposition (5.31, 5.32).

(5.31) voorschieten.
to for.shoot.
to advance (money, payment).

(5.32) voorgaan.
for..go.
to precede.

The meaning of the verb in (5.32) is subject to compositionality: the prefix can
be described syntactically as a function from verbs to verbs and semantically as
a function from transitive verb-denotations to transitive verb-denotations. The
prefix mayor may not be attached to the verb (cf. (5.33), (5.34) and (5.35».
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(5.33) ( ) dat ik hem het geld voorschoot.
( ) that I him the money for..shot.
( ) that I advanced him the money.

(5.34) Ik schoot hem het geld voor.
I shot him the money for.
I advanced him the money.

(5.35) Ik heb hem het geld voorgeschoten.
I have him the money forjpastpartprefixj.shot.
I have advanced him the money.

Voorschieten is compositionally nontransparent.!' As was the case with other
idioms, the relation between the parts of the idiomatic construction is specified
in the lexicon (5.36}.12

(5.36)

\

\

\

\

(
8 )X + (4) + (tP + (11+ 8m

advance(x)(y )(z)))))

Circumpositions

Another example of a discontinuous construction are Dutch circumpositions,
op .... na is an example Of,13and circumfixes like ge- -te in geboomte (trees).
Hoeksema and Janda (1988) discuss circumfixes, and point out that assignment
of a type XjN to ge- and N\X, "fails to recognize the semantic unity of the
ge- ... -te combination." (ibid: 216).

l1See Wunderlich (1983:465) for analogous German examples.
12The representation Morrill and Solias (1993) give for these verbs will run into problems

when syntactic flexibility is taken into account, see section (5.2).
13Another example is zo X mogelij/c; as X as possible.
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(5.37) De doos is vol op drie blikken na,
The box is full on three cans after.
The box is full except for three cans.

An account of these circumpositions in our sign-based approach starts with the
representation of the discontinuous element op na in the lexicon as an adjective-
modifier, which wraps itself around its np-argument.14•15

(5.38) «( : ) \ « 1/J+(op:4>+na) )H ( 7 )
y except..:for(x)(y)) x

Under the definition of idioms, op+na is viewed as an idiom: there is no con-
stituent expression with a part corresponding to (part of) "except for".

5.4.10 Nonidiomatic elements

In this section a representation of some linguistic elements that share properties
with idioms are provided to show that the sign-based approach introduced in
the previous section is not restricted in its applicability to idiomatic expressions.

Prepositions There is no satisfying account in CG of the fact that certain
verbs subcategorize for a pp that should contain a specific preposition, like at in
to look at. In categorial grammar (Carpenter 1991) and also in GPSG (Gazdar
et al. 1985), this is accounted for with ad hoc syntactic features comp, prep or
pform whose value ranges over complementizers and prepositions. An example
of the approach taken here is presented in (5.39.

(5.39)

('1/1 + (look: (at + 4>))) )
look-&t(x)(y)

14See Hoeksema. (1989) for a.more ela.bora.te discussion of the formal semantics of exception
phra.ses.

15Note tha.t we cannot make use of the prosodic opera.tor in! here: in! is a.nondeterministic
infixa.tion opera.tor - in!(I/J, op+na) would allow for op+na+ I/J - whereas the expression only
allows for circumfixation. (see also Versmissen (1991»
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Complementizers The same holds for complementizers for which no ad hoc
features like that, have to be adopted if specification of prosody of arguments
is necessary (Carpenter 1991 gives a similar account of expletive pronouns). In
(5.40) the syntactic category for belief that is presented.

(5.40)

(belie/ + Zthat + 1/» )
belief(x)

5.4.11 Other formalizations
In this section we compare the formal representation of idioms presented here
with other devices that could be employed in Categorial Logic, and with devices
in some other theories.

Other devices in Categorial Grammar

Idioms as rules Huck (1988) proposes the equivalent of a separate syntactic
rule for each idiomatic combination in CG: each rule has its appropriate non-
compositional translation (Huck 1988:256). Note that this approach ruins the
lexicalist elegance of a categorial approach: for each idiom a syntactic-semantic
rule has to be added. In rule-to-rule accounts in general, it seems necessary to
add a rule for each idiomatic expression.

Idioms as partial derivations In a categorial calculus idiomaticity could
also be expressed by not giving up the strict correspondence between the syn-
tactic and the semantic algebra. Van der Linden (1989b) presents an account of
idioms for L that treats idioms in the syntactic calculus like other expressions,
but regards them as non-logical axioms of the semantic calculus. An example
of an idiom-axiom, representing the idiom kick the bucket, is (5.41).

(5.41) kick the (bucket) => die

Idiom-axioms describe only the combination of semantic formulae and do not
describe syntactic combinatorics.!" In this representation however, idioms do
not have the same format as lexical elements, which goes against representatio-
nal adequacy and linguistic felicity: like other elements idioms represent basic,

l6The Rules oj Idiosimcratic Interpretation of Pesetsky (1985) may seem similar, but these
are merely syntactic rules.
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conventional relations between form and meaning. There are two ways out of
this problem. One is to represent all lexical items as non-locigal axioms (see
van der Linden and Minnen (1990) for this approach). However, this would
tie linguistic representation to prooftheoretical concepts different from signs.
A similar problem occurs when idioms are represented as partial proof nets:
this representation does not carryover to natural deduction or sequent calcu-
lus. This does not comply with the demand that one representation of idioms
should be valid in as large a part of Categorial Grammar as possible and should
be independent from proof-theoretic concepts.
Schenk (1989) claims to represent idioms as basic expressions in the lexicon,
similar to nonidiomatic expressions. This is true from a semantic point of view:
idioms and nonidiomatic expressions both have a basic meaning. However,
Schenk represents idioms as complex syntactic expressions that specify the ru-
les that operate on the expression. Idioms are thus in fact represented as partial
derivations. The lexical element that functions as the head of the idiom is not
represented as a complex syntactic expression.

Other formalisms

If we compare the approach taken here to approaches to idioms in other forma-
lisms, notably HPSG and TAG, we note the following. First, in TAG (Abeille
and Schabes 1989; Abeille 1990) and in HPSG (Erbach 1991, 1992) idioms are
represented as lexical items as well. In TAG the lexicon is a set of binary trees.
For instance, a ditransitive verb is represented as an s-node with two daugh-
ters, an np, and a vp, where the latter has a v and and np as its daughters.
Idioms are represented as elementary trees to which semantic and prosodic in-
formation has been added. Therefore, idioms are extensions of the basic lexical
elements. In fact, what CG and TAG theories share is a notion of extended
domain of locality in comparison to PSG theories. CF-rules of the form s -+ np
vp restrict the domain of expressions in the grammar formalism to one mother
and her two sisters. In TAG, lexical elements have a recursive (tree)structure
(s (np vp(v np))), and therefore the domain is extended: one can express
facts about, for instance, the relation between grandmothers and grandchild.
In CG, the recursive structure of signs enables us to express such facts. In
HPSG information about sub categorization is represented in the value of the
subcat-list feature. The extension of the elements in this sub cat-list with, for
instance, prosodic information is used for the representation of idioms as lexical
items (Erbach 1991, 1992). The relation between mothers and daughters as it
is recorded in the subcat-list of the mother is similar to the relation between
functors and arguments in complex categorial types. Secondly, the approaches
have in common that they do not predict what could or couldn't be an idioma-
tic expression. The debate in GB theory on what structures can be subject to
idiomatization (Everaert 1989), is not conducted in these theories.
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5.5 Idioms and the lexicon: inheritance

5.5.1 Introduction

So far, little attention has been paid to the structure of the categoriallexicon.
The lexicon was regareded as a set, with no other relation between the signs
than co-membership in this set. Assigning a more sophisticated structure to the
lexicon has an important advantage: it reduces the redundancy that is some-
times attributed to lexicalist approaches, by allowing signs to share information
about their structure and behaviour: signs may inherit information from other
signs. In chapter 3 it was shown that the syntactic behaviour of idioms can
partly be explained on the basis of information they share with their (verbal)
head of the idiom. Moreover, in chapter 6 it will be shown that a hierarchical
structure of the lexicon offers advantages for incremental processing.
The aim of this section is to link up inheritance and hierarchical structure with
the syntactic-semantic framework presented in this and the previous chapter.
Information sharing is partly accomplished by the use of Boolean sign construc-
tors, but since these are not sensitive to the hierarchical structure of the lexicon,
they are supplemented with a partial ordering on the set of signs.
The section ends with a short discussion of some results from psycholinguistic
research on the lexical representation of idioms.

Two preliminary issues are discussed first: the basic hierarchical relation bet-
ween signs in the lexicon, and previous categorial work on the lexicon. 17, 18

Subsumption and inheritance

In general, lexical formalisms offer two possibilities for the basic relation bet-
ween lexical elements: a subsumption relation, as it is used in unification-based
frameworks, and an inheritance relation. The main distinction between the two
concerns the deieasability of information. In the case of inheritance, properties
of a sign are in principle defeasible. So, if the ability to fly is a property of
birds, and Tweety is a penguin, that does not fly, there is no need to explicitly
overwrite the flying property, since it is in principle defeasible. In the case of a
subsumption relation, this is not possible since a subsumption relation cannot
hold between two signs with different values for the same property. In this ap-
proach it is necessary to explicitly indicate that a value should be overwritten.
Another way to grasp the difference between the approaches is on the basis

17Only part of the currently important area of inheritance and NLP is covered here. Dae-
lemans (1987). De Smedt (1990). Daelemans and Gazdar (1990; 1992), and Briscoe et al.
(1991) present more work on inheritance and NLP.

l8The application of the concept of inheritance can also be found in other syntactic-semantic
frameworks: Segment Grammar (De Smedt 1990), Word Grammar (Hudson 1990). and several
unification-based frameworks, such as HPSG (Flickinger 1985).
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of the set-theoretic interpretation of both relations. In the inheritance view a
daughter of a mother can, in principle, be any element that is in the set formed
by the union of the sets denoted by the properties of the mother. In the sub-
sumption view, a daughter is a member of the set formed by the intersection of
the sets denoted by these properties.
Daelemans and van der Linden (1992)19 argue that there are problems with
explicit overwriting concerning notational adequacy and in/erencing, and since
explicit overwriting is necessary in a subsumption approach, they conclude that
the subsumption relation should not be regarded as the basic relation between
signs in a hierarchical lexicon. .
Technically speaking, explicit overwriting in a unification-based approach meets
the following problems. First, the lexicon designer must indicate explicitely
which information is default and which information is nondefault, which is a
hazardous task in highly structured lexicons. This is not necessary in the in-
heritance approach, where all information is defeasible. Secondly, a problem
occurs when several pieces of information in the hierarchy are marked as non-
default information. We can illustrate this with an example from Bouma (1993)
who proposes an operation called default unification to deal with nonmonotoni-
city in a feature-based approach to Categorial Grammar. In Bouma's approach
all default and nondefault information must be unified (u) seperately before
it is combined by default unification (U!). This implies that different pieces
of nondefault information may not be conflicting. If two pieces of information
are conflicting, as in the example below, the denotation of MIGHT cannot be
calculated by (VERB ut (AUX ut MIGHT)), since this would result in a
unification clash, but only by ((VERB u! AUX) ut MIGHT}.

VERB: .... <inv> =-
AUX: VERB, kinv> = + (! denotes overwriting)
MIGHT: AUX, kinv> = -, .
This shows that in fact MIGHT does not inherit from AUX, but from the
result of the default unification of VERB and AUX, which is in contrast with
the linguistic intuition that MIGHT should inherit from AUX: this representa-
tion does not express the statement that might is an auxiliary. Therefore, in
the formalization to come, inheritance is taken to be the basic relation.

Structure of the lexicon in CG

Although Categorial Logic seems to be one of the most radically lexicalist gram-
matical theories, it has not paid much attention to the structure of the lexicon

19Daelemans and van der Linden (1992) discuss the state of the art of lexical representa-
tion formalisms in computational linguistics, and evaluate these from the points of view of
expressivity and notational adequacy.
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and to lexical ambiguity, contrary to unification-based CG approaches. 20 In
this section an overview of earlier proposal in Categorial Logic is presented.

Polymorphism of types One way to at least express that a sign is ambiguous
is with the inclusion of variables besides constants in the type language (Moort-
gat 1988; Emms 1993). With these variables, we have the possibility to express
polymorphism. A distinction is made between first-order and second-order po-
lymorphism (see van Benthem 1992 for a general introduction to polymorphism
for Categorial Logic). First-order polymorphism is introduced in Morrill (1992):
types are no longer considered propositional types, but are considered predicati-
onal types with arguments of predicates expressing syntactic features. Instead
of, for instance, np, we write np(sing, 3, X), where X is a variable for gender.
In this approach both explicit and implicit quantification over variables are pos-
sible. With second-order polymorphism variables range over types themselves:
it becomes possible to give a representation for elements like not that take an
argument of some type X, and result in the same type X, so their type is X/X
(compare not working, not green, not on the table), where X is a variable type
ranging over types (n, np, s ...). Similarly, coordinators like and take a type X
to the left and to the right, and result in X, so their type is (X\X)/X (compare
John and Jack, green and blue, walk and talk). Polymorphism of types offers a
restricted possibility to encode elements that have similar structures but some
variation with respect to the values of the types in the structure. When types
with different structures have to be related, polymorphism does not suffice.

Lexical rules Lexical rules are an addition to the categorial repertoire that
enable relations between lexical elements with different structures. Lexical rules
"serve the purpose of expressing lexical regularities. Functionally, they create
new lexical entries which are predictable from existing lexical entries." (Car-
penter 1991). The main difference between lexical rules and derivational rules
is that their effect is strictly localized: they operate solely over a lexical ca-
tegory and its complements. Carpenter (1991) proposes lexical rules for the
derivation of bare plurals, yes/no questions, passive and some cases concerning
predicatives.21 E.g. the rule for the derivation of bare plurals syntactically
turns nouns into noun phrases, and semantically assigns the bare plural some
indefinite form of the meaning of the noun.

Boolean sign constructors Categorial Type Logic provides two-place Bool-
ean type constructors, 1\ and V for more compact representation of types.

2°In unification-based categorial frameworks (CUG, UCG), removal of redundancy is achie-
ved with the use of templates (Shieber 1986), and default unification (Bouma 1993j Carpenter
1991). See Daelemans and van der Linden (1992) for an overview.

21We are not concerned here with the use of lexical rules for inB.ectional or derivational
morphology.
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For instance, the adnominal and adverbial role of prepositional phrases with
the preposition from may be represented by means of two types: (n\n)Jnp,
and (vp\vp)Jnp (examples from Morrill (1992)). Note that both types take
an np-argument. Boolean type constructors provide the necessary means to
express that the appropriate type takes an np argument and that it is am-
biguous in its result type, which can be a noun modifier and a vp-modifier:
((n\n)A(vp\vp))/np. The counterpart of A, i.e. V, can also be employed. For
instance, the fact that believe takes a that-complementized sentence (sp), or an
uncomplementized sentence, is expressed in the type (np\s)J(sVsp).22

There is some debate with respect to the appropriate inference rules for these
Boolean connectives. Morrill (1992) and Kanazawa (1991) present the additive
rules from linear intuitionistic logic, but as Morrill remarks (ibid:91, footnote
2): "The sequent logic given is incomplete with respect to the distribution
laws when conjunction is interpreted as intersection and disjunction as union.".
Roorda (1992) presents a complete, classical logic (5.42). We will leave the issue
of the proper proof theory for the Boolean connectives to logicians, and present
the rules from intuitionistic linear logichere. An example is presented in (5.43).

(5.42)T => W T => V
-----[AR]

T => WA V

U, X, V => W
------[AL-first]
U, X A Y, V => W .

U, Y, V => W
------ [AL-IastJ
U, X A Y, V => W

U, X, V => W U, Y, V => W T => W
--------- [VL] [VR-firstJ

U, X V Y, V => W T => W V V

T=>V
----[VR-IastJ
T =>W V V

22See Morrill 1992 for a distinction between semantically potent and nonpotent versions of
these type constructors. See Adriaans 1992 for an application of these type constructors in
language learning.
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(5.43)n => n n => n
----[\1]
n, (n\ n) => n np => np
---------[I\L-first]
n, ((n\ n) 1\ (vp\vp» => n

---------[/L]
n, ((n\ n) 1\ (vp\vp»/np, np => s

The interpretation of Boolean type constructors runs as follows.

Definition 5.55 (Interpretation of Booleans)
IA 1\ BI = {x I x E IAI e x E IBI }
IA V BI = {x I x E IAI or x E IBI }.

In the sequel, the Boolean constructors playa role in structuring the lexicon for
the sign-based approach.

5.5.2 Inheritance and the hierarchical lexicon in L

This section aims at providing a hierarchical lexicon structure for Categorial
Logic. The first subsection shows the importance of inheritance for the re-
presentation of idioms in Categorial Logic. Then, the use of Booleans for the
representation of idioms is discussed. Two additions to Categorial Logic are
proposed: inheritance of information between signs, and a hierarchical lexicon
structure.

Idioms and inheritance

An idiomatic expression and its verbal head can be said to maintain a lexi-
cal inheritance relation: an idiomatic expression inherits part of its properties
from its head. Here, syntactic category, syntactic behaviour, morphology, and

. semantics are discussed briefly.

Type Since idiomatic expressions can be represented as functor-argument-
structures and have the same format as their head verbs, it is possible to relate
the type of the idiom to that of its head (see also Zernik and Dyer (1987».
The verb itself does not specify a prosodic value for the argument, and the
idiom is a specialization of the verb because it does specify a prosodic value.
In other words, the verb subcategorizes for the whole set of expressions with
category np, whereas the idiom subcategorizes for a certain singleton subset like
{(the + bucket)}. The information that the object argument is specified for a
certain prosodic form can thus be added monotonically.
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(5.44) KICK_TV:

«( n: ) \ ( ¢ + [ki:k + 1fJ] ) )/ ( n; )
KICK_THE-BUCKET:

«( n: ) \ ( ¢ + [kick + :he + bucket] ) ) / (
np )

the + bucket

Morphological properties The verbal head of an idiomatic expression re-
tains its usual inflectional paradigm: for instance, if a verb is strong outside an
idiom, it is strong within the idiom. Morphological properties can therefore be
shared between verb and idiom: the idiom inherits these properties from the
verb.

Syntactic behaviour The syntactic behaviour of idioms may partly be ex-
plained in terms of properties of their heads. For example, it is not possible to
form a passive on the basis of the syntactic predicative and copulative verbs,
either inside or outside an idiomatic expression as was argued in chapter 3. This
information is inherited by the idiom from its verbal head.

Semantics The meaning of an idiom is a property of the expression as a
whole. It cannot be inherited from the verb that is its head, and should be
added nonmonotonically.

(5.45) KICK_TV:

«(n[)\( s ))/ ( ~ )¢+ [kick + 1fJ]
kick(x)(y)

KICK_THE..BUCKET:

«( ~ ) \ (
s ) )/ ( np )¢+ [kick + the + bucket] the + bucket

die(y) the (bucket )

Other semantic properties that are inherited by the idiom, include temporal
aspects: Wasowet al, (1983) note that kick the bucket inherits its nondurative
sense from kick. The sentence Pat is slowly dying cannot be paraphrased by
Pat slowly kicked the bucket.

Boolean sign constructors and inheritance

To represent idioms as daughters of their verbal heads, lexical rules do not
suffice: lexical rules express lexical regularities, and idioms cannot regularly
be derived from their heads. Polymorphism expressed by variable arguments
does not suffice either: this would entail that kick subcategorizes for any object
argument. In this section, the remaining option, Boolean sign constructors,
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is studied. To express that a certain prosodic form (kick) is associated with
a number of related signs, the use of Booleans would result in the following
type-theoretical sign.

(5.46) (
(np\s)/npl\. (np\s)/np )

< >.x>.ykick(x)(y), >.x>.ydie(y) >

A translation of this representation to a sign-based representation results in the
following complex sign, where I\. is a sign constructor.

(5.47) (( < npj </>jb > \ < Sj </>+ (kick + r)j kick(a)(b) »/
< npjrja »
I\.
((< npj'IjJjc > \ < Sj'IjJ+ (kick + r)jdie(c) »/
< npj (the + bucket)jthe(bucket) »

This representation is not quite satisfactorily in that it only captures the as-
sociation of two signs with the prosodic form kick, but does not capture the
generalizations outlined above: with the required expressivity it should be pos-
sible to state that the sign associated with the idiom is like the transitive sign
with the exception of properties concerning the prosodic form of the object, and
the semantic form of the s-sign.
Furthermore, in a truly hierarchical lexicon lexical items and classes of lexical
items are represented in a specialization hierarchy. At the top node of a hier-
archy the most regular, general item is found. Items lower in the hierarchy
are specializations of the more general class. The Boolean sign constructors
do not express this hierarchical structure: the Booleans are commutative and
associative operators. Therefore, A I\. B = B I\. A, and A V B = B V A. The
hierarchical relation between signs in the lexicon is not commutative: if A is
the mother of B, this does not imply that B is the mother of A.

The alternative we present below therefore has the following characteristics.
First, we add a binary specialization relation >, which expresses that some
sign, say a, is a specialization of another sign, say b. Since information in a is
underspecified because it is inherited from b, we present an operation n, which
combines the information of a and b taking nonmonotonicity into account, and
results in a fully specified representation for a. So, if b > a, then b n a is the
full specification of the sign denoted by a.

Specialization

To define an specialization relation, the set of lexical signs is viewed as a strictly
partially ordered set, Signs = (Signs, >w). >w represents the specialization re-
lation, which is transitive (if A is a child of Band B is a child of C, then A is a
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child of C), asymmetric (if A is a child of B, B is not a child of A) and irreflexive
(A is not a child of A). >w is subscripted with a direction, w with value m or
d. The meaning of this direction-feature will become clear in chapter 6; for the
moment it suffices to note that they express a preference.
KICK_TV>KICK_THE..BUCKET now expresses that these two signs maintain
a specialization relation with KICK_TV the mother, and
KICK_THE..BUCKET the daughter. 23

Specification

Kick is associated with a sign like the following. Underscores denote properties
inherited from the mother node.

(5.48) KICK_TV II KICK_THE..BUCKET
KICK_TV =
« np; ¢;b > \ < s; ¢ + (kick + r); kick(a)(b) »/
< np;r;a >
KICK_THKBUCKET = KICK_TV n
(_\< _;_+ (;+ (the + bucket)); die(_) »/
< _;(the + bucket); the(bucket) >

The full specification of a sign which involves replacing 'intensional' references to
values of the mother by 'extensional' values is derived by means of an operation
like priority union (Kaplan 1987:180), denoted by n. n is defined as a function
from pairs of mother and daughter signs to fully specified daughter signs and
runs as follows. If unification, U, is successful for the values of a certain property
of mother and daughter, the result of n for that value is the result of unification,
where unification is understood in its most basic sense: variables unify with
constants and variables; constants unify with variables and with constants with
an equal value (prosodic information in (5.49». If the values do not unify, the
value of the daughter is returned (semantic information in (5.49».

(5.49) KICKJ'V nKICKJ'HE.J3UCKET =
« np; ¢; b > \ < s; ¢ + (kick + (the + bucket»; die (b) »/
< np; (the + bucket); the (bucket) >

The networks for which n is defined have the following properties (Touretzky
et al. 1987) .

• they are unipolar, which means that there are only IS-A links in the
network, and no IS-NOT-A links. In bipolar networks both are allowed.

23An earlier proposal for the inclusion of inheritance in CG is presented in van der Linden
(1992). There, inheritance is treated as a type-constructing operation, whereas here, inheri-
tance is regarded as a relation between signs, independently of the Boolean type structure of
signs.
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• they are nonmonotonic in that they permit exceptions to inherited pro-
perties. Monotonic inheritance does not allow for exceptions.

• they are homogeneous, which means that all links in the network are defea-
sible. In a heterogeneous network links can be both strict and defeasible.

For other networks, other reasoning mechanisms are necessary to determine the
properties of a node (Touretzky et al. 1987; Touretzky 1986; Veltman 1990).24

Blocking More specific information thus takes precedence over more general
information. This is a common feature of inheritance systems, and it is an ap-
plication of the 'principle of priority to the instance' (Hudson 1980) which is
acknowledged in knowledge representation and (computational) linguistics (De
Smedt 1990; Daelemans 1987) alike.
There exists a clear relation between this principle and the linguistic notion of
blocking. Blocking is "the nonoccurrence of one form due to the simple existence
of another" (Aronoff 1976:41). For instance, the nominal derivation *graciosity
of gracious is blocked by the existence of grace. Daelemans (1987) and De Smedt
(1990) show that in a hierarchical lexicon structure, blocking is equivalent to
the prevalence of more specific information over more general information. For
instance, the more general principle in the example given is that a nominal
derivation of some abstract adjectives equals stem + ity, and the more speci-
fic information is that in the case of gracious the nominal derivation is grace.
In the hierarchical lexicon, the principle of priority to the instance also blocks
? graciousness. A Dutch example is the participle *geslaapt, formed on the basis
of regular morphological processes, that is blocked because the past participle
of slapen is geslapen.

The fact that more specific information takes precedence over more general
information will become of great importance in chapter 6, where the occurrence
of the idiom as the daughter of its head will help in the process of disambiguating
a possibly idiomatic expression.

Transitives and intransitives.

To express that a certain prosodic form (kick) is associated with a transitive
and an intransitive sign, the use of Booleans would result in the following type-
theoretical sign.

/ (np\s) /I. (np\s)/np) )
\ < >.y3xkick(x)(y), >.x>.ykick(x)(y) >(5.50)

A translation of this representation to a sign-based representation results in the
following complex sign.

24Touretzky (1986) also discusses default logic and nonmonotonic logic.
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(5.51) « npj ¢j a > \ < Sj¢ + kick; 3b.kick( a)(b) »
1\
« npj 'ljJjC > \ < Sj 'IjJ + (kick + r}; kick(d)(c) > / < npj 'Tjd »

Two generalizations are missed here. First, that the transitive and the intransi-
tive form share the syntactic information that their reducible category is sand
their subject argument is np. Secondly, that the denotation of the transitive
form subsumes that of the intransitive form: the semantics of the transitive
verb is more specific than the semantic representation of the intransitive. The
use of a one-place optionality operator? «(np\s)/?np)) would imply that in
principle kick is an intransitive verb, which has one optional argument, whereas
in fact the reverse is true: kick is a two-place-functor with one argument that
may be left unspecified syntactically. The transitive and intransitive verb may
be said to share their semantic value, but in the case of the intransitive, the
syntactically unspecified object is not bound by a A-operator but by an (infor-
mationally richer) existential quantifier.P The transition from the transitive to
the intransitive is represented as a lexical type transition (Dowty 1979:308).

Definition 5.56 (detransitivization)
detrans:
D(x)(y) => 3xD(x)(y)

From a syntactic point of view, the transitive form of the verb may be said to
inherit the syntactic information from the intransitive, and to add a syntactic
argument. From a semantic point of view, the intransitive shares its semantics
with the transitive, and adds application of detransitivization to it.
Information sharing like this, which is termed selective aspect inheritance (De
Smedt 1990), can easily be represented with the use of variable sharing.

(5.52) (A \ < Cj <p + o,detrans(B) »
1\
(A\ < Cj<P + (D + 'T)jB > / < npj'Tja »
A = < npj<pjb >j B = kick(a)(b)j C = s; D = kick.

25Keenan and Timberlake (1988) provide a similar representation. They introduce n-tuple
categories that have n-tuples of categories as result and argument categories. An example is
(np, np)\(s, np\s) which is the category of the verb to kick which forms an s with an np (the
first categories in each tuple), or an np\s with an np. Note that there is still redundancy in
this representation: the np has to be repeated for every category in the argument-tuple.
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5.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we argued that idioms should be represented like other lexical
elements. A formal definition of idioms in the framework of Categorial Logic was
given. Besides, Categorial Logic was further extended to the needs of a theory of
idioms. The main extensions were directed at providing the formalism with (1)
a sign-based approach, and (2) sensitivity to the hierarchical relation that exist
between lexical types. An expression like to kick the bucket was analyzed as a
verbal functor which takes an np with prosody the-t-bucket as its argument, but
in the semantic dimension does not take the semantics of the np as its argument.
Furthermore, idioms were represented as signs in a hierarchical lexicon, which
inherit information from their verbal heads. These refinements were motivated
independently from their application to idiomatic expressions.

The lexical representation of idioms in psycholinguistics

A final note that we want to add here concerns the relation between the forma-
lization presented here and the results concerning the representation of idioms
in psycholinguistics.
There are three hypotheses that figure prominently in psycholinguistic research
about the lexical representation of idioms. The idiom list hypothesis assumes
that that idioms are stored and accessed from some special list that is distinct
from the lexicon (Bobrow and Bell 1973). In the lexical representation model
(Swinney and Cutler 1979) idioms are stored as holistic entries in the 'same'
mental lexicon other lexical items are presented in. The idiom decomposition
model (Gibbs, various) entails that some idioms are decomposable and that their
meaning is a compositional function of the meaning of these parts.
The decomposition model has been argued against in chapter 2 on the basis of
linguistic arguments. The results from other studies are in line with the lexical
representation model and against the idiom list hypothesis (Swinney and Cutler
1979; Lancker and Canter 1980; Lancker, Canter and Terbeek 1981; Schraw et
al. 1988; Estill and Kemper 1982; Glass 1983). Therefore, the lexical repre-
sentation model is adopted here. The representation of idiomatic expressions
agrees with these findings. Idioms are represented as lexical items similar to
ordinary lexical items, and as part of the same hierarchical structure that other
lexical items are part of. However, it is not claimed here, that inheritance in
itself has psychological status.
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Processing

6.1 Introduction
Thus far we have focussed our attention on the linguistic properties of idioms
but as we said in the introduction, a theory of-idioms in Computational Lin-
guistics should not only provide a model of linguistic representation, but also a
model of the way idioms can be processed. In this chapter such a model, and
in particular, an incremental model is proposed, and as in the previous chapter,
we try to show that the model and its underlying principles are not restricted
in their application to idioms.
If the result of research in computational linguistics is to be useful software,
then the efficiency of natural language processing is of crucial importance. It is
argued here that this efficiency! may be achieved by a model that is psycholo-
gically plausible. Properties of the human language processor that contribute
to its efficiency, incrementalityand immediacy, are also characteristics of 'Our
model. Besides, idioms put a challenge to the formalization of incremental pro-
cessing in general since it is possible to tell exactly from what moment on idioms
should be taken into account in the interpretation process.
Furthermore, it is shown that lexical guidance makes the disambiguation proces
efficient, and therefore the interpretation process as a whole. By showing this,
we implicitly argue against the claim that idioms are best disambiguated on the
basis of contextual information. The argument we will argue against runs as
follows: if there is no bucket in the context, to kick the bucket cannot mean to
die. We'll present a more efficient, lexical solution.
The M-calculus of Moortgat (1990) is the starting point for the formalization
of these principles in Categorial Logic. In our formalization, the lexicon plays
an important role in two respects. First, incremental access to the hierarchical

1We do not describe efficiency in terms of complexity, but give other arguments.
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lexicon allows for a sophisticated form of immediate interpretation. Secondly,
the hierarchical structure of the lexicon allows lexical preferences to play a role
in the interpretation process.
One of the conclusions of our discussion is that Categorial Logic not only pro-
vides a formalism for the representation of linguistic knowledge, but also for a
formalism for efficient processing models: the rules of Categorial Logic describe
what a parser does.P Categorial Logic should be viewed as a theory of compu-
tation as well as a theory of grammar (Ristad 1990). The rules of Categorial
Logic are not representationally autonomous (cf. Ades and Steedman 1982),
but actually describe what a parser does, or should do.
In this chapter we need some rather lengthy discussions of the themes menti-
oned above in order to assess precisely what their virtue is for the processing
of idioms in Categorial Logic, and to show, again, that our approach is not
restricted to idioms. We start with a discussion of incrementality and imme-
diacy. Then, we turn to the implementation of these principles in Categorial
Grammar. Subsequently we discuss the resolution of ambiguity, and a model
for disambiguation of idioms in Categorial Logic.

6.2 Incrementalityand immediacy
An obvious requirement on a theory of processing of natural language is effi-
ciency. 3 To achieve efficiency, our machine model takes its lead from (experi-
mentally determined) observations about human language processing. Humans
are able to understand and generate natural language expressions at a very high
rate. Psycholinguistics studies offer a wealth of data on the strategies and heu-
ristics of human language processing. It is these data that we want to exploit.
If computational linguistics is regarded as a branch of AI, one may take another
position on the relation between psycholinguistics and computational linguistics
(as well as on the more general relation between cognitive psychology and AI),
in that since AI studies human intelligence, models developed in AI should mi-
mic human cognitive capacities in all aspects," This position is confronted with
two problems, though. In the first place, human and computer 'hardware' differ
considerably. In the second place, an optimal linguistic theory is not necessa-
rily the same as the optimal psychological theory (Soames 1984). For instance,
the most adequate linguistic description of the lexicon consists in a small list
of stems and a set of inflection principles operating on these stems,S but psy-
cholinguistic experiments show that the mental lexicon actually lists regularly

20r a generator, see van der Linden and Minnen (1990).
3Van der Linden and Minnen (1990) discuss requirements which arise if Categorial Logic

is to serve as a model for natural language generation and analysis. Daelemans and van der
Linden (1992) discuss requirements on formalisms in Computational Linguistics in general.

4See Fowler et al. 1989 for an overview of positions on psychological plausibility in AI.
5In various theories of generative morphology; an overview may be found in Scalise (1984).
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inflected forms (Sternberger and MacWhinney 1986).6 Machine models simply
do not have the same objectives as psychological models. Machine models are
judged in terms of actual performance in recognizing natural language. Psycho-
logical models are judged in terms of their ability to account for characteristics
of human performance (compare McClelland and Elman 1986:3)
The objective here is the design of a machine model. Results from psycholinguis-
tic research are incorporated, in the sense that the model should not contradict
what is known about the human language processor. In this way we attempt to
incorporate those design principles of the human natural language processor to
which it owes (part of) its efficiency, without meaning to construct a facsimile
of the human language processor.
Claims about psychological plausibility in AI should be supported by real psy-
chological findings and not by "vague allusions or metaphorical hand-waving,
and not buried in a footnote as if though it does not matter" (Fowler et al.
1989:15). We claim that our model, unlike most CG theories, does stand up in
the face of psycholinguistic evidence.

6.2.1 Incrementality
Speech is extended in time, and print extends in space. In principle, therefore,
the human language processor operates in a linear fashion," and gains efficiency
from doing so.
Linear, incremental processing, contributes to the efficiency of the parsing pro-
cess because parts of the input can be processed as soon they are encountered,
and do not have to wait until the input has been completed.
A topic of on-going research is to what extent words (morphemes), are pro-
cessed at the moment they are encountered in the input. One of the main
characteristics of natural language is ambiguity, which occurs on all levels of
analysis, and the parser should be able to deal with this. Language processing
may be viewed as a problem solving task, where the incremental delimitation of
the possible interpretations is similar to delimiting a search space which models
all possible choices.f This search space may be traversed in a 'breadth-first'
or 'depth-first' fashion, but neither option is attractive, since they both result
in a lot of bookkeeping of possible analyses that are examined. This in turn

6There exist models of the lexicon in which construction by rule and representation of
complex forms as such are combined (Koskenniemi 1983; Bergman 1987).

7Note that there are exceptions. A reader can regress while reading a text (Just and
Carpenter (1980); a hearer has access to the raw accoustic material that is stored in so-called
auditory memory, on which only preliminary auditory analysis has been carried out (Clark
and Clark 1977:198). Still, in general the order is linear.

8Since this search space is discrete in some respects (for instance, some syntactic ambig-
uities), and continuous in others (for instance, vagueness), a metaphor for it should include
aspects of the tree metaphor, which is common in AI, and an 'ocean' metaphor. In both
cases search space traversal strategies (breadth-first, depth-first etc.) come down to making
decisions about what part of the search space should be considered at what moment.
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would result in a large mental load, to use psychological terminology, or intrac-
table algorithms with large space and time complexity, to use terminology from
complexity theory.

6.2.2 Immediacy
A best-first strategy seems more appropriate, and has been proposed in the
psycholinguistic literature in the form of the Immediacy Assumption (Just and
Carpenter 1980) which holds that

"(... ) a reader tries to interpret each content word of a text as it is
encountered, even at the expense of making guesses that sometimes
turn out to be wrong. Interpretation refers to processing at several
levels such as encoding the word, choosing one meaning of it, as-
signing it to its referent, and determining its status in the sentence
and in the discourse. The immediacy assumption posits that the
interpretation at all levels of processing is not deferred; they occur
as soon as possible." (Just and Carpenter 1980:330)9

Note that Just and Carpenter take for granted that we can distinguish levels of
processing. This is intuitively plausible since processing on some level, say the
syntactic level, can only take place if the relevant material is provided by some
lower level, say the lexical level.
In the terminology of search space traversal, immediate processing is best descri-
bed as a best-first search strategy with nonchronological backtracking (or de-
pendency-directed backtracking (Winston 1984)). This kind of backtracking
may be illustrated with the example of a garden-path sentence.

(6.1) The horse raced past the barn fell.

A reader interprets the word raced in (6.1) as a finite verb form, but upon en-
countering fell has to re-analyse raced past the barn as a relative clause. A reader
does not, however, recompute everything he could have done wrong (chronolo-
gical backtracking), but only the parts where he did go wrong. Not all choices
that were made in the initial analysis are reconsidered, but only those that are
likely to have caused the error (Carpenter and Daneman 1981). Immediacy
makes for attractive theories of language processing, since it reduces the risk
of computational explosions and reduces memory load (Carpenter and Dane-
man 1981:158). Immediacy contributes to the efficiency of the interpretation
process, because ambiguities are resolved as soon as possible and processes on
higher levels and processing of further input are thus not bothered with alterna-
tive analyses.

9For a computational model that is based on immediacy, see Thibadeau, Just and Car-
penter (1982).
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It should be stressed that the immediacy assumption claims that processing
occurs as soon as possible, and not simply that it is done right away. Results of
experiments by Frazier and Rayner (1987) with lexically ambiguous sentences
suggest that humans may delay assignment until they receive disambiguating in-
formation: "wait until disambiguating information arrives" (ibid.:505), "just in
case helpful information is more likely to arrive immediately than further down-
stream" (ibid.:522). The length of this delay is limited though. Disambiguating
information is generally found in the next one or two words. A comparison of
the examples in (6.2) confirms these finding. John gave may be assigned a the-
matic structure (that is, John serves as the subject) but it would be inefficient
to "guess" at the exact interpretation of gave at this stage, as strict immediacy
would require. For instance, when continued as in c. >.x.>.y.gave(x)(y)(john)
would be the logical structure of John gave but other continuations would re-
quire different terms. It might be argued that therefore the thematic relations
may be subject to strict immediacy, but full semantic interpretation is not.

(6.2) a.
b.
c.
d.

John gave.
John gave to charity.
John gave us a blanket.
John gave it all up.
John gave up the ghost.
John gave us a ring.

e.
f.

Evidence in favour of the hypothesis that humans are able to give an interpre-
tation of an expression at any stage of the parsing process - and thus in favour
of strict immediacy - is that they are able to make guesses about possible con-
tinuations of a given sentence (Schubert 1984). From this it might follow that
humans are able to construct interpretations at any moment during NLP; it
does not follow, however, that they actually do construct full interpretations:
the ability to complete incomplete sentences says little about the on-going au-
tomatic interpretation process.

The conclusion should be that incrementality and immediacy contribute to the
efficiency of the interpretation process. When a new element in the input is
encountered, the parser interprets it as deeply as possible: interpretation is as
immediate as possible.lo More specifically, in the current context we consider
thematic structure, but not logical semantic structure, as subject to strict im-
mediacy.

lOcf. Ades and Steedman 1982:517.
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Technological solutions

A question that arises at this point is whether immediacy and incrementaJity
are worthwhile from a technological point of view. Although it can be argued
that these design principles make human processing efficient, it might be that
technologically more efficient parsers can be constructed on different principles.
If we describe an efficient model of NLP as a model that performs computations,
for instance, the computation of a semantic representation that fits the context,
with limited time and space resources, this implies that computation should
be completed soon after the material in the input has been encountered, and
should use little time and little space. Note that engineering solutions such as
massive parallel processing (one processor for every node in the search space)
do not meet reasonable space constraints.
Arguments in favour of incremental and immediate models are the following.
An incremental variant of some model A, Aincr, will come up with a correct
result sooner after completion than A, because part of the processing has been
done before the input is completed.
An immediate variant of some model operates with a best-first search strategy.
Breadth-first or depth-first strategies are less efficient for a number of reasons.
First, in the worst case these strategies require inspection of the complete search
space (the best analysis could very well be the last one), whereas best-first
strategies require inspection of some of the analyses only: more time and/or
space is needed in the breadth- and depth-first strategies since. Secondly, these
strategies pass on all ambiguities from one level of processing to the next up,
which requires time or space to process these ambiguities on each higher level.
We conclude therefore that there are efficiency considerations that plead in
favour of adopting incrementality and immediacy as design principles of machine
models.

6.2.3 Incremental and immediate processing of idioms

With respect to the time path of the incremental and immediate interpretation
of idiomatic expressions, a number of questions should be distinguished: from
what moment on does the idiomatic expression play a role in the interpretation
process?; when and how are ambiguities between the idiomatic and the noni-
diomatic reading resolved; on the basis of what information is the ambiguity
resolved? The latter two questions are discussed later on in this chapter, where
it is argued that lexical guidance is of great importance. The first question is
discussed in this section.
It is clear from experimental research that idioms only become activated when
all relevant lexical material has been encountered in the input. For some idioms,
one of the parts suffices in this respect, especially if it occurs in a context that
primes the idiom (Cacciari and Tabossi 1988) (6.3).

----------- - - -
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(6.3) Mary felt very happy.
She was in seventh heaven.

In other cases the relevant lexical material consists of all content words (Swinney
and Cutler 1979; Swinney 1981). Note that the fact that the idiom is only
activated once all relevant material has been encountered, contributes to the
efficiency of the parser, because it keeps the parser from having to consider
idiomatic alternatives until there is sufficient evidence in the input for them.

6.3 Incremental processing in Categorial Gram-
mar

In order to be efficient, a processing model should best adhere to the following
design principles.
- Processing should be incremental and interpretation should be as immediate
as possible 11;
- With respect to the interpretation of idiomatic expressions, these should only
be taken into consideration when all relevant material has been encountered in
the input.
This section discusses processing of categorial grammars in general, focussing
on incremental and immediate processing. A model is presented which includes
a more precise version of the psycholinguistic notions of incrementality and
immediacy than other categorial models.
Before discussing the incremental model, a note on lexicalism is in order.

Lexicalism Besides incrementality and immediacy, use of lexicalist grammars
may contribute to efficiency, since the set of rules that has to be considered in the
parsing process is small. Schabes and Joshi (1989) also note that lexicalization
makes parsing of Tree Adjoining Grammars more efficient.
The fact that in a lexicalist approach the lexicon is large and complex does not
hinder efficiency but contributes to it, as is shown later on in this chapter. In a
hierarchical lexicon structure, linguistic information is ordered.

llThe first parser which featured incremental processing is Marcus's (1980). This parser did
not consider lexical ambiguity, and confined itself to syntactic processing. Other incremental
computational models exist for Segment Grammar and Word Expert Parsing. The subsym-
bolic processing architecture for Segment Grammar presented by Kempen and Vosse (1989)
is a model of syntactic processing. Adriaens (1986) presents a lexicalist model, Word Expert
Parsing, which operates incrementally. Another incremental lexicalist model is proposed in
Stock (1989). None of these models assumes a structured lexicon.
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6.3.1 Incrementalityand immediacy: categorial approaches
On the basis of phrase structure grammars, the incremental construction of
analyses for sentences is not in all cases possible. For instance, in case the in-
put consists of a subject and a transitive verb, it is only possible to integrate
these two into a sentence if the object .has been parsed: only then can the vp
be formed and combined with the subject to form an s (Briscoe 1987, section
4.2). Parsing mechanisms can be developed that allow for such combinations,
or at least buffer the input, but phrase structure grammars themselves do not
in principle allow for flexible constituents.
Within categorial grammars, which allow for flexible constituent structure, and
especially on the basis of the principle of representational nonautonomy, it is
possible to state syntactic principles that combine signs to form larger informa-
tional units representing flexible phrase structures.
However, previous categorial proposals have two problems: they do not recog-
nize ambiguity, and they interpret the notion of immediacy too strictly. We
discuss theses proposals below.

Ades and Steedman

Ades and Steedman (1982; see also Steedman 1987), propose the use of compo-
sition and lifting rules (6.57 and 6.58) for incremental interpretation (6.4).

Definition 6.57 (Composition Rule)

XjY Y jZ => XjZ [C]

Definition 6.58 (Lifting Rule)

x => Zj(X\Z) [L]

Definition 6.59 (Application)

XjY, Y => X [A)
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All words, also function words like the, are processed and thus interpreted im-
mediately, that is, their semantic representation is accessed in the lexicon and
combined with the semantic representation of the input so far. It should be
noted that the immediacy assumption entails that processing of content words
should be as immediate as possible. CG extends the notion of immediacy to
junction words. It is not clear from the psycholinguistic literature whether pro-
cessing of function words takes place this way, but it is at least unlikely, as is
shown in the sequel.

Further Developments in CCG

Extensions of the basic framework of Ades and Steedman can be found in Com-
binatory Categorial Grammar, especially in the work of Wittenburg (198?) and
Steedman (1987). Wittenburg and Steedman both propose generalized forms of
Reduction Laws, for instance, Composition, to account for, for instance, topica-
lization. Below, we repeat the Forward-Predictive Forward Composition Rule
and its derivation in L from chapter 4.
The rules employed in CCG have two problems, as we noted before. First, from
the perspective of L, these rules are theorems, i.e. valid inferences. Thus, if
we start from a system like L, we could say these rules are implicit ely part of
our system, whereas if we start from a eCG, we have to stipulate all rules.
Secondly, the interpretation process they model is strictly immediate.

Haddock

Haddock (1987) proposes a 'reduce-first' strategy for categorial parsing that
results in incremental processing: it

"( ...) will always reduce, remembering the shift option as an alter-
native which could be chosen in the event of backtracking" (ibid.:75)

Haddock notes that, given a domain with two rabbits that are 'in' something,
during incremental processing of the phrase the rabbit in the hat.

"the incremental evaluation of the rabbit in the has created two dis-
tinct sets of candidates for the two NPs in the phrase" (Haddock
1987:81)

Note that in larger domains large intermediate sets of candidates are of little
help to the interpretation process. Instead of investing energy into the partial
interpretation of expressions that end in function words, it is more efficient to
postpone the interpretation until full constituents are found.
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Hepple

Hepple (1991) presents a parser for the Lambek calculus.P which can be used
for incremental processing. The chart-based parser consists of a translation
of the Logical rules of the calculus into procedures that operate on a chart
consisting of signs. Apart from the strict incremental processing modelled in
the parsing regime, the problem with this parser is lack of generality: for every
rule a seperate procedure has to be developed.

Moortgat

Moortgat's incremental parser, based on the calculus M (Moortgat 1988; 1990)
doesn't suffer from this design problem: it consists of a general interpreter which
takes the rules of the so-called M-calculus as input, as well as other calculi.
The general design strategy of the M system arises from the following obser-
vations. During the process of incremental interpretation, the interpreter is
confronted with sequents which succedent type is unknown, for instance, np
(np\s)/np =* X. If Right-rules are applied to these sequents, they give rise to
new subsequents with unknown succedent types, for instance, np (np\s)/np, Y
=* Z, and thus the Right-rules may apply recursively ad infinitum. In other
words, the solution set is infinite.
Moortgat (1988, 1990)13 presents a calculus M which generates a finite and
minimal solution set. M consist of Generalized Application rules. In the first
of these rules, the reader will recognize the familiar application rule (with the
addition that the premise of the rule should be a theorem of the full L calculus).
The other two rules generalize the application relation by means of monotoni-
city properties of the categorial operators. We refer to Moortgat (1988:182) for
the precise derivation of these rules in L. The impact of the rules is that they
recursively break down complex cases until the base case, application, can be
applied.
Below we present part of the rules of the M-system. The reader can easily
construct the left-looking companions of the rules presented. Note that M has
its own derivability relation: =**. The first rule connects M-derivability with
L-derivability.

Z=*Y
X/Y, Z =** X[jM1]

12Hepple claims that "no methods have yet been proposed that allow incremental parsing
of Lambek Grammars". In the light of Moortgat's parser to be described below, this doesn't
seem to be right.

13The 1990 version of the calculus is an improvement based on the comments in Bouma
(1989).
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X/V, Z =** X/W(jM2]
Z, W =** Y

Z, X/V =** W/y(jM3]
Z, X =** W

X,Y =** Cut T[Cut]e- Z
--------[M-Cut]

T[(X,Y)]=* Z

The M-system is also capable of processing a sentence in an incremental fashion,
adding each word as it is encountered to the semantic structure on the basis of
a number of L-valid inference rules and a Cut rule that enforces incremental
processing.
To give an example, Moortgat (1988:207) assumes that during incremental pro-
cessing in the M-calculus the ambiguous preposition van in dat opa van (that
grandfather of) "is identified as the head functor of a preposition complement
of some predicate P." To dat het meisje M assigns a type s/(np\s) with inter-
pretation AX.(dat(x(het(meisje»».
From a strictly formal point of view it is of course possible to assign inter-
pretations to these constituents, and to say that they may be assigned partial
interpretations, or, to put it differently, to view them as well-formed substrings
of some other string. There are good reasons, however, to abstain from inter-
preting every possible substring during incremental processing.

Ambiguity It should be noted that in most cases an expression does not have
one, but several types. Formally, we could say that, although some string <p may
be a well-formed substring of some other string 'l/J, 'l/J is not the only string that
<p could be a substring of. There is, for instance, no information that leads
to the unequivocal identification of van as part of an argument to the verbal
head, upon encountering van in dat opa van: continuations with an n]rmodifier
type are equally possible (dat opa van de hoek morgen komt; that grandfather
from the corner tomorrow comes; that grandfather who lives on the corner of
the street comes tomorrow). The M-calculus abstacts from the ambiguity of the
preposition ((pp/np) 1\ ((vp\vp)/np)).
Another example is the sequence dat het, in which dat is ambiguous between
np/n and sis and hetcan be either oftype np/n or oftype np. All combinations
of these two are possible, witness (6.6).
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(6.6) a. (ik geloof) (dat (het vogeltje verzorgende) meisje).
(I believe) that the bird taking.care.of girl.
(I believe that girl that takes care of the bird.

b. (ik geloof) (dat (het regent)).
(I believe) that it rains.

c. (ik geloof') (dat «het meisje) komt)).
(I believe) that the girl comes.

d. (ik geloof) (dat (het (eraan gevende)) meisje).
(I believe) that it there.up giving girl.
(I believe) that girl that give up.

There are two ways to deal with this lexical ambiguity.
- For every expression one type is chosen; one type for the combination of these
types is chosen, and this type is used for further processing. In the calculi men-
tioned above, there is no reason to make such a selection: all combinations are
valid. So, in dat het, dat can be sis, np/n, ... and het can be an np, or it can
be the determiner of an np (np/n), or it can be the determiner of some other
constituent. If one of the combinations is chosen this may result in an erroneous
interpretation, which must be revised later on.
- The resulting types of all combinations are computed and stored as an inter-
mediate result with the use of Boolean type constructors. This way energy is
wasted on combinations that will not be of use later on in the analysis. Besides,
this kind of 'immediate' processing does not meet the main motivation for intro-
ducing immediate processing: reduction of ambiguity. Nor is it compatible with
the best-first search strategy that comes with it, for this processing strategy
operates breadth-first.

Combination of types If all combinations of types are allowed, then also
some combinations are licensed that do not result in an analysis at all. For in-
stance, if M encounters two expressions, one of the guesses it makes is that they
are both arguments to some functor that will occur later on in the input. M is
thus blind to the relation between expressions. To dat het meisje M assigns
a type s/(np\s) with interpretation AX. (dat(x(het(meisje»». However,
the type s/(n\«np/n)\s)) is equally likely (interpretation Av.dat(v(meisje)
(Aw.het (w) )). Processing all possible combinations would result in a breadth-
first strategy strategy, we have argued against before. It would be more appro-
priate to combine het and meisje as a constituent.

Furthermore, the rule in M-calculus that reduces sequences of atomic categories
(present in the 1988 version, the 1990 does not mention combination of atomic
categories) assumes that these categories are all arguments to one and the same
functor. So, two signs with semantic forms a and b reduce to a sign with
semantic form AR(R(a) (b) ). E.g. after having encountered Jan Marie, these
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are reduced to a category sj(np\(np\s). As the examples in (6.7-6.11) ehow,
however, this is only one of the possibilities.

(6.7) a. (dat) Jan Marie en Karel komen.
(that) John Mary and Charles come.

b. (dat) Jan Marie kust.
(that) John kisses Mary.

(6.8) a. (dat) de bus kinderen stopte.
(that) the bus children stops.
(that) the bus with the children stops.

b. (dat] de bus kinderen overreed.
(that) the bus children over.ran.
(that) the bus ran over the children.

(6.9) a. (dat) Jan volgende week komt.
(that) John next week comes.
(that) John comes next week.

b. (dat) Jan volgende week overslaat.
(that) John next week skips.
(that) John skips next week.

(6.10) a. (dat) het meisje gek genoeg op Karellijkt.
(dat) the girl silly enough on Charles resembles.
(that the girl resembles Charles strangely enough.

b. (dat) het meisje gek genoeg is.
(that) the girl silly enough is.
(that) the girl is silly enough.

(6.11) a. (dat) Marie hier is.
(that) Mary here is.
(that) Mary is here.

b. (dat) Marie hier begint te huilen.
(that) Mary here starts to cry.
(that) Mary starts to cry here.

Immediate evaluation One principal reason why immediate processing con-
tributes to efficiency, checking partial interpretations against a context, does not
hold when function words are interpreted immediately. It is questionable whe-
ther a partial interpretation of dat and het, even assuming that the types of
dat, het, and dat het have been determined, can serve to be checked against the
context: >'A.,AB.dat (B (het (A))) does not provide enough information to draw
any conclusion on evaluation whatsoever.
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Conclusion The 'all-or-none' immediacy in categorial implementations of in-
cremental processing may be formally correct, but such implementations become
highly unrealistic in the light of the problems we have discussed.

P-calculus

The P-calculus (Bouma 1989) incorporates a shift-reduce strategy into a cate-
gorial parser. Reduction corresponds to the application of a categorial reduction
rule; a shift is represented by connecting two categories by means of the product
operator *. During later stages of incremental processing, this product formula
is taken apart, and the parts are used for constructing a semantic representa-
tion. Bouma admits that connecting two semantic representations with * can
hardly be called building up a semantic representation, but he notes that

"traditional categorial systems do hardly better in this case, since
the most general rule for combining two categories with meanings
a and b, is to raise both and then compose them, which results
in a meaning AR(R(a) (b», or AR(R(b) (a», which is hardly more
informative." (Bouma 1989:22-23)

Conclusion

We have attempted to show that CG models given an interpretation to incre-
mentality that is too strong (apart from P, which is too weak). Moreover,
lexical ambiguity is note taken into account. It is shown below that inclusion
of the notion of dependency constituency, as we have defined it, in models of
incremental processing offers an alternative to part ofthe all-or-none immediacy
in previous models. Lexical ambiguity is discussed later on in this chapter.

6.3.2 Dependency parsing
If one considers the examples where immediacy is too strict, they all have the
property that the result of the parse are strings that are not semantically co-
herent: semantic coherence seems to be a crucial factor. Ristad (1990) makes
this point slightly differently, when he argues that a parser should not assign
a complete representation to incomplete evidence. In chaper 4 we indicated
that for a string to be semantically coherent, no head should be missing. This
seems to correspond with the 'principle of the good clerk' proposed by Stock
(1989). In Stock's incremental parsing model the presence of semantic heads in
the input controls the interpretation process. Until a semantic head has been
found in the input, no relations are assumed between the elements found so far
and the semantic head. Stock refers to this principle as the principle of the
good clerk: 'wait for the boss'. As soon as a semantic head has been located,
constituents in the input so far can serve as arguments to the head.
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In chapter 4 we formalized semantic coherence by means of dependency con-
stituency in Categorial Logic. In this section, an incremental parsing model is
presented that is based on this notion. Barry and Pickering (1990) do not wish
to commit themselves to whether the parser only builds up dependency consti-
tuents or whether it operates strictly incrementally. If a parser only builds up
dependency constituents as intermediate products of the incremental interpre-
tation process, it does not have to make guesses about heads that may be found
later on in the input, which is in fact what representations like AR.R(a)(b) ex-
press.
An argument against this approach to incrementality could be that in the case
of a long list of premodifiers, processing is delayed until the noun has been lo-
cated. Note, however, that there is every reason to delay interpretation of the
modifier since it depends on the head: for instance, the meaning of adjectives
like red depends on the noun it combines with: compare red apple with red hair
(Partee 1984: 290). Semantically, the adjective should be viewed as a function
that returns a value given an argument. So until a noun has been encoun-
tered it is not possible to determine the exact interpretation of the adjective.
Therefore, there is nothing wrong with delaying interpretation until the noun
has been encountered (Bunt (1984) also comes to this conclusion). Of course,
lexical access activates the lexical item red, so its underdetermined semantics is
activated, and available at the moment the noun is found.
This process applies more generally: upon encountering the noun tea in a sen-
tence, the interpreter cannot decide whether the interpretation tea leaves or
drink is meant. Only in connection with a verb (e.g. to drink tea, to purchase
tea), the meaning may be properly specified.
We conclude therefore that dependency parsing gives an adequate interpretation
to the notion of incrementality.

Formalization

In chapter 4 we introduced a dependency calculus. There we also mentioned
an earlier approach of Hepple (1991) who presents a system of Categorial re-
duction rules that recognizes the set of constituents Barry and Pickering (1990)
regard as dependency constituents. However, as we stated before, the rules of
these systems are derivable theorems of L, and the problem with these systems
is precisely that these rules are theorems of L that have to be stipulated. L0-
gics weaker than L should be formulated in terms of principled restrictions on
L rather than by stipulating reduction rules. Thus, there are methodological
problems with Hepple's approach.
Here we present a subsystem of the dependency calculus, which consists of rules
that can be derived in the dependency calculus in a way similar to Moortgat's
(1988, 1990) M-system we have presented before. Our aim here is a calculus
similar to M which takes dependency relations into account. To find this cal-
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culus, we will look at the rules of M and see what counterparts of these rules
are partial derivations in D.The resulting system has the properties of M that
make it useful for incremental interpretation, and only recognizes dependency
constituents as we have defined them, because all rules are partial derivations
in D.

Base case The "base case" of M is the following rule.

Z::}Y
X/Y,Z ::}* X[/Ml]

Its counterparts have the following partial derivations in D. To start with, there
are two possibilities for the type constructor in the antecedent: a strong one
and a weak one. The derivation of the weak one is as follows.

Z::}Y X::}X
-----[o-]L
(Xo-- Y, Z)r ::} X

Leaving out the second axiom results in the following derived inference rule.

Z::}Y
-----[MDo-l]
(Xo-Y,Z), ::}* X

Likewise, we derive a rule for the strong type constructor, and the left-looking
companions of these rules.

Z::}Y
------[MD-l]
(X- Y, Z)l ::}* X

Z::}Y
-----[MD-ol]
(Z,Y-oX)1::}* X

Z=>Y
------[MD-l]
(Z, Y-X)r ::}* X

Generalization over the argument
generalizes over the argument.

The second rule in M is the rule which

z, w ::}* Y

X/Y,Z=>*X/W[/M2
j

Instantiation of the I-type constructor with a weak weigthed type constructor is
not possible: the partial derivation would require a Right-rule for these connec-
tives, which is not present in the calculus. In case of a strong type constructor
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in the succedent, there are two possibilities for the type constructor in the an-
tecedent: either it is weak, or it is strong. In both cases partial derivation in D
is possible.

(X,Y), => Z W => W
-------[-1)
(W_Z, (X,Y),), => W
--------[assoc]
«W-Z, X)" Y), => W
-------[-R]
(W-Z, X), => W- Y

(X,Y), => Z W => W
-------[o-L]
(Wo-Z, (X,Y)')r => W
--------t[assoc]
«Wo-Z, X)r, Y), => W
-------[-R]
(Wo-Z, X), => W- Y

The resulting rules are the following

(X,Y), =>* Z
-------[MD-21]
(W-Z, X), =>* W-Y

(X,Y), =>* Z
-------[MD-2r]
(Wo-Z, X), =>* W-Y

Generalization over the result category The third crucial rule in M was
the following one.

Z, X/Y =>* W/y[!M3]
Z, X =>* W

Here, we have a similar consideration as in the previous case. Succedents with
weak constructors are not possible due to the fact that we do not have Right-
rules for this constructor at our disposal: the succedent type constructor should
thus be strong. There are two possibilities for the antecedent constructor, but
only one of these results in derivation, and thus in a rule. In both cases, there
are two possibilities for the weights.
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(Z, (XI>-Y, Y),), ~ W
~"':'-----':"""~--[asSOc]
«Z, XI>-Y)" Y), ~ W
~------[I-R]
(Z, XI>-Y), ~ W-Y

(Z,X), ~ W Y ~ Y
-------[-1]
(Z, (X-Y, Y),), ~ W
..:...-;....:.-----.:......~--[asSOC]
«Z, X- Y)" Y), ~ W
~--~~--[-R]
(Z, X-Y), ~ W-Y

(Z,X)r ~ W Y ~ Y
-------[-L]
(Z, (X- Y, Y)')r ~ W
--------[asSOC]
«Z, X- Y)r, Y), ~ W
~--:"'-~--[-R]
(Z, X-Y)r ~ W-Y

The resulting rules are the following.

(Z,X), ~. W
-------I[MD_3Ij
(Z, X-Y), ~* W-Y

(Z,X)r ~* W
-------[MD-3rj
(Z, X- Y)r ~* W- Y

Resulting Calculus To repeat, the calculus that results from our excercise so
far combines the properties of D with the properties of M: it is an incremental
interpreter, which only recognized dependency constituents as we have defined
them. We will refer to it as MD.
In (6.12) an example is presented. First, John and kicks are connected (1) .
Then, s-np is not combined with npo-n, since this combination would not
result in a dependency constituent. Instead, the determiner and the noun are
combined to form an np-type (2). The remaining sequent may now be reduced
to form a sentence (3).

6.3.3 Concluding remarks
The principle underlying the processing model presented in this chapter, de-
pendency parsing, ensures a more efficient and realistic way of parsing for CG
than earlier proposals. If a parser is allowed to only construct meaningful units,
efficient and realistic incremental parsing of Categorial Grammars is possible.
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Definition 6.60 (Incremental Dependency Calculus, MD)

Z~Y
------I[MD.-l]
(x.-Y, z), ~. X

Z~Y
-----[MD-<ll]
(Z, Y -oX), ~. X

(X,Y),~·Z
--";"-~---I[MD.-21]
(W.-Z, X), ~. w.-Y

(Z,X), ~ W
-------I[MD.-31]
(Z, x.-Y), ~ W.-Y

(X,Y)",~. CutT(Cut)~Z
---------[M-Cut]

T«X, Y)",)~ Z

«U,T)r, V), ~ W

(U, (T, V),)r ~ W

«U,T)r, V)r ~ W

(U, (T, V)r)r ~ W

Z~Y
-----[MD<>-l]
(X<>-Y,Z)r ~. X

Z~Y
------[MD_.l]
(Z, Y....xi, ~. X

(X,Y),~. Z
---~---[MD.-2r]
(w<>-z,X), ~. W.- Y

(W, Z), ~. Y
-~-~---f[MD_.21]
(Z, Y-oX), ~. W_.X

(Z,X)r ~. W
-------t[MD.-3r]
(Z,X'-Y)r ~. W.-Y

X~X

(T, (V, U)')r ~ W

«T,V)r, U), ~ W

(T, (V, U),), ~ W

«T,V)" U), ~ W
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6.4 Resolution of ambiguity

Besides the fact that CG interprets the notion of incremental processing in an
overly strict manner, little attention has been paid to lexical ambiguity in CG.
But given the purpose of this thesis, ambiguity and its resolution are crucial
topics. For the interpretation of idioms, two issues are of importance: when
and how are ambiguities between idiomatic and nonidiomatic readings resolved;
on the basis of what information is the ambiguity resolved? To answer these
questions, first two psycholinguistic models are discussed which make general
claims about knowledge sources that playa role in the interpretation process.
Secondly, psycholinguistic research on idiom processing is discussed. From this
discussion we will conclude that the lexicon can play an important role for
disambiguation. A formalization of this idea in Categorial Logic is presented in
the next section.

6.4.1 Modularity and interactivity

Several knowledge sources are involved in determining the interpretation of a
sentence. There are in principle two kinds of models of how these sources inter-
act in time. The first kind of model is in line with the modularity programme
(Fodor 1983), and assumes that the information flow within the language pro-
cessor is strictly bottom-up and all knowledge sources are autonomous. For
instance, knowledge about the world has no influence upon word recognition
(a modular model in which a limited form of top-down processing is allowed
may be found in Briscoe (1987)). Interactive models on the other hand, are
based on the opposite assumption that all knowledge sources operate interac-
tively in the time course of language processing. E.g.' encyclopedic knowledge
(knowledge of the world) interacts with other knowledge sources during natural
language processing. The main aims of this section are, first, to present re-
sults of psycholinguistic research which indicate that an interactive architecture
is the most plausible one for natural language processing. But secondly, it is
argued that this does not mean that all processing actually takes place in an
interactive fashion, that is, with the use of all knowledge sources. The use of as
little knowledge and as few knowledge sources as possible during interpretation,
clearly reduces the load on the interpretation process. So, explanations for pro-
cessing phenomena should be sought on as Iowa level of processing as possible.
In a CG-based processor, this implies lexical guidance: the information that is
represented in lexical items and in the structure of the lexicon contributes to the
interpretation process. It is claimed, for instance, that idiomatic expressions are
conventionally interpreted as such and not in their nonidiomatic interpretation,
solely on the basis of lexical information.
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Modularity

According to the modularity programme (Fodor 1983) the language processing
module is a so-called 'input system'. Input systems transform the output of
transducers (that merely alter the format of input) into representations that
characterize the arrangement of things in the world, and make these available
to a central processor. Input modules are fast, mandatory.l" and information-
encapsulated. Furthermore the central processor has limited access to the men-
tal representations that input systems compute.
For the present discussion, information encapsulation is the most important
property of input systems. To be information-encapsulated means that a sys-
tem has access to information other modules have no access to. Furthermore,
feedback from higher levels cannot penetrate into the input system: only the
output of the input system is available to higher levels.
The paradigm argument in favour of top-down information flow in natural lan-
guage processing, namely the context effects on lexical access (Swinney 1979)
are explained within the modularity framework as a purely lexical phenomenon.
Associative relations between items exists within the lexicon. No intelligent eva-
luation of options takes place but rather 'brute facilitation' of these items via
these associative relations. The fact that all senses of a word are activated at
first, and not just the one that could be expected within a certain context, de-
monstrates this unintelligence.
Associative relations "are the means whereby stupid processing systems manage
to behave as though they were smart ones" (Fodor 1983:81). Connections in
the lexicon are not 'knowledge': "it is simply the mechanism of the contextual
adjustment of response thresholds" (Fodor 1983:81).
Modularity implies that the syntactic processor makes choices on the basis of
structural properties of a sentence, and not on the basis of contextual informa-
tion. Meanings of ambiguous words are selected on the basis of simple spreading
activation mechanisms but not on the basis of higher-order contextual factors,
or real world knowledge.

Interactivity

In contrast to modular models, interactive models hold that knowledge sources
are not autonomous, but operate in an interactive way. There is two-way com-
munication between the sources. However, top-down processing cannot replace
bottom-up processing:

"( ...) the printed words themselves are usually the best information
source a reader has, and they can seldom be entirely replaced by
guesses from the preceding context. Thus the top-down processes
can influence the bottom-up ones, but their role is to participate

14Human beings cannot prevent understanding language as naturollanguage.
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in selecting interpretations rather than to dominate the bottom-up
processes" (Just and Carpenter, 1980: 352)

The strongest evidence in favour of interactive models is presented by Marslen-
Wilson and Tyler (1980), who have shown in a number of experiments that con-
textual information influences word recognition, a lower level process. Further
psycholinguistic evidence may be found in Crain and Steedman (1982). They
show that the resolution of the syntactic ambiguities in their experiment

"rests not with structural mechanisms, but rather with immediate,
almost word-by-word interaction with semantics and reference to the
context." (Crain en Steedman 1982:321)

Taraban and McClelland A study of Taraban and McClelland (1988) is
discussed in detail in this section, since it is a study on interactive modelling
that argues explicitly against an important principle in this thesis, namely that
of lexical guidance.
Taraban and McClelland investigate the assignment of thematic roles to consti-
tuents. This process has two stages: determining the position of a constituent
in the syntactic structure, and assigning a thematic role. Taraban and Me-
Clelland argue against the idea that ambiguities are resolved on the basis of
Minimal Attachment.P Minimal Attachment predicts for (6.13) that the pp
is interpreted as a vp modifier, and not an np modifier: syntactic information
determines pp-attachment here. This results, in the case of the b-sentence, in
reinterpretation, and thus in a longer reading time for the b-sentence than for
the a-sentence. Frazier and Rayner (1987) show that this is in fact the case.

(6.13) a. The spy saw the cop with binoculars.
b. The spy saw the cop with the revolver.

Taraban and McClelland offer an alternative interpretation of these results: the
revision is due to the expectations the reader has about the sentence's content,
and these expectations are based upon contextual information.

"subjects generate expectations for the role assignment of upcoming
constituents and use these to guide the processing of these constitu-
ents, and with the assumption that these expectations are based in
part on the content of the sentence, rather than simply its syntactic
form." (p. 622)

To investigate this alternative interpretation, Taraban and McClelland con-
trasted the sentences in (6.13) with those in (6.14)

(6.14) a.
b.

The reporter exposed the corruption in the article.
The reporter exposed the corruption in the government.

l5i.e. on the basis of a preference for analyses that assume the least number of nodes.
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The pp in (6.14a) is minimally attached though not expected on the basis of the
context, whereas (6.14b) is not minimally attached though expected. Taraban
and McClelland find that sentences in which the attachment of the pp is not
'expected' require more processing time.
An alternative explanation of both results from the Frazier and Rayner and the
Taraban and McClelland study could be given in terms of lexical guidance: all
lexical forms specify thematic roles, and some forms are preferred over others.
When slow-down in processing occurs this is because an erroneously selected
lexical form must be replaced by another. Taraban and McClelland present
three arguments against lexical guidance. In the first place, lexical guidance
requires represention of expectations about attachment and the roles of consti-
tuents in the grammar for nouns. In the second place,

" (...) remote information outside the clause containing a prepo-
sitional phrase whose attachment is at issue, appears to influence
attachment decisions." (ibid. p. 623).

T&M present two examples taken from Ford et 3.1. (1982) to illustrate this.

(6.15) a. When he arrived at our doorstep,
I could see that Joe carried a package for Susan.

b. Whenever she got tired, Joe carried a package for Susan.

In the third place, it is unclear which factors initiate backtracking in the case of
lexical guidance. A thematic postprocessor has been proposed in the literature,
but T&M state that this looks very much like postulating an underspecified
module to which arbitrary problems may be relegated.
This criticism could be parried as follows. First, it is possible to have nouns
subcategorize for attachment and roles of constituents. With corruption a type
like nfpp could be associated. The roles of constituents could be included with
the use of types or predicates in the semantic representation. Secondly, the
assignment of thematic roles to lexical items and arguments of functor categories
and failure of the unification between subcategorized for and actual thematic
roles initiates backtracking, that is, the selection of other lexical items. Lastly,
Taraban and McClelland themselves note that

"Experimentally (... ) the materials used in the present experiments
do not rule out the possibility that initial processing decisions are
based only on expectations associated with the heads of constituents
to which an item might be attached." (ibid. p. 624)

Conclusion From the discussion of modular and interactive models it may
be concluded that interactivity is certainly a property of processing models, but
that it is not necessarily the case that all information is used in all cases.
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We shall assume that lexical guidance contributes to the efficiency of the in-
terpretation process, because ambiguities can be solved on the basis of lexical
information, and consequently an appeal to information in higher modules has
to be made less frequently. This is the position that we argue for. We will not
attempt to seek explanations for the processes underlying the interpretation of
sentences such as 6.15 here.

6.4.2 Idioms and ambiguity in psycholinguistics
With respect to resolution of ambiguity in the case of idioms several studies
have been carried out that investigate the order in which alternative interpre-
tations are considered. Three models are discussed here. In the first model the
nonidiomatic meaning is processed first, in the second the idiomatic meaning is
processed first, and in the third model both are processed in parallel.

N onidiomatic meaning first The first model is related to the idiom list
hypothesis (Bobrow and Bell 1973) and has it that idiomatic meaning is only
considered when nonidiomatic interpretation fails. This would imply that it
should take longer to interpret an idiomatic expression as such, since it re-
quires reinterpretation. However, processing of sentences containing idioms or
metaphors doesn't take more time than sentences containing nonidiomatic con-
stituents (Ortony et al. 1979; Swinney and Cutler 1979). It may therefore
be concluded that nonidiomatic meanings are not computed before idiomatic
meanings.

Idiomatic meaning first The reverse option has been investigated: upon
encountering an idiomatic expression, the idiomatic meaning is activated first,
and if it cannot be integrated with the previous discourse, the nonidiomatic
meaning is constructed. Part of the data presented in favour of this model
were not obtained in on-line studies. Gibbs (1980) didn't measure reading
times of sentences containing idiomatic expressions, but latencies of paraphrases
judgements presented after the subject had read the sentences that contained
the idiom. Schweigert (1986) draws conclusions on the basis of an experiment
in which no difference in processing time was found between idiomatic and
nonidiomatic interpretations of an idiom.
A number of on-line studies show that expressions are processed faster in their
idiomatic sense than in their nonidiomatic sense (Ortony et al. 1979; Estill and
Kemper 1982). It might therefore be concluded that the idiomatic interpretation
is processed before the nonidiomatic interpretation.

Parallel processing An alternative hypothesis is that the idiomatic and no-
nidiomatic interpretation are considered in parallel (Swinney and Cutler 1979).
The fact that idiomatic expressions are processed faster in their idiomatic sense
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than in their nonidiomatic sense then could be due to the fact that the meaning
of idioms doesn't have to be computed but may be found in the lexicon, thereby
reducing processing time.
The latter model seems in line with the experimental results in psycholinguistic
idiom research, but also with results from Swinney (1979) indicating that even
in strongly biased contexts all meanings of an ambiguous word are accessed.

Conclusion Psycholinguistic experiments clearly indicate that idioms are only
processed once all relevant lexical material has been encountered in the input.
With respect to the order in which the idiomatic and the nonidiomatic interpre-
tation are processed, the data are not conclusive, but it should at least be noted
that an idiomatic interpretation is not simply attempted after the nonidiomatic
interpretation has failed. In the sequel, we will see that the data are conclusive
where this concerns a preference for the idiomatic interpretation.

6.5 Incremental processing and the hierarchi-
cal lexicon

6.5.1 Introduction
The hierarchical structure of the lexicon that was presented in chapter 5 not
only allows for a nonredundant representation of idioms, it may also contribute
to the efficiency of the parsing process. Here, two techniques for incrementally
accessing the hierarchical lexicon are presented which contribute to the effi-
ciency of the parser. The representational nonautonomy of categorial grammar,
and the fact that sequent rules describe how the parser proceeds, enable the
calculus to reason about hierarchical lexicon structures. Application to idioms
provides a heuristic for resolving the ambiguity between idiomatic and nonidi-
omatic reading.

6.5.2 Windowing and lexical ambiguity
The inheritance relation introduced in chapter 5 is useful for incremental pro-
cessing in the presence of lexical syntactic ambiguities and helps us overcome
one of the problems of strict immediacy.

One of the sources of lexical ambiguity is the existence of multiple subcate-
gorization frames of a verb. During incremental processing, one of the subcate-
gorization frames of an ambiguous word has to be selected. How this choice is
made is unclear in most of the categorial work that claims to model incremental
processing, because ambiguity is not often at issue.l" An example illustrates

16Ades and Steedman (1982) even state this explicitly.
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this. (6.16-6.18) shows part of the derivation of John gave a book to Mary.

(6.16) John gave

np ((np\s)/pp)/np

(6.17) John gave

np (np\s)/pp

(6.18) John gave

np (np\s)

A problem for most categorial parsers here is that they are forced to choose one
of the subcategorization frames to make the first reduction in the derivation.
There is, however, no indication which frame should be selected. In case a frame
is selected that is incorrect, backtracking is necessary when further material in
the input is incompatible with this frame.

After having encountered John gave, the parser in fact only has to commit
itself to the assumption that there is (at least) one np-argument to the verb,
that the result category is s, and that this argument is the subject. Whether
the continuation is intransitive, transitive or ditransitive cannot be decided at
this point, and should be left unspecified. In terms of the hierarchical relation
between the frames motivated in chapter 5 (compare the inheritance hierarchy
for kick in (5.45)) the parser should commit itself to the assumption that the
np is the subject of the signs in the hierarchy, but it does not have to commit
itself to any of these signs. The parser can, while incrementally processing a
sentence, keep a window on the lexical structure, which becomes smaller iff there
is evidence in the input that one of the frames is the right frame. This tech-
nique models a careful version of immediacy. Since parts of the information are
shared among the different frames, no information gets lost. This technique of
careful incremental lexicon access is referred to as windowing. It may be viewed
as a syntactic counterpart to the semantic Polaroid Words of Hirst (1988), for
which the meanings become more specific (develop) in the light of evidence in
the input, except that Polaroid Words are active objects.

Since the hierarchical structure of the lexicon can be made visible to the par-
ser by means of the inheritance ordering, it is possible to model windowing by
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means of inference rules that do not only take signs, but also the hierarchical
relations between these signs into consideration. In definition (6.19) inference
rules which take hierarchies of signs into consideration are presented. Together
with the M-system, these rules form a calculus which enables incremental pro-
cessing and incremental access to the lexicon.
The inference rule has two instances. In the first case the mother is used for
further processing. In the second case, the daughter is used for further proces-
sing. In line with representational nonautonomy these rules thus describe what
the processor does while assembling a semantic representation. In (example
6.20) an example is presented.

(6.19) U, mother, V=?* Z
---------[I\lrm( other)]
U, mother/vdaughter, V =?* Z

U, daughter, V ::}* Z
-----..:....-----[I\lrd(aughter)]
U, motherl\daughter, V =?* Z

(6.20) np => np
-------,(3)

np => np s.... np np =>* s
----..:.--.--:=------j(l) [AL-d](2)
np np __ (sA(s .... np») =>* (sA(s .... np») (sA(s .... np) np =>* s
-=--=-......;.......;.-~~--....:.--....:.-~~----....:.--....:.-....:....:..:..-.:~-[M-Cut]

np np __ (sA(s .... npj) np => s

The parser starts with the combination John and kicks (1). John serves as the
argument of the sign, resulting in a semantic representation in which John is the
subject argument. Then, the combination of the resulting category with Mary
is attempted. The intransitive frame does not fit here since there is one more
np in the input, but the transitive frame does (2). John kicks and Mary are
combined (3). In case of the intransitive, detransitivization would be applied.
Since there is no more material in the input, the parser stops.
Windowing commits the parser to the information that is present in the input:
constituents that maintain head-argument relations are reduced, so the process
is incremental and immediate in sofar as the thematic structure is concerned.
The parser does not commit itself, however, to lexical information it has not
yet access to. Therefore, erroneous parses, based on erroneous lexical choices
are prevented.

6.5.3 Lexical preferences and the hierarchical lexicon
Besides windowing an equally important source of information that may be
exploited to render the interpretation process more efficient in case of ambiguity
is lexical preferences. To indicate the importance of lexical preferences, this
section opens with a short discussion of preferences as they have been proposed
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in the literature. Then, lexical preferences are formalised. They follow from the
structure of the lexicon, which was independently motivated on the ground that
it captures linguistic generalizations. Inference rules model legal steps of the
parsing process in this respect, and heuristic information is thus integrated in
a principled and formal way in the interpretation process. The disambiguation
of idiomatic expressions serves as an example.

Preference strategies

Several preference strategies have been proposed for guiding parsers. Amongst
these are structural, syntactic preferences like Right association (Kimball 1973),
which says that a modifier is best attached to the rightmost verb(phrase), or
noun(phrase} it can modify, and Minimal Attachment (Frazier and Fodor 1978),
which says that the analysis that requires the least number of nodes in the
syntactic tree should be preferred .17

Semantic preferences are illustrated in (6.21) and (6.22). The modifiers in both
cases are best attached against any syntactic preferences (see Schubert 1984,
1986; Wilks et al. 1985).

(6.21)

(6.22)

John met the girl that he married at the dance.

John saw the bird with the red beak.

Evidence for the existence of preferences based upon contextual information has
been provided by experiments that investigated interactive models (see discus-
sion above).
Lexical preferencing (Ford et al. 1982) refers to the preferences that functor
categories have for certain arguments. For instance, the verb to go can either
occur as an intransitive verb that can be modified by a pp with the prosodic
form to + X, or it can take this pp as an argument. The second frame is the
preferred frame, since it represents the simplest hypothesis about the structure
of the input. Therefore, the prepositional phrase should best be regarded as an
argument to the verb and not as a vp-modifier.

In general, the existence of all of these preference strategies should be ack-
nowledged. Still, there are two general arguments for giving lexical preferences
a special status. First, from empirical, corpus-based studies it may be concluded
that lexical preferences are successful heuristics for resolving ambiguity (Whit-
temore et al. (1990); Hobbs and Bear (1990)). Secondly, although ambiguities
may be resolved at any level of processing, lexical processing takes place on a
lower level since higher levels depend on lexical information. Resolution of am-
biguity on a low level ensures that higher levels of processing are not bothered
with ambiguities occurring on lower levels. Therefore, while it may be equally

17See also Shieber (1983) and Hobbs and Bear (1990).
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possible to model the behaviour of the parser as a lexically guided or as, for
instance, a contextually guided process, the former should be preferred since it
is a lower-level process (that is, other, higher processes depend on the output
of this process). In the case of an idiomatic expression, for example, it is more
efficient to decide that the idiom should be interpreted on the basis of the mere
fact that it is an idiom, than on the basis of consultation of some model of the
context. Since lexical preferences are successful heuristics that operate on a low
level, there is sufficient reason to model them in a principled and formal way.

Formalization of lexical preferences

The formalization of lexical preferences proposed here is another application of
the principle of priority to the instance (Hudson 1980): the parser prefers more
specific information to less specific information. If two subcategorization frames
of, for instance, go maintain an inheritance relation (e.g. np\s '>« (np\s)/pp)
and both apply, the more specific frame should be preferred. The direction d
(for daughter; m is for mother) confirms that the daughter should be conside-
red first. Note that lexical preferences are not statistically but linguistically
motivated: lexical preferences follow from the specificity of information in the
lexicon.
As was the case with windowing, lexical preferencing can be modeled by me-
ans of the inference rules which take inheritance relations into account. The
implementation of this preference is quite simple. The rules for elimination of
the A-operator are ordered in such a way that the inference engine views the
category as a functor first, and next as the argument of a modifier (see definition
6.61; A « B denotes that A should be applied before B).

(6.23) mother> ddaughter U, mother, V => Z
--------------I[A >dL-mother]

U, mother/vdaughter, V => Z
motherc-zdaughter U, daughter, V=> Z
------.:....---------[A >dL-daughterJ

U, motherzvdaughter, V=> Z
mother>mdaughter U, mother, V => Z
--------------[A >mL-mother]

U, motherAdaughter, V => Z
mother>mdaughter U, daughter, V=> Z
---------------[A >mL-daughterJ

U, mothecAdaughter, V => Z

Definition 6.61 (Order of application)
fA >mL-motherJ < < fA >mL-daughter}
fA >dL-daughterJ « fA >dL-motherJ

Note that without the inheritance relation the boolean operator A does not
enable the implementation of this kind of preference. It is, of course, possible
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to order the categories «(np\s)/pp : to) " (np\s», and to order the rules that
eliminate boolean connectives (first category first). However, the order of these
categories must be stipulated, whereas with the hierarchical lexicon structure
assumed here, the relation between the categories is linguistically motivated.
Prefering forms with higher frequency to those with lower frequency, is not an
alternative either: more specific forms do not necessarily appear more frequently
than the forms they inherit from.

Examples Schubert (1984, 1986) presents a number of sentences which he
claims show a preference for attachment which cannot be explained on the ba-
sis of structural, syntactic preferences. The preference to attach, for example,
<from+_, pp> to disappearance can, however, be modeled as a lexical prefe-
rence if disappearance (as well as disappear) optionally subcategorizes for this
prepositional phrase. The form with the pp then prevails over the form without
the pp. The same argument applies to (6.25-6.28; daughter categories are fully
specified) .

(6.24) John was alarmed by the disappearance of the administrator
from head office.
disappearance: n »« (n/ < pp, from + - > / < pp, of + - >

(6.25) John discussed the girl that he met with his mother.
discuss: «np\s)/np >d «np\s)/ < pp, with + _ > )/np

(6.26) John abandoned the attempt to please Mary.
attempt: n >d (n/ < np, to + - > \Sto_in! »

(6.27) Sue had difficulties with her teachers.
difficulties: n '>« (n/ < pp, with + - »

(6.28) a.
b.

John met the girl that he married at a dance.
John married the girl that he met at a dance.
marry: «np\s)/np
met: «np\s»/np '>« «np\s)/pp)/np

6.5.4 Idioms and parsing preferences
Conventionality and idiom processing

Idiomatic expressions can in most cases be interpreted nonidiomatically as
well.18 However, it has been frequently observed that idiomatic phrases are ra-
rely interpreted in a nonidiomatic sense (Koller 1977:13; Chafe 1968:123; Gross

18Exceptions are idioms that contain words occurring in idioms only (spic and span, queer
the pitch), and idioms whose syntactic form is rescricted to the idiom (trip the light fantastic).
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1984:278; Swinney 1981:208). Also, psycholinguistic research indicates that
if there is ambiguity, the idiomatic reading is clearly preferred (Gibbs 1980;
Schraw et al. 1988; Schweigert 1986; Schweigert and Moates 1988). The phe-
nomenon that idiomatic phrases are best interpreted idiomatically, is referred
to as the 'conventionality' principle (Gibbs 1980). The application of this prin-
ciple is not restricted to idioms. For instance, compounds are not interpreted
compositionally, but according to the lexical, conventional meaning (Swinney
1981).19
If the conventionality principle could be modeled in an appropriate way, it would
be of considerable help in dealing with idioms. As soon as the idiom has been
identified, the ambiguity can be resolved and 'higher' knowledge sources do not
have to be used to solve the ambiguity. In Stock's (1989) approach to ambig-
uity resolution the idiomatic and the nonidiomatic analysis are processed in
parallel. An external scheduling function gives priority to one of these analyses.
Higher-level knowledge sources are thus necessary to decide upon the correct
interpretation. Van der Linden and Kraaij (1990) discuss two alternative for-
malizations for conventionality. One extends the notion of continuation class
from two-level morphology. The other is a simple localist connectionist model.
Here, another model is presented which is based on the specificity of information
in the hierarchical structure of the lexicon. In PHRAN (Wilensky and Arens
1980), specificity plays a role, but only in suggesting patterns that match the
input: evaluation takes place on the basis of length and order of the patterns.
Zernik and Dyer (1987) present lexical representations for idioms, but do not
discuss ambiguity.

Conventionality and the hierarchical lexicon

The ordering of rules for the inheritance relation can be applied to the relation
between idioms and verbs as well. If a specificity relation between a verb and
an idiom holds, the specific information (the daughter) takes precedence over
the more general information (the mother). 20

As was mentioned in section 6.5.3, without an inheritance relation the boolean
operator 1\ does not allow for the implementation of this kind of preference.
Nor is it possible to model this using frequency counts. It is unlikely that on
the basis of frequency the idiom will in all cases be preferred to the verb.

19Words may be formed by regular rules, but their meaning will undergo 'semantic drift',
obscuring the compositional nature of the complex word.

201ncase a verb occurs in more than one idiomatic expression, for instance, kick the bucket
and kick one's heels, only the idiomatic expression that is possible on the basis of the input
is used.
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The example illustrates how windowing, incremental processing, and lexical
preferences interact in an analysis of an idiomatic expression.
(1) After the lexicalization of John and kicked it becomes possible to form a
flexible constituent on the basis of these two words. The result of this step is
that, semantically, John is viewed as the subject of any of the verbs in the kick
hierarchy.
(2) Upon encountering bucket first the and bucket are reduced to an np with
prosodic representation the + bucket. Now it becomes possible to descend in
the kick hierarchy.
(3) First the choice between the transitive and the intransitive form is made.
(4) Next the choice between the nonidiomatic and the idiomatic form is made.
Note that in the derivation dependency, and semantics has been left out to
improve readability. The dependency relations are similar to those in example
(6.12); the first derivation of the sentence results in the assignment of the mean-
ing df e Cjobn).

Note that this analysis agrees with the psycholinguistic principles mentioned
above. First, the idiomatic expression is not activated as soon as the first word
of the idiom has been encountered: when kick is has been found, the kick»
hierarchy is processed up to the subject-np. Secondly, as soon as all relevant
lexical material has been encountered in the input, it becomes possible to con-
sider the idiom in the analysis. Thirdly, the nonidiomatic and the idiomatic
form are both considered in the analysis. Fourthly, the idiomatic reading is
preferred to the nonidiomatic reading.
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Associative relations in the lexicon may overrule conventionality. An example
illustrates this. In Dutch een strop hebben (to have a hangman's rope) is an
idiom, which means approximately to suffer a serious financial set-back. In
(6.30) this idiomatic interpretation is favoured because of the cooccurrencewith
salesman. In (6.31), however, priming of the nonidiomaticmeaning of rope by
executioner is stronger and the sentence gets a nonidiomatic interpretation. A
garden-path construction is therefore possible (6.33, from Dijkstra and Kempen
1984). In (6.32) man is no 'prime' for either, and the idiomatic interpretation
is preferred on the basis of 'conventionality'.

(6.30) De zakenman had een strop.
The salesman had a rope.

(6.31) De beul had een strop.
The executioner had a rope.

(6.32) De man had een strop.
The man had a rope.

(6.33) De beul had een strop, want er was niemand om te hangen.
The executioner had a rope
because there was nobody (for) to hang

This choice is made on the basis of associative relations within the lexicon, and
not on the basis of top-down contextual information.

Determinism

Windowing and Lexical Preferencing are nondeterministic processes. Although
the parser commits itself only to information it is certain about, and leaves other
choices implicit in the structure of the lexicon until it is able to choose (windo-
wing), it may mistake a vp-modifier for an argument. Lexical Preferencing also
is a nondeterministic process in that- backtracking is necessary when interpreta-
tions do not fit in the context. Although it is a linguistically motivated strategy,
it does not guarantee that the correct choice is made in all cases. In (6.34) the
idiomatic reading is preferred, but later on in the input it turns out that this
is not the correct interpretation. Yet, Marcus' Determinism Hypothesis states
that "( ...) all sentences which people can parse without conscious difficulty can
be parsed strictly deterministically" (Marcus 1980:6). It remains to be seen
whether people do not garden-path in (6.34). Note also that backtracking can
be easily modeled - it amounts to making a different choice between two items
that maintain an inheritance relation.

(6.34) John kicked the bucket and Mary the small pail.
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6.6 Concluding remarks
A theory of a class of expressions in Computational Linguistics should not only
provide a model of the linguistic behaviour of those expressions, but should also
provide a theory of the way a parser handles these expressions. In this chapter it
was shown that the incremental, immediate and lexically guided interpretation
of sentences containing idioms results in an attractive and efficient processing
model. Dependency parsing gives the right interpretation of immediacy. Incre-
mental access of the hierarchical structure of the lexicon can enhance the speed
and efficiency of ambiguity resolution. The hierarchical lexicon should thus not
only be viewed as a means for reducing redundancy, or as useful for developing
large lexicons, but also as a tool for making the parsing process faster and more
efficient.
The lexicalism and representational .l!0~au.tonomy of Categorial Logic allow for
a principled and formal way of modelling a 'lexicon-sensitive' parser. Categorial
rules not only model the combination of signs to form other signs, but also the
process of parsing lexical ambiguities. Therefore, one might say that Categorial
Logic is a theory of computation as well as a theory of grammar.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

The present chapter summarizes the main results of this thesis, and discusses
some topics that could be of interest for future research.

7.1 Main findings
This thesis has presented a theory of idioms in the field of computational lin-
guistics. Both the representation and the processing of idioms are discussed.
The formal theory in which the account is embedded, is Categorial Logic.

With respect to the linguistic topic of this thesis, idioms, it was claimed that
these are expressions whose semantic aspects are subject to idiomaticity. Idi-
omaticity is the semantic property of a complex expression that some aspects
of its meaning are exclusively a part of the meaning of the whole expression.
This definition has advantages over definitions that can be found elsewhere in
the literature: traditionally, idioms are defined as expressions whose meaning
is not subject to compositionality, but no indication is given of the principles
that control the meanings of idioms (chapter ~).

A property of idioms that received special attention was their syntactic flexi-
bility (chapter 3). The most important conclusion with respect .to this issue
was that the alleged difference between idiomatic and nonidiomatic expressions
one can find in the literature, is not corroborated by observations: idioms do
not or hardly deviate from nonidiomatic expressions. Moreover, their syntactic
behaviour does not have to be explained in terms of properties that are specific
to idioms, but must be explained in more general terms.

To formalize idiomaticity in Categorial Logic, a framework that is in principle
geared towards compositional interpretation, a sign-based version of Categorial
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Logic was proposed in which the relation between form and meaning is a pro-
perty of the elements in the lexicon. The so-called lexicalist principle has scope
over the relation between form and meaning.
The calculi of Categorial Logic offer various structural possibilities such as as-
sociativity, commutativity and dependency, which were carfully incorporated in
the formalism used in this thesis. Restricted permutation was included in the
form of so-called three-place sign constructors; dependency and associativity
were included by means of structural rules with restricted applicability, and
modal operators (chapter 4). The structure of the categoriallexicon, neglected
in most categorial work, was investigated and a proposal was presented for as-
signing a hierarchical structure to it (chapter 5). The hierarchical structure
of the lexicon plays a role for syntactic flexibility: the identical behaviour of
idioms and their verbal heads can be modeled by means of inheritance.

The model for incremental interpretation that was proposed in this thesis (chap-
ter 6) entails a more efficient and psychologically more adequate version of im-
mediate interpretation than other incremental categorial models. The calculus
for incremental interpretation only allows for reduction of two adjacent expres-
sions if these maintain a dependency relation. The hierarchical structure of the
lexicon plays a role in the efficient interpretation of possibly idiomatic expres-
sions. The ambiguity between the idiomatic and the nonidiomatic reading of
an idiom can be resolved with the heuristic that more specific information in
the lexicon, i.e. the idiom, should be preferred over less specific information,
its head. The fact that categoriallogic allows for reasoning about the structure
of the lexicon shows that it not only serves as a formal theory of the represen-
tation of natural language, but a formal theory of natural language processing,
or computation, as well.

7.2 Future Research
Although the research in this thesis has resulted in interesting and coherent
observations about a certain class of expressions, idioms, a formal grammatical
theory, Categorial Logic, and an account for these expressions in this theory,
there are of course issues in these areas to which too little attention has been
paid due to limitations in space and time. These issues eagerly await future
research.

Linguistic issues

From a linguistic point of view, there are three important topics for further
investigations: delimitation of the class of structures subject to idiomaticity, a
functional explanation for idioms, and fixed expressions.
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An important issue is the delimitation of the class of structures that can be
subject to idiomaticity. In GB it is claimed that this class is limited, but the
definition of idiomatic signs in this thesis does not incorporate such observations.
A first step here would be an extensive comparison of the syntactic structures
of GB with the structure of signs in Categorial Logic. However, at the same
time, we should look at other expressions: for instance, little is known about
what set of expressions can be interpreted compositionally.
Perhaps dependency constituency plays a role in this respect: we conjecture
that (i) an idiom is a dependency constituent and (ii) the open arguments of
the sign that represents it are also dependency constituents. So, kick the bucket
is a dependency constituent, and its open subject argument is a dependency con-
stituent as well. This conjecture would predict the existence of subject idioms,
which is in contrast with current hypotheses in GB (Everaert 1989). However,
examples of true subject idioms exist.

(7.1) a.
b.

A little bird told me that ....
Rumour has it that .....

We also conjecture that so-called constructions (Fillmore et al. 1988) follow
this definition.

Apart from the suggestions we cited in the introduction, the literature says
very little about functional explanations for the existence of idioms, i.e. why
there are idioms in natural languages at all. Although this has been claimed, we
do not think there are principal differences between the complexity of meanings
of idioms and nonidioms (although there are differences between the meanings
of idioms and their nonidiomatic counterparts).
The findings in this thesis only suggest a processing difference. Since the mea-
ning of an idiom is a property of the expression as a whole, it does not have to
be computed in the course of processing a sentence. This makes idioms easy to
process.

Fixation, which is one of the properties of idioms, can also be a property of
nonidiomatic expressions.' We conjecture that these expressions can easily be
represented in the formalism of this thesis, but more research is required.

Generation

In general, most research in Categorial Logic, and Categorial Grammar in ge-
neral, aims at the computation of the meaning of an expression on the basis of
its form. Very little attention is paid to natural language generation (with the
exception of Calder et al. (1989)). Van der Linden and Minnen (1990) present

1Martin Everaert, personal communication.
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various options for generation in Categorial Logic, and show that Categorial
Logic is attractive for generation. It would be fruitful to pursue this line of re-
search. An issue worth looking at would be, for instance, whether proof search
with proof nets (Roorda 1991) could be of use for incremental generation of
utterances (see De Smedt 1990 for incremental generation).
Moreover, no attention has been paid to the generation of idioms, neither in
computational linguistics, nor in psycholinguistics. It is unclear which factors
govern the choiceof an idiom in the process of generating an utterance. It could
be that these factors are purely stylistic, based on metaphorical properties of
idioms, associative relations or other factors.

Learning

Another area that has received little attention is language learning in sofar as
this concerns idioms, and Categorial Grammar for that matter (an exception
is Adriaans 1992). Language learning is of vital importance for the survival of
Computational Linguistics, since it is the most realistic way to overcome the
so-called scalability problem: natural language processing systems with a reaso-
nable scale (lexicons and grammars with appropriate sizes etc.) simply cannot
be 'hand-crafted' (for an overview of current research in natural language lear-
ning see Daelemans and Powers 1992).
As was the case for the interpretation of idioms, we strongly advocate an ap-
proach to learning and generation of idioms that is psychologically adequate.
We hope to have shown that it was fruitful in the case of interpretation of
idioms.

Issues in Categorial Logic

On the more formal level, there are a number of issues that deserve investiga-
tion. In general, this research could increase the sensitivity of Categorial Logic
for the representation of natural language, without losing its mathematical ri-
gour. There are at least two angles from which this line of research should be
pursued. First, one should investigate the application of insights from logic,
mathematics, and theoretical computer science to the representation of natu-
rallanguage. Secondly, the reverse is also of importance: mathematicians and
logicians should pay attention to issues in (computational) linguistics that are
outside the scope of their current formalisms. This could help to bridge the gap
between computational linguistics and other branches of linguistics, like cog-
nitive linguistics, where researchers have turned their backs on formalization
because set-theoretic formalisms do not meet their demands. A mathematical
prototype theory would be of great importance here. In this respect there is
also room for study of nonmonotonic categorial logics that could improve the
proposals made for inheritance presented in this thesis.
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Appendix 1: Term
Rewriting Systems

The Term Rewriting System (TRS) that was introduced informally in chapter
4, will be described in more detail here. The material in this appendix is taken
from Bergstra, Klop and Middelkoop (1989) and Duffy (1991).

A TRS is a pair (E, R), where E is an alphabet, and R is a set of reduction
rules. For E, there is a set of prosodic variables E, and a set of prosodic con-
stants, G. Moreover, there is a set of n-place prosodic operators, which consists
of the operators cone, inf and subs (denoting non-associative, non-commutative
concatenation, infixation and substitution). Note the correspondence between
the definition of the prosodic algebra of chapter 4 and an alphabet in TRS-
terminology.

Definition 7.62 (terms in E: T(E,E»
(i) any element of E is a term in E.
(ii) any element of G is a term in E.
(iii) If nl, ....,nm are terms in E, and K is an m-place prosodic opemtor,then
K(nl, .... ,nm) is a term in E.

Rewrite rules, represented here as t -+ u, describe possible reductions of terms.
The lefthandside, t, may not be a variable. All variables in u occur in t. The
iterative application of the reduction rules is denoted as -+>.
A term is a normal form if there is no other term to which it can be reduced. A
normal form of u is denoted as ul. If two terms are equivalent, this is denoted
by u = t. A term u is strongly normalizing if there exists no infinite reduction
u -+ t -+ v...... A TRS is strongly normalizing if every term that is an element
of the TRS is strongly normalizing.
The set of rewrite rules for infixation and substitution are presented below.
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Definition 7.63 (Rewrite rules)
inj(a,b) --+ conc(a,b)
inj(a,b) --+ conc(b,a)
infra, conc(b,c)) --+ conc(inf(a,b),c)
inj(a, conc(b,c)) --+ conc(b, inf(a,c))

subs(b,a,a) --+ b
subs (b,a, conc(c,d)) --+ conc(subs(b,a,c),d)
substb.a, conc(c,d)) --+ conc(c, subs(b,a,d))

ConBuency means that for every 'diverging' reduction (t --+> u and t --+> v),
there exists a 'converging' reduction (u --+> wand v --+> w). The TRS pre-
sented above is not confluent. For instance, inf(a,conc(john, loves)) has several
normal forms: conc(a, conc(john, loves» and conc(john, conc(a, loves». The
reason for this is that inf and subs are relational instead of functional operators,
which is in itself allowed in a TRS. Because of this ambiguity the TRS is not
regular either.

It is, however, still possible to prove that this TRS terminates. A TRS (2:,
R) is strongly normalising iff there exists a well-founded order (W, » and a
function 7:T(2:,E) --+W such that 7(S) > 7(t) for all s,t E T(2:,E) with s --+t
(Bergstra et al. 1989:71-72). A method to show termination is to use polyno-
mials with integers in their domain and range that are monotonically increasing
in all of their arguments. Such polynomials constitute a well-founded order.
Polynomials are used in termination proofs as follows: With each term t a po-
lynomial ¢(t) is associated.
¢(a) = A.
¢(b) = B.
¢(c) = C.
¢(d) = D.
¢(conc(s,t)) = ¢(s) + ¢(t).
¢(inf(s,t» = 2¢(s) + 2¢(t).
¢(subs(u,s,t)) = 2¢(u) + 2¢(s) + 2¢(t).

With this association it becomes possible to show ¢(s) > ¢(t) for every re-
write rule: every left-side of a rule is associated with a polynomial which is
'higher' than the polynomial associated with the right-side of the rule.
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¢(inf(a,b)) = 2A+2B > A+B = ¢(conc(a,b))
¢(inf(a,b)) = 2A+2B > A+B = ¢(conc(b,a))
¢(inf(a, conc(b,c))) = 2A+2B+2C > 2A+2B+C = ¢(conc(inf(a,b),c))
¢(inf(a, conc(b,c))) = 2A+2B+2C > 2A+B+2C = ¢(conc(b, inf(a,c)))

¢(subs(b,a,a)) = 2B+4A > B = ¢b
¢(subs(b,a, conc(c,d))) = 2A+2B+2C+2D > 2A+2B+2C+D =
¢( conc(subs(b,a,c) ,d))
¢(subs(b,a, conc(c,d))) = 2A+2B+2C+2D > 2A+2B+C+2D =
¢( conc( c, subs(b,a,d)))

The reason why termination of normalization is important becomes clear if we
consider its role in the calculus: the prosodic terms in the antecedent, u, and
succedent, t, of an axiom should have the same normal form: u! = t!. If a TRS
is strongly normalizing, every reduction strategy is normalizing (Bergstra et al.
1989:57).2 3

2In the PROLOG-implementation, a leftmost-outermost strategy is used (Bergstra et al.
1989:58)

3Note that the method in the proof is in a way comparable to the prooffor the termination
of the L-calculus: the rewrite rules of the TRS as well as the inference rules of L reduce
the complexity of the 'output' in comparison to that of the 'input'. In L complexity is
described in terms of the degree of the types. In the TRS, the polynomial differentiate
between the complexity of operators: the assignment </l(conc(a,b)) = </lea)+ </l(b)represents
a lower complexity than </l(inf(a,b)) = 2</l(a)+ 2</l(b).





Appendix 2: Prolog
program and illustrative
log

This appendix contains the source code of the Prolog program that implements
part of the formal results in this study. The program is based on the categorial
calculi interpreter in Moortgat (1988). The reader will find a detailed descrip-
tion of the ideas underlying the interpreter there, and is strongly advised to read
the relevant parts of Moortgat (1988) before attempting to grasp the content
of this appendix.
The main extensions of the interpreter presented here include a multiset-parser
and a system for term rewriting of prosodic terms.

Operator declarations
/* sign constructors */
?-op(30,xfx,'/').
?-op(30,xfx,'\').
?-op(30,xfx,'*').
?-op(30,xfx,'/-').
?-op(30,xfx,'\-').
?-op(30,xfx,'*-').
?-op(45,xfy,'<+').
?-op(45,xfy,'+>').
?-op(40,fx,'dep').

/* Right division */
/* Left division */
/* Product */
/* Extraction */
/* Infixation *1
/* Non-peripheral Product *1
/* inheritance operator *1
/* inheritance operator *1
1* modality for dependents */

1* operators for Lambek-Gentzen proof procedure */
?-op(255,xfx,'<-'). /* Gentzen inference */
?-op(255,xfx,'==>'). /* Term Revriting *1
?-op(255,xfx,'<*-'). /* Gentzen inference for multiset rules */
?-op(254,xfy,'t'). /* Gentzen premise conjunction */
?-op(253,xfx,'=>'). 1* L-derivability */
?-op(50,xfx,'=*>'). 1* MH-derivabiltity: lemmas *1
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1* operators in basic
?-op(60,xfy,'·').
?-op(50,yfx,'~').
?-op(70,xfy,':').
?-op(75,xfy,'#').

signs *1
1* Lambda abstraction *1
1* Functional application *1
1* Tuples (Type#Pros:Semantics) *1
1* Tuples (Type#Pros:Semantics) *1

Interpreter
The heart of the interpreter is formed by prove/2. There are two versions for prove/2: one
for sequents, and one for multisets. They differ with respect to the resolution of the input
with the heads of the inferences rules.

Sequents
1*1*
1* PROVE/2(SEQUENT, PROOFTREE) FOR SEQUENT RULES *1
1* equal to Moortgat (1988) *1
1**1

prove(T => [X) ,(Sequent1 <- Tree» :-
( Bead <- Premises ) ,
resolve_top(T => [X),Bead,Sequentl) ,
prove (Premises ,Tree) .

prove(T =*> [X) ,(Sequent1 <- Tree» :-
( Head <- Premises ) ,
resolve_top(T =*> [X), Bead, Sequent1) ,
prove (Premises ,Tree)

1**1
1* PROVE/2(MULTISET, PROOFTREE) FOR MULTI SET RULES *1
1**1

prove(T => [X),(Sequent1 <*- Tree» :-
match_count(T,[X), 1* van Benthem Count: see Moortgat 1988 *1
(Bead <*- Premises ),
m_resolve_top(T => [X), Head, Sequent1),
prove (Premises ,Tree)

1*1*
1* PROVE/2 FOR MULTI SET AS WELL AS SEQUENT RULES *1
1**1

prove (true ,true)

prove«Extralogical & Premises) ,Tree)
extralogical(Extralogical),
call (Extralogical),
prove(Premises,Tree).

prove«Premise1 & Premise2),(ProofTree1,ProofTree2»
prove(Premisel,ProofTreel),
prove(Premise2,ProofTree2).
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Auxiliary functions
Prove/2 is supported by a number of auxilary functions.

prove_top(Antecedent => [Succ], Tree) :-
100k_up(Antecedent, GoalSequent),
prove(GoalSequent => [Succ], Tree).

1* LOOK_UP/2: CONSULTATION OF THE LEXICON:
type/2 links elements in the input to their lexical information *1

look_up( [],[]).

100k_up([HIT],[TypeIR])
type(H,Type),look_up(T,R)

1**1
1* RESOLUTION FOR MULTISETS. *1
1**1

m_resolve_top(Input_ant => Succedent,
Rule_ant => Succedent,
Input_ant => Succedent)

m_resolve(Input_ant, Rule_ant).

% resolution for axioms

m_resolve_top([Antecedent] => Succedent,
[Antecedent] => Succedent,
[Antecedent] => Succedent).

m_resolve( [],D).
m_resolve(Input_mset, [First_rule_elementIRest_rule_mset]) :-
% see if a matching element occurs in the input

subseq(Input_mset, First_rule_element, Rest_input_mset),
% if so, resolve the remaining sets.

m_resolve(Rest_input~set,Rest_rule_mset).

1**1
1* RESOLUTION FOR SEQUENTS *1
1**1

resolve_top(T=> [A] ,T1=>[B] ,T2=>[C])
resolve(T=> [A] ,T1=>[B] ,T2=>[C]).

resolve_top(T=*> [A] ,T1=*>[B] ,T2=*>[C])
resolve(T=*>[A],T1=*>[B] ,T2=*>[C]).

resolve(T=>[Y) ,T1=>[Y) ,T2=>[Y]):-
unify(T, T2), ! ,
unify(Tl, T2) .
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resolve(T=*>[Y) .Tl=*>[Y) .T2=*>[Y):-
unify(T.T2).!.
unify(Tl.T2).

unify(T.T)
\+ functor(T.·.·.2).

unify«Factor.Factors).List)
append (Factor .Rest .List ) •

unify(Factors.Rest)

append([) .L.L).
append([HIL1) .L2.[HIL3)

append(L1.L2.L3).

1* EXTRALOGICAL/1: EXTRALOGICALS USED IN THE INFERENCE RULES. *1

extralogical(Clause):-
functor(Clause.F.3).
(F == append I
F == term_reduction_top).

extralogical(Clause):-
functor(Clause.F.2).
F \== '=>'.
F \== '=*>'.

extralogical(Clause):-
functor(Clause,F,l).
(F var l
F nonvar I
F basic_type).

Term Rewriting
REWRITE RULES *1
format: A ==> B :- C *1
A rewrites to B give the fulfillment of conditions C*I
The conditions are merely added to control Prolog *1
unification. *1

DATA STRUCTURE
(a.n1 •...nx):prominence:accent
a is one of the x-ary prosodic
inf, conc, subs. or ass. n1-nx
prominence is a variable. or Y
accent is a variable.

or a (accented) or n (non-accent able
For accentuation and Focussing. see
van der Linden (1991)

*1
*1

operators *1
are prosodic terms *1
(yeak) or s (strong) *1

*1
*1
*1
*1
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RULES FOR INFIXATION *1

(inf,A,B):WS:AC ==> (conc,A,B):WS:AC.

(inf,A,B):WS:AC ==> (conc,B,A):WS:AC.

(inf,C,D):WS_l:AC_l ==> (conc,(inf,C,A):WS_l:AC_l,B):WS_2:AC_2:-
pros_nonvar(D),
D = (conc,A,B):WS_2:AC_2.

(inf,C,D):WS_l:AC_l ==> (conc,A,(inf,C,B):WS_l:AC_l):WS_2:AC_2
pros_nonvar(D) ,
D = (conc,A,B}:WS_2:AC_2.

(inf,C,(conc, A, B):WS_l:AC_l):WS_2:AC_2 ==>
(conc,(conc,C,A):WS_2:AC_2,B):WS_l:AC_l

var(A), var(B).

(inf,C,(conc, A, B):WS_l:AC_l):WS_2:AC_2 ==>
(conc,(conc,A,C):WS_2:AC_2,B):WS_l:AC_l

var(A) , var(B).

(inf,C,(conc, A, B):WS_l:AC_l):WS_2:AC_2 ==>
(conc,A, (conc,C,B):WS_2:AC_2):WS_l:AC_l

var (A), var (B) .

(inf,C,(conc, A, B):WS_l:AC_l):WS_2:AC_2 ==>
(conc,A, (conc,B,C):WS_2:AC_2):WS_l:AC_l

var(A), var(B).

RULES FOR SUBSTITUTION: (subs, A,B,C) ==> D
substitution of A (old) for B (new) in C (old)

results in D (new) *1

(subs,A,B,C):WS_2:AC_2 ==> (cone, (subs,A,B,Cl):WS_2:AC_2, C2):WS_l:AC_l
pros_nonvar(C),
C = (cone, Cl, C2):WS_l:AC_l.

(subs,A,B,C):WS_2:AC_2 ==> (cone, Cl, (subs,A,B,C2):WS_2:AC_2):WS_l:AC_l
pros_nonvar(C),
C = (cone, Cl, C2):WS_l:AC_l.

(subs,C:_:_,B,D:_:_):_:_ ==> B :-
C == D.

THE TERM REWRITER

1* top clause for reduction: both Term and Result are in normalform,
and Result unifies with Term. *1

205
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term_reduction_top(Term. Term. Term) '-
pros_nonvar(Term).

is_normal_form(Term). r •

/* top clause for rewriting: both Term and Result are variables.
and unify */

term_reduction_top(Term. Term. Term)
( var(Term)
I

Term = X:_:_. var(X)). l ,

/* top clause for rewriting: Result is in normalform.
Term has Result as its normalform *1

term_reduction_top(Term. Result. Trace)
pros_nonvar(Term).

has_normal_form(Term. Result. Trace)

/* top clause for term_reduction: Term is in normalform.
Result has Term as its normalform *1

term_reduction_top(Term. Result. Trace)
pros_nonvar(Result).

has_normal_form(Result. Term. Trace),

1* top clause for term_reduction: Term and Result have the same
normal-form *1

term_reduction_top(Term. Result. (Term==>Trace_i.Result==>Trace_2))
pros_nonvar(Term).

has_normal_form(Term. Normal_form. Trace_i).
pros_nonvar(Result).

has_normal_form(Result. Normal_form. Trace_2),

pros_nonvar(Term) :-
nonvar(Term). Term X:_:_. nonvar(X). !,

pros_nonvar(Term) :-
nonvar(Term) ,

1* definition of HAVING a normal form */

has_normal_form(Term. Normal_form. Trace)
term_reduce (Term. Normal_form. Trace).
is_normal_form(Normal_form),

1* definition of BEIN~ a normal form *1

is_normal_form(Term) :-
nonvar(Term).

\+ term_reduce(Term. _Normal_form. _Trace),
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1* term_reduce is the --» relation in Bergstra, Klop and Kiddeldorp *1
term_reduce (Term , Result, (Term==>(Temp==>Result»)

rewrite(Term, Temp),
Temp: Result.

term_reduce (Term , Result, (Term=oo>Trace_1»
rewrite (Term, Temp),
term_reduce (Temp, Result, Trace_1).

1* ==> : the --> relation in Bergstra, Klop and Kiddeldorp *1
reqrite(Term,Result) :-

nonvar(Term) ,
Termoo=>Result.

1* pick out a part of the term to be used as redex, and rewrite it *1

reqrite«Function,Argument_l, Argument_2,Argument_3):SW:AC,
(Function,Rewritten_Argument,Argument_2,Argument_3):SW:AC)
Function == subs,

reqrite(Argument_1,Rewritten_Argument).

reqrite«Function,Argument_l,Argument_2, Argument_3):SW:AC,
(Function,Argument_l,Rewritten_Argument,Argument_3):SW:AC)
Function == subs,

rewrite(Argument_2,Rewritten_Argument).

rewrite«Function,Argument_1,Argument_2,Argument_3):SW:AC,
(Function,Argument_l,Argument_2,ReQritten_Argument):SW:AC)
Function oo=.subs,

rewrite(Argument_3,Rewritten_Argument).

rewrite«Function,Argument_l, Argument_2):SW:AC,
(Function,Rewritten_Argument,Argument_2):SW:AC)

(Function == inf I Function == cone),
rewrite(Argument_l,Rewritten_Argument).

reQrite«Function,Argument_l,Argument_2):SW:AC,
(Function,Argument_l,Rewritten_Argument):SW:AC)

(Function == inf I Function oo= cone),
rewrite(Argument_2,Rewritten_Argument).

rewrite«Function,Argument):SW:AC,
(Function,Rewritten_Argument):SW:AC)
Function == ass,

reQrite(Argument,Rewritten_Argument).
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Multiset calculus
In this section, the multiset calculus of chapter 3 and 4 is presented. First, we present the
lexicon, and subsequently the calculus and a number of examples.

Lexicon
1* Sample lexicon entries: Dutch *1

1* use ~ith trs4.pl *1

1* type/2. Lexical type assignment: type(Word,Type) *1

1* atoms consisting of cAPITALS simulate accented elements
in the input *1

NOUNS AND NPS

type (hij, np#(hij:_:m):hij).
type(meisje,n#(meisje:_:_):meisje)
type(opa,np#(opa:_:n):opa) .
type(oma,np#(oma:_:n):oma) .
type(loer,n#(loer:_:_):loer)
type(mannen,n#(mannen:_:_):mannen).
type(pijp,n#(pijp:_:_):pijp) .
type(maarten,np#(maarten:_:n):maarten)
type(broertje,n#(broertje:_:_):broertje).
type(dood,a#(dood:_:_):dood).
type(het,np#(het:_:n):het)
type(ik,np#(ik:_:n):ik)

VERBS

type (kust,
(np#Pros_obj:Sem_obj)\

«np#Pros_subj:Sem_subj)\
(s#«cone, Pros_subj,

(cone, Pros_obj, kust:_:_):_:_):_:_):
kust~Sem_obj~Sem_subj»).

type(ligt,(np#X:Y)\ (s#«eone,X,ligt:_:_):_:_):ligt~Y».

type(geeft,
(pp#«conc, aan:AANL:AANAC, PP:PPL:PPAC):s:ACPP):PS)\

«np#(OP:s:ACOP):OS)\
«np#(SP:s:ACSP):SS)\
(s#«conc, (SP:s:ACSP),

(cone, (OP:s:ACOP),
(cone, (cone, aan:AANL:AANAC,

PP:PPL:PPAC):s:ACPP,
geeft:~:_):~:n):~:n):_:n):

(geef~PS~OS~SS»»).
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type(geloof.
«np#Pros_Bubj:Sem_subj)\

(s#«conc. Pros_subj. (cone. geloof:_:_.
(cone. dat:_:_. Pros_obj):_:_):_:_):_:_):

geloof~Sem_obj~Sem_subj»1
(s'«conc. dat:_:_. Pros_obj):_:_):Sem_obj».

IDIOMS

type(geeft.
(pp#«conc. aan:_:_. maarten:_:_):s:ACPP):_)\

«np'«conc. de:_:_. pijp:_:_):s:ACNP):_)\
«np#(SP:s:ACSP):SS)\
(s'«conc. (SP:s:ACSP).

(cone. (cone. de:_:_.
pijp:_:_):s:ACNP.

(cone. (conc. aan:_:_. maarten:_:_):s:ACPP.
geeft:w:n):s:n):w:n):_:n):

(die~SS»»).

type(draait.
(np#«conc. een: SWEEN: ACEEN. loer:SWLOER:ACLOER):SWNP:ACNP):_)\

«np#OP:OS)\
«np#SP: SS)\
(s#«conc. SP.

(conc. OP.
(cone. (conc. een:SWEEN: ACEEN.

loer:SWLOER:ACLOER):SWNP:ACNP.
draait):_:_):_:_):_:_):

fool~OS~SS»».

type(heeft.«pp#«conc. aan:_:_. Pros_np):_:_):aan~Sem_np)\
«(np#«conc. een:_:_. broertje:_:_):_:_):_)*

(a#(dood:_:_):_»\
«np#Pros_su:Sem_su)\

(s#«conc. Pros_suo
(conc. (conc. (conc. een:_:_. broertje:_:_):_:_.

dood:_:_):_:_.
(conc. (conc. aan:_:_. Pros_np):_:_.

heeft:_:_):_:_):_:_):_:_):
hate~Sem_np~Sem_su»»).

type(opna.
«a#AP:AS)\

«a#«conc. AP. (inf.NPP.(conc. op:_:_. na:_:_):_:_):_:_):_:_):
(except_for~NPS~AS»/-

(np#NPP:NPS»».

type (regent.
«np#(het:s:Ac_Subj):_)\

(s#«conc. het:s:Ac_Subj.
regent:w:_):w:_):

regent»).
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1* QUANTIFIERS

type (iedereen, «q,(np'(prosl:_:_):sem80) ,
(s.Z:U),
(s'((subs, (prosl:_:_),

iedereen:_:_, Z):_:_):iedereen~(sem80·U»»).

type(elk,«q,(np'(pros3:_:_):sem82),
(s.Z:U),
(s'«subs, (pros3:_:_),

(conc, elk:_:_, PARG):_:_, Z):_:_):
elk~SARG~(sem82·U»»1

(n'PARG:SARG».

type(alle,«q,(np'(pros4:_:_):sem83),
(s.Z:U),
(s'«subs, (pros4:_:_),

(conc, alle:_:_,
PARG):_:_, Z):_:_):

alle~SARG~(sem83·U»»1
(n.PARG:SARG».

type(~ie,«~h,(np#(pros31:_:_):sem84),
(s#«inf, (pros31:_:_), Z):_:_):U),
(s#«conc, ~ie:_:_, Z):_:_):

question(~ie,(sem84-U»»».

1* see van der Linden (1991) for ~h-type constructors *1

1* FUNCTION WORDS, ADVERBS ETC. *1

type(aan,«pp'«conc, aan:s:_, (PNP:s:AC_np»:_:n):«aan~Sem_np»)1
(np.(PNP:s:AC_np):Sem_np»).

type(een,«np'«conc, een:_:_, (PN:s:ACN»:_:n):«een~Y»»1
(n'(PN:s:ACN) :Y» .

type(de, «np'«conc, de:_:_, (PN:s:ACN»:_:n):«de~Y»»1
(n.(PN:s:ACN):Y» .

type(op,«(np'(pros16:_:_):Y)\ (s'«conc, (pros16:_:_), W):_:_):SS»\
«np.A:B)\

(s'«conc, A,
(conc, W,

(conc,op:_:_,Pros_np):_:_):_:_):_:_):
«op~Sem_np)~(Y·SS»~B»)1

(np#Pros_np:Sem_np».

type(het,(np'«conc, het:_:_, X):_:_):«het~Y):_»/(n'X:Y»
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Calculus

1* This is the non-associative
Lambek calculus (NL)
in a multiset version
in a sign-based version.
with term rewriting for prosodic terms.

1* axiom *1

[Synt'Pros_ant:Sem]=>[Synt'Pros_succ:Sem] <*-
(basic_type (Synt),

term_reduction_top(Pros_ant, Pros_succ, _Trace» t
true.

1* rules for q-types *1

[[CQCAT ,A,B ,cn ,U,V]=> [Z] <*-
append(U, [A],K)t
append (V ,[C],L)t

K => [B] t
L => [Z].

[[TIR],P] => [(_QCAT,A,B,C)]<*-
append(P,[B],L) t

[T IR] => [A] t
L => [C].

1* note that the rules for division, infixation and extraction are
equivalent: Their differences in prosodic action are recorded in
the prosodic dimension of the signs. *1

1* rules for division *1

[[T IR]] => [Y\X] <*-
append([Y], [TIR] ,L) t

L=> [X] .

[[TIR]]=>[X/Y] <*-
append([Y],[TIR],L) t

L=> [X] .

[[X/Y] ,[T IR] ,U] => [Z] <*-
append(U,[X],L) t

[TIR]=>[Y] t
L=> [Z] •

[[Y\X] , [T IR] •U]=> [Z] <*-
append(U, [X] ,L) t

[T IR] => [V] t
L=> [Z] .
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/* Infixation operator*/

[[TIR])=>[Y\-X] <*-
append( [Y], [TIR] ,L) &

L=>[X] •

[[Y\-X], [TIR] ,U]=>[Z] <*-
append(U, [X] ,L) &

[TIR]=>[Y] k
L=>[Z] .

/* Extraction operator*/

[[TIR]]=>[X/-Y] <*-
append([Y] ,[TIR] ,L) k

L=>[X] .

[[X/-Y], [TIR] ,U]=>[Z] <*-
append(U,[X] ,L) &

[TIR]=>[Y] &
L=>[Z] .

/* product operator */

[[X-Y] ,U] => [Z] <*-
append(U,[X,Y] ,L) k

L=>[Z] .

[[P IR] , [Q IRlJ] => [X-Y] <*-
[P IR] => [X] &
[Q IRl] => [V] .

/* infix/extract-product operator */

[[X*- Y] ,U] => [Z] <*-
append(U, [X,Y] ,L) k

L=>[Z] .

[[PIR], [QIR1]]=>[X*-Y] <*-
[PIR]=>[X] &
[Q Iail =>[V] .
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Examples
In the examples below, we present an antecedent, with an initial succedent, and a succedent
after the proof is completed. Comparison of the original succedent and the succedent that is
the result of the proof, show which information has been instantiated by the proof procedure.
Note that in all cases, the semantics of the succedent has been instantiated.
C··.·.·····) indicates that there are other proofs but that the semantic interpretation they
produce are all the same.

1. ANTECEDENT: [opa.oma,kust)
SUCCEDENT: [s'«conc, opa:_:_,

(cone. oma:_:_.
kust:_:_):_:_):_:_):_X).

SUCCEDENT: [s'«conc. opa:_126:n.
(cone. oma:_141:n.

kust:_147:_148):_150:_151):_153:_154):
kustlDoma«lopa)

2. ANTECEDENT: [opa.oma.kust)
SUCCEDENT: [s'«conc. (cone. opa:_:_.

oma:_:_):_:_.
kust):_:_):_X).

SUCCEDENT: no

3. ANTECEDENT: [oma.kust) =>
SUCCEDENT: [(np'(pros10:_:_):_A)\

(s'«conc. (prosl0:_:_).
(cone. oma:_:_.

kust:_:_):_:_):_:_):_B»)).
SUCCEDENT: [(np'(prosl0:_118:_119):_113)\

(s'«conc. pros10:_118:_119.
(conc.oma:_154:n.

kust:_160:_161):_163:_164):_166:_167):
kustClomaCl_113»)

(. )

4. ANTECEDENT: [opa.oma.een.loer.draait)
SUCCEDENT: [s'«conc. opa:_:_.

(cone. oma:_:_.
(cone. (cone. een:_:_.

loer:_:_):_:_.
draait):_:_):_:_):_:_):_X).

SUCCEDENT: [s'«conc.opa:_130:n,
(conc,oma:_145:n,

(conc,(conc,een:_169:_170,
10er:s:_176):_178:n.

draait):_181:_182):_184:_185):_187:_188):
fooltomaClopa)

5. ANTECEDENT(tr4.[vol,opna,opa]
SUCCEDENT: [a'«conc, vol:_:_,

(cone, (cone. op:_:_.
opa:_:_) :_:_,

na:_:_):_:_):_:_):_X).
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SUCCEDENT: [a'«conc, vol:_126:_127,
(cone, (conc,op:_150:_151,

opa:_156:n):_159:_160,
na:_165:_166):_16B:_169):_171:_172):

except_for~opa~vol)

6. ANTECEDENT: [oma,kust)
SUCCEDENT: [(s'«inf, prosll:_:_,

(cone, oma:_:_,
kust:_:_):_:_):_:_):_B)/-

(np'(prosl1:_:_):_A»)).
SUCCEDENTS: [(s'«inf, prosll:_127:_12B,

(cone, oma:_142:n,
kust:_14B:_149):_151:_152):_154:_155):

kust~oma~_161)/-
(np'(prosll:_127:_128):_161»)

[(s'«inf, prosll:_127:_12B,
(cone, oma:_142:n,

kust:_148:_149):_151:_152):_154:_155):
kust~oma~_161)/-

(np'(prosl1:_127:_128):_161»)

[(s'«inf, prosl1:_127:_128,
(cone, oma:_142:n,

kust:_148:_149):_151:_152):_154:_155):
kust~_161~oma)/-

(np'(prosl1:_127:_128):_161»)

7. ANTECEDENT: [vie,opa,kust)
SUCCEDENT: [(s'«conc, vie:_:_,

(cone, opa:_:_,
kust:_:_):_:_):_:_):_X»)).

SUCCEDENTS: [s'«conc, vie:_126:_127,
(cone, opa:_141:n,

kust:_147:_148):_150:_151):_153:_154):
question(vie,sem84-kust~sem84~opa»)

[s'«conc, vie:_126:_127,
(cone, opa:_141:n,

kust:_147:_148):_150:_151):_153:_154):
question(vie,sem84-kust~opa~sem84»)

[s'«conc, vie:_126:_127,
(conc,opa:_141:n,

kust:_147:_148):_150:_151):_153:_154):
question(vie,sem84-kust~opa~sem84»)

Appendices
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1* examples of quantification *1

8. ANTECEDENT: [iedereen,ligt]
SUCCEDENT: [s.((cone, iedereen: _:_, ligt:_:_):_:_):_X]).
SUCCEDENT: [s'«eone,iedereen:_124:_125,ligt:_130:_131):_133:_134):

iedereen~ (sem80-ligt~sem80)]

9.ANTECEDENT:[alle,mannen,redden,elk,meisje]
SUCCEDENT: [s'«eone, (cone, alle:_:_, mannen:_:_):_:_,

(cone, redden:_:_,
(cone, elk:_:_, meisje:_:_):_:_):_:_):_:_):

_X]) .
SUCCEDENTS: [s'«eone,(eone,alle:_139:_140,mannen:_145:_146):_148:_149,

(eone,redden:_163:_164,
(eone,elk:_178:_179,meisje:_184:_185):

_187:_188):_190:_191):_193:_194):
elk~eisje~ (sem82-alle~annenO (sem83-redden~sem82~sem83»]

( )

[s'«eone, (eone,alle:_139:_140,mannen:_145:_146):_148:_14 9,
(eone,redden:_163:_164,

(eone,elk:_178:_179,meisje:_184:_185):
_187:_188):_190:_191):_193:_194):

alle~annenO (sem83-elk~eisjeO (sem82-redden~sem820sem83»]

(. )

10. ANTECEDENT: [opa,alle,mannen,een,loer,draait]
SUCCEDENT: [s'{{eone, opa:_:_,

(cone, (cone, alle:_:_, mannen:_:_):_:_,
(cone, (cone, een:_:_, loer:_:_):_:_,

draait):_:_):_:_):_:_):

SUCCEDENT: [s'«eone,opa:_132:n,
(eone,{eone,alle:_156:_157,mannen:_162:_163):_165:_166,

(eone,{eone,een:_189:_190,loer:s:_196):_198:n,
draait):_201:_202):_204:_205):_207:_208):

alle~annenO (sem83-foolOsem830opa)]

(. )

1* product operator in idioms *1

11. ANTECEDENT: [opa,een,broertje,dood,aan,oma,heeft]=>
SUCCEDENT: [(s#«eone, opa:_:_,

(cone, {cone, {cone, een:_:_, broertje:_:_):_:_,
dood:_:_):_:_,

(cone, (cone, aan:_:_, oma:_:_):_:_,
heeft:_:_):_:_):_:_):_:_):
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SUCCEDENT: [s#«conc,opa:_134:n,
(conc,(conc,(conc,een:_167:_168,broertje:_173:_174)

:_176:_177 ,
dood:_182:_183):_185:_186,

(cone, (conc,aan:_209:_210, oma:s:n):_218:_219,
heeft:_224:_225):_227:_228):_230:_231)

:_233:_234):
hate(Qoma(Qopa]

(. )

25. ANTECEDENT: [het, regent]
SUCCEDENT: [s#«conc, het:_:_,

regent:_:_):_:_):_Sem]).

SUCCEDENT: [s#«conc, het:s:n,
regent:v:_146):v:_149):regent]
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Incremental processing
This section presents the incremental calculus (Chapter 6) and the Inheritance lexicon (Chap-
ter 5), and a sample derivation.

Calculus
,* mdcalc.pl

This is the non-associative, headed
Lambek calculus (NL)
in a sequent version
in a sign-based version.
with term rewriting for prosodic terms.
with booleans and inheritance

These files are both used by
Use with lexicon mdlex.pl

1- [trees_prove].

,* note that the Cut-rule is replaced by
a procedure comparable to the term rewriting procedure
described before (context_prove):
we look for a part of a tree, and rewrite it *,

,* axiom *,

[Type.Pros_ant:Sem]=>[Type.Pros_succ:Sem] <-
basic_type(Type) t
term_reduction_top{Pros_ant, Pros_succ, _Trace) t
true.

,* Rules for inheritance in D *,

(LR, [Mother<+_Daughter],[TIR]) =*> [Result] <-
(assoc_type(Mother,A),nonvar(A» t
(LR, [Mother] ,[TIR]) =*> [Result].

(LR, [Mother<+Daughter] ,[TIR]) =*> [Result] <-
(assoc_type(Mother,A),nonvar(A» t
(LR, [Daughter],[TIR]) =*> [Result].

(LR, [Mother+>Daughter],[TIR]) =*> [Result] <-
(assoc_type(Mother,A),nonvar(A» t
(LR, [Daughter], [TIR]) =*> [Result].

(LR, [Mother+>_Daughter),[TIR) =*> [Result] <-
(assoc_type(Mother,A),nonvar(A» t
(LR, [Mother),[TIR]) =*> [Result].

,* Associativity rules *,

(r , U, (1, T, V» => [W) <**-
(1, (r , U, T), V) => [W].
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(r, U, (r, T, V» => [W) c**-
(r , (r , U, T), V) => [W).

(I, (I, U, T), V) => [W) c**-
(I, U, (I, T, V» => [W).

/* Note that ve should in fact add the counterpart of the
first rule:

(1, (r , U, T), V) => [W) cu-
(I, U, (r, T, V» => [W).

Addition of this rule viII cause infinitive recursive
application of this rule and its counterpart.
A mechanism for halting this application if the
addition of a +_ indication, illustrated in the
folloving example.

«(1, +), «r, PH), U, T), V) => [W) <**-
«(1,-), U, «r,PH), T, V» => [W).

This notation vas not added in the code for tvo reasons.
Firstly, the addition of this ad hoc device could
mask the underlying theoretical problem. Secondly,
it afffects the readability of the code.

/* Lemma Database: HH */
(r , [X/-*Y), [Arg) =*> [X) c-

(assoc_type(X,A),nonvar(A» l
[Arg) => [Y).

(I, [Arg) , [Y*-\X)) =*> [X) c-
(assoc_type(X,A),nonvar(A» l
[Arg) => [Y).

(I, [h-/Y), [Arg)) =*> [X) c-
(assoc_type(X,A),nonvar(A» l
[Arg) => [Y).

(r , [Arg), [Y\-*X) =*> [X) c-
(assoc_type(X,A),nonvar(A» l
[Arg) => [Y).

(1, [X*-/Y), [Z)) =*> [X*-/W) c-
(assoc_type(X,A),nonvar(A» l
(1, [Z), [W]) =*> [Y].

(r , [X/-*Y], [Z) =*> [X*-/W) c-
(assoc_type(X,A),nonvar(A» l
(1, [Z], [W) =*> [Y).
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(r , [Z]. [Y\-*X]) :*> [W\-*X] (-
(assoc_type(Y.A). nonvar(A» t
(1. [W]. [Z]) :*> [Y].

(1. [Z]. [y*-\X]) :*> [W\-*X] (-
(assoc_type(Y.A). nonvar(A» t
(1. [W]. [Z]) :*> [Y].

(1. [Z]. [X*-/Y]) =*> [W*-/Y] (-
(assoc_type(X.A). nonvar(A» t
(1. [Z]. [X]) :*> [W].

(r , [Z]. [X*-/Y]) :*> [W*-/Y] (-
(assoc_type(X.A). nonvar(A» t
(r , [Z]. [X]) :*> [W].

(1. [Y\-*X]. [Z]) :*> [Y\-*W] (-
(assoc_type(X.A). nonvar(A» t
(1. [X]. [Z]) :*> [W].

(r, [Y\-*X]. [Z]) :*> [Y\-*W] (-
(assoc_type(X.A). nonvar(A» t
(r, [X]. [Z]) =*> [W].

1* test_sequents *1
test_sequent(inhl. (r.(john.(l. kicks.(r. the. bucket»» :>

[s'«conc.john:_:_.
(conc.kicks:_:_.

(conc.the:_:_.
bucket:_:_):_:_):_:_):_:_):_X]).

test_sequent (inh2. [(r.(john.(l.kicks.(r.the.bucket»»]:>[s'_Pros:_Sem]).

1* compute associated type *1

assoc_type(Type.C/-*D)
nonvar(Type).
Type : A!-*B.
assoc_,type(A.C) •
assoc_type(B.D).

assoc_type(Type.C\-*D)
nonvar(Type) •
Type = A\-*B.
assoc_type(A.C).
assoc_type(B.D).

assoc_type(Type.C*-/D)
nonvar(Type).
Type: A*-/B.
assoc_type(A.C).
assoc_type(B.D).
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assoc_type(Type,C*-\D)
nonvar(Type) ,
Type = h-\B,
assoc_type(A,C),
assoc_type(B,D).

assoc_type(Type,C<+D)
nonvar(Type),
Type = A<+B,
assoc_type(A,C),
assoc_type(B,D).

assoc_type(Type,C+>D)
nonvar(Type) ,
Type = A+>B,
assoc_type(A,C),
assoc_type(B,D).

Lexicon
/* This file (mdlex) contains the lexicon for the

incremental inheritance calculus of chapter 6 */

/* use with mdcalc.pl */

/* Although a formal distinction was made between
Boolean type constructors, and inheritance relations,
in the implementation these are packed into one
operator.
+> denotes the inheritance relation in which the
daughter is more specific.
<+ denotes the inheritance relation in which the
mother is more specifiC.

type(the,[(np'«conc, the:_:_, X):_:_):(the~Y»/-*(n'X:Y)])

type(bucket,[(n.(bucket:_:_):bucket)])

type(john,[np'(john:_:n):john]) .

type (kicks , [(A\-* (KICK_IV<+(KICK_TV+>KICK_THE_BUCKET»)]):-
KICK_IV (C'«conc,Pros_Subj,D):_:_):detrans(B»,
KICK_TV = «C'«conc,Pros_Subj,

(conc, D, Pros_Obj):_:_):_:_):B)
*-/
(np'Pros_Obj:Sem_Obj»,

A (np'Pros_Subj:Sem_Subj),
B kick~Sem_Obj~Sem_Subj,
C s,
D (kicks:_:_),
E (conc, the:_:_. bucket:_:_):_:_.

Appendices
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cap (KICK_THE_BUCKET , KICK_TV,
«m'«m, m,

(m, m, E):m:m):m:m):dieGm)

1* m denote: value of the mother. This special value is
necessary in order to aviod confusion between Prolog
variables and inherited values. *1

1* cap takes a mother and a daugther and results in the
full specification of the daugther.
Note that cap could be implemented more elegantly if a
different data structure is choosen. *1

cap( «Resrestype.Resrespros:Resressem)*-1
(Resargtype.Resargpros:Resargsem»,
«HotherrestypetHotherrespros:Hotherressem)*-1
(Hotherargtype'Hotherargpros:Hotherargsem»,
«SpecrestypetSpecrespros:Specressem)*-1
(SpecargtypetSpecargpros:Specargsem») :-

cap_type (Resrestype,Hotherrestype,Specrestype),
cap_type(Resargtype,Hotherargtype,Specargtype),
cap_pros(Resrespros,Hotherrespros,Specrespros),
cap_pros (Resargpros,Hotherargpros,Specargpros),
cap_sem(Resressem,Hotherressem,Specressem),
cap_sem{Resargsem,Hotherargsem,Specargsem).

cap_type(Hother,Hother,m).

cap_pros(Hother,Hother,m):- !.

cap_pros (Daughter ,_Hother,Daughter)
var(Daughter), !.

cap_pros (Daughter,Hother ,Daughter)
var (Hother) ,
nonvar(Daughter) , !.

cap_pros«G,R,I):J:K,(A,B,C):L:H,(D,E,F):N:O)
cap_pros(G,A,D),
cap_pros(R,B,E),
cap_pros(I,C,F),
cap_pros (J,L,N),
cap_pros(K,H,O), !.

cap_sem(Hother,Hother,m):- !.

cap_sem(Daughter,_Hother,Daughter)
var(Daughter), !.

cap_sem(Daughter,Hother,Daughter)
var(Hother),
nonvar(Daughter), !.
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cap_sem(A~B,C~D,E~F) :-
cap_sem(A,C,E),
cap_sem(B,D,F), !.

cap_sem(Daughter,Mother,Daughter)
nonvar(Mother) ,
nonvar(Daughter), !.

Example

ANTECEDENT: [john,kicks,the,bucket] =>
SUCCEDENT: [s'_Pros:_Sem]).

(r, np , (1, np\-* (s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np) , (r, np/-*n , n »)=>s<-
(1, (r, np , np\-* (s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np) ), (r, np/-*n , n »=>s<-

(r, np , np\-* (s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np) )=*>s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np<-
np =>np<-true

(1, s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np , (r, np/-*n , n »=>s<-
(r, np/-*n , n )=*>np<-

n =>n<-true
(1, s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np , np )=>5<-

(1, s<+s*-/np+>s*-/np , np )=*>s<-
(1, s*-/np+>s*-/np , np )=*>s<-

(1, s*-/np , np )=*>s<-
np =>np<-true

s =>s<-true

Finally, s in the succedent of the head sequent will have the following
associated prosody
«conc,john:_157:n,

(conc,kicks:_172:_173,
(conc,the:_187:_188,

bucket:_193:_194):_196:_197):_199:_200):_202:_203):

and semantics: die~john

The derivation presented here is the first derivation.
Other derivations will result
in the non-idiomatic interpretation of the sentence.
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Samenvatting

In deze dissertatie wordt een computerlinguistische theorie over idiomen gepre-
senteerd. Zowel de representatie als de verwerking van idiomen wordt besproken.
De formele theorie waarin de behandeling van idiomen is ingebed, is Categoriale
Logica.

Over idiomen wordt geclaimed dat dit uitdrukkingen zijn waarvan alle aspec-
ten van de betekenis onderworpen zijn aan idiomaticiteit. Idiomaticiteit is een
semantische eigenschap van complexe uitdrukkingen die inhoudt dat aspecten
van de betekenis ervan exclusief een deel zijn van de betekenis van de uitdruk-
king als geheel. Deze definitie heeft voordelen boven definities die elders in de
Iiteratuur te vinden zijn. Traditioneel worden idiomen namelijk gedefinieerd als
uitdrukkingen waarvan de betekenis niet onderworpen is aan compositionali-
teit, maar er wordt geen aanwijzing gegeven aan welk principe de betekenis van
idiomen dan wel onderworpen is (hoofdstuk 2).

Een eigenschap van idiomen waaraan specifiek aandacht wordt besteed is syn-
tactische Hexibiliteit (hoofdstuk 3). De belangrijkste conclusie met betrekking
tot deze eigenschap is dat het vermoede verschil tussen idiomatische en niet-
idiomatische uitdrukkingen dat ten grondslag lijkt te liggen aan onderzoek in de
literatuur, niet strookt met de observaties. Idiomen verschillen niet ofnauwelijks
van hun niet-idiomatische tegenhangers wat betreft hun Hexibiliteit. Bovendien
hoeft hun syntactische gedrag niet beschreven te worden in termen van eigen-
schappen die specifiek zijn voor idiomen, maar in termen van meer algemene
eigenschappen: idiomen erven sommige van die eigenschappen van hun verbale
hoofden.

Om idiomaticiteit te formaliseren in Categoriale Logica, een raamwerk dat in
principe gericht is op compositionele interpretatie, wordt een zogenaamde teken-
gebaseerde versie van Categoriale Logica voorgesteld, waarin de relatie tussen
vorm en betekenis een eigenschap is van de elementen in het lexicon. Ret zoge-
naamde lexicalistische principe heeft hier dus bereik over de relatie tussen vorm
en betekenis.
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De calculi in Categoriale Logica bieden verscheidene middelen waarvan er een
aantal wordt geincorporeerd in het formalisme in deze dissertatie: onder andere
gelimiteerde permutatie in de vorm van drie-plaatsige type-constructoren en
Boolse en modale operatoren (hoofdstuk 4). De structuur van het categoriale
lexicon, waaraan weinig aandacht wordt besteed in het meeste categoriale onder-
zoek, wordt bestudeerd, en een voorstel voor het toekennen van een hierachische
structuur aan het lexicon wordt beschreven (hoofdstuk 5).

Het model voor incrementele verwerking dat worden geschetst in hoofdstuk 6
bevat een meer efficiente en psychologische adequate versie van het zogenaamde
onmiddellijkheidsprincipe dan andere categoriale modellen. De calculus voor
incrementele interpretatie staat enkel reducties van twee elkaar opvolgende ex-
pressies toe, als deze een dependentierelatie onderhouden. Het hierarchische
lexicon speelt ook hier een roI. De ambiguiteit tussen de idiomatische en de
niet-idiomatische lezing van een idioom kan opgelost worden op basis van de
heuristiek dat specifiekere informatie in het lexicon, het idioom, geprefereerd
moet worden boven de minder specifieke informatie, het hoofd van het idioom.
Het feit dat Categoriale Logica het redeneren over de structuur van het lexicon
toestaat, laat zien dat ze niet aUeen dient als een formele theorie van de repre-
sentatie van natuurlijke taal, maar ook als een formele theorie van natuurlijke
taal verwerking.
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